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Biased Seating Spurned, Union Cancels Meet
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_MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1958

BAPTIST SPLIT WIDENS AT CONVENTION
The Senseless Cost Of Jim Crow

Dr.Jacksonl
Given Vote ,
Confidence

Plan Action On Civic Front

Delegates Rap
Ten Ministers
In what has been described as
"the greatest vote of confidence
and exoneration ever accorded
any leader in the history of the
National Baptist Convention, Inc.,
USA," Dr. J. H. Jackson, president
of the organization was cleared
by delegates attending the recent
convention at Hot Springs, Ark.,
of the charges which were placed
against him by leading Baptist
ministers.
The delegates to the convention
also voted to condemn and denounce the town ministers who attempted unsuccessfully to have an
Injunction placed against the
church official to prevent him
from acting in the capacity of
leader.
Among the ten ministers who
the i twiner to give spiritual
speakers for schools Ind
MINISTERS OF OMEGA —
sought to have the injunction placand moral leadership to the
churches, and Achieveillent
Like many other fraternal ored against Dr. Jackson were Dr.
Week, a national project of
fraternity's programs of scholganizations, the Omega Psi
S. A. Owen, of Memphis; Dr. Rolarship, manhood
the fraternity. The needeeere
perseverand Smith, of Little Rock; De. E. Phi is planning to play a more
are from left, Rev J. A.
ance, and uplift. Among its
active role in the general welC. Smith, of Washington, D. C.;
McDaniel,
basileus; Rev. IL
projects for 1958 are the vol.
Dr. W. H. Borders, of Atlanta, fare of the community. With
C. lyabrit, Chaplain L. A. MP
Mg and registration drive, a
this in mind, the new basileus,
and six other leaders in the
A. Andrews, sal I
E.
Rev.
pen,
last
Rev.
A.
Negro
emphasis
J.
on
McDaniel,
greater
church.
Rev. Van J. Malone. all ms
History Week by providing
week called the ministers of
Accordin g to Rev. A. .1. Camphers of the fraternity,
or general of the Tenbell, director
nessee Regional Baptist Convention, no leader has ever received
the members of an organization
as did Rev. Jackson on the occasion of his exoneration by the
delegates.
"It was a most impressive sight
that brought tears of joy from
men and women and shouts of
'Praise God!' from hundreds who
gro members of the organization,
By M. L. Reid
were.a part of the great audience,"
and the police were summoned
Rev. Campbell said.
the
of
Lane
The refusal of Negro members
Harvester
by some unidentified member of
Responding to the acclaim accorded him, Dr. Jackson told the Federal Credit Union of the International Harvester com- the group. Rather than climb t*
balcony, the Negroes left en
the
delgates: "I love my country. I pany to segregate themselves in the balcony of Ellis audimime,
here. I have traveled
born
have
was
who
business
thriving
Nea
not
or
"whether
that
The
ern border of Memphis.
JIM CROW IN NEGRO AREA
This year the Negro members
In the interest of America to plead torium last Sunday led to the cancellation of the election
handled the Jim Crow situagro manages the station, restnew business is located in
of the credit union decided that
. . That is the description
I have for 1958 officers.
her cause on foreign s
and
discretion
more
with
'LAtion
read:
which
signs
room
Walker
the
to
close proximity
they would seat themselves with
which passersby give to the
gone behind the Iron Curtain to
certainly less cost." The servAs many members end their to 8 to go to the balcony Estes the white members of the group,
DIES' — 'MEN' — and 'COLHomes and other thickly
lettering on the rest rooms of
champion her rights . . . but I
on
open
will
imshown
in
entrance,
jr.,
station
the
offensive
at
vice
up
Kuykendall,
lined
ice
of
president
are
families
ORED'
neighborNegro
populated
and if necessary subject themselva soon-to-be-opened Gulf Servwill not submit to the dictation of
one of the chief thoroughfares
others began to stream from the the credit union announced that es to arrest and jail, rather than
plications and :Asia.. There are
few
Comparatively
hoods.
judge, or any jury
any
ice station, now being readied
court,
any
hall, most of them smiling, as if "due to tensions caused by some submit to segregation.
through Walker Homes.
a number of other service •
white motorists reportedly frethat usurps to speak the sentiat the corner of Horn Lake
big joke had been played of the members of the Federal THE SEPARATE BOX
stations in the city doing a
quent the area. Observers note
ment of the courts in substitution some
and Brooks rds., on the southCredit Union, the meeting will be In the lobby of the auditorium,
for the voice of the church," on them.
But it was the presence of Ne- adjourned until further notice." tables were set up. At the en.
Rev. Campbell reported.
An attempt was made at last
organization
members of the
Rev. Jackson told the delegates gro
third row from the year's meeting to segregate Ne- See BIAS, page 2
that he would rather be thrown seated in the
the meeting to
ost Office Hit
In prison or "become the object front that caused
before he be adjourned.
punishment,"
capital
of
Representative Charles C. Diggs.
submit to an order de- THE ANNOUNCEMENT
Jr., Democrat of Michigan, has would
he give up the leadAfter trying unsuccessfully to
asked Postmaster Arthur E. Sum. manding that
Baptists who "by get the Negro members, who ar•
merfield for an explanation on ership of Negro
Rev.
me,"
chosen
have
their vote
rived in small groups of fromm 4
JACKSON, Tenn. — The Most Valuable Citizen Award why the postoffice at Magazine, Campbell said.
An order by Police Chief J. C.
Ala., is scheduled to be closed.
Omega
a
the
received
at
Baptist
leader
Darlene
Hutson
The
Miss
to
given
was
1957
MacDonald to members of the po. for
Magazine became an all-Neovation when he told the
lice department to arrest "Negro psi Phi fraternity's Founder's Day celebration here re- gro community after the recent great
Mrs. Estelle Bunton, the wife of Rev. Henry C. Buns
delegates that, "I would rather
or white" men seen hanging cently.
departure of its last white family,
stiffer
who
Williams,
Roger
join
ton,
pastor of Mt. Olive CME cathedral, died early Mon.
halls
pool
*round beer parlors and
which included the postmistress.
The award was made to Miss Hutson for leadership, The text of the telegram of in- indescribably as the pioneer BapJan. 27, at Northport, Ala. Mrs. Bunton had
morning,
day
over long periods of time has been
than
subto
continent
this
tist on
narrowed down by overzealous of. efficiency, congeniality, coopera-j
quiry to the postmaster general
time.
some
for
ill
been
who
those
of
wishes
the
to
mit
read. "It has been brought to my
fieers to include any Negro out tion, and earnestness in civic and" campaign for Polio Funds.
would crucify me, that they might
in church work until her recent illness, Mrs.
Active
attention that Post Office at Mag.
of work and those seeking em- humanitarian affairs beyond the I AN OFFICIAL
have the position to which you Turn to page 11 and read
Bunton belonged to the Ministers'
' ploy ment.
lean of occupational, business of
,
Originally a teacher in Georgia, azine, Ala. scheduled to be closed have called me."
home service feature: Wives Alliance. Her last big proj- Funeral arrangements for Mrs,
white
last
family
Feb.
Since
1.
Just how ridiculous policemenj professional duties.
Miss Hutson left there to come to
Among the Memphians who were the
ect for the church was the }har- Bunton were incomplete a4 the
can get in an effort to show their I Miss Hutson is a member of, the City System of Jackson, Tenn., including the postmistress has re- in attendance at the Hot Springs,
vest Day services last Fall.
superiors that they are "on the et. Paul CME church where she where she served for several cently moved out making it now Ark., convention meeting were
Tr -State Defender went to pre,c
Aside from her husband, Mrs.
ball" was illustrated recently, is a Sunday School teacher, a years. Recognizing her high stand- an all-Negro community, suspect Rev. W. M. Fields, Sr., pastor of
1222
Bunton is survived by two daughwhen Elijah Smith, 48, of
choir member, and a leader in: ards in ability, sincerity of ef- that decision to close has racial the Eastern Star Baptist church
ters, Mrs. Marjorie Wilcox of DalSmith at, was hauled into court other phases of the church's ae-. fort and leadership, the city of- implications. Respectfully urge im- who preached the first sermon,
charge.
report
Tex.; Miss Mattie Bunton,
vagrancy
and
las,
as
on a
tivities. She has served
prest•jficials promoted her to the posi- mediate investigation
Rev. A. E. Campbell, president
Where was he picked up? In dent of Semper Fidelis, the Fed- Hon of assistant supervisor of the your findings and suspension of of Tennessee Regular Baptist Conr/ Chicago, Ill.; and a son, Henscheduled closing vntil matter is
ry C., jr., who is serving in the
a grocery store, of all places, crated Women's clubs. the Lane
See DR. JACKSON, page 2
cleared."
armed forces.
where he had gone tc buy some College Alumni association, both See TEACHER, page 2
food for his family.
locally and nationally: and has
LAID OFF
served with many welfare organiMi.. Smith, who has been laid' zations of the community, includ
off from work, had been keeping' ing the Red Cross, the United Fund
his four children while his wife Drive, and the March of Dimes
worked. and had just stepped out
centuries.
Often removing window screens,
A small army of about 70,000 white Protestant mi- this district."
to get the groceries when police
A municipal court judge, who Why do Southerners find it dif. they sit half-dressed where it is
wanted to know why he was not
grants from the South are proving in Chicago what levelcooler, and dispose of garbage the
didn't want to be quoted had this ficult to adjust to big city
on the job.
headed persons have known all the time: Integration prob- to say: "I can't say this publicly, According to Mr. Votaw, ways?
"The quickest way. Their own dress
They refused to accept his exlems often have nothing to do with race, language, or but you'll never improve the neigh- Southerners bring along suspicion Is casual and their Children's
planation, and carted him off to
borhood until you get rid of them." of the authorities — landlords, worse. Their housekeeping is easy
jail.
creed.
The manager of a large apart- storekeepers, bosses, police, prin- to the point of disorder, and they
Police themselves have been emWriting in Harper's Magazine
ment hotel remarked: "I've been cipals and awesome church peo- congregate in the evening on front
barrassed when asked to give an
for February, Albert N. Votaw, dian reservations.
in this business 15 years, but this ple. Often in Chicago, theme au- porches and steps, where they find
explanation for their action. PaIs the first time I've had to carry thorities belong to groups whom time for the sort of motionless
trolman G. R. Moore appeared in
in an article entitled, "The Hill- NOT THE NEGRO
relaxation that infuriates hustling
billies Invade Chicago," outlines
court to testify agalvst 28-year-old
MRS. ESTELLE BUNTON
But oddly enough, it is the-white a blackjack in the halls of my the Southerners consider Inferior
Piker Hall, whom he arrested on
the problems which both migrants Southerner, referred to by many own building."
— foreigners, Catholics, colored city people.
anyfreely
play
children
Crump Blvd., as the man attempt
and permanent residents face in as "hillbilly," who is receiving the DISGRACE TO RACE
people — so the suspicion is re- "Their
where, without supervision. Fencassimilating each other.
ed to hitchhike to Arkansas where
damnation which was once heaped
Not only is the southern mi- inforced by prejudice."
break down; lawns
hedges
and
es
he hoped to find field work.
Having observed these displacThe present crop of problems in upon the head of the Negro and grant looked down upon by native
,go back to dirt. On the crowded
"If a man hasn't got a job.
the
foreign-born.
ed
in
own
persons
their
country;
Chicagoans, but by Southerners a
the Windy City have been importcity streets, children are unsafe,
what's he supposed to do?" City
Registration for evening doses
Criticism is being leveled at'the step higher on the social and eco- the author gives this description
ed to compensate labor shortages
-- and their parents seem oblivious.
Judge Beverly Boushe asked the
North
of
the
the
for
in
backlife
ladder,
who
nomic
frequently
of
many
sections
from
the
of
group
centers
Illithe
in
industrial
to sex at Booker T. Washington far this
comes
it
when
more,
Even
te
get
to
ming
he
"How's
officer.
nois. With the European sources community. Said a police captain: comment, "They are a disgrace woods Southerner: "Settling in de- training, their habits — with re- second semester will be held San.
the field to work?"
of immigrants greatly restricted, "In my opinion they are worse to the race," this despite the fact teriorating neighborhoods where spect to such matters as incest 29 and 30. The announcemept was
The officer remained silent.
new workers are coming from the than the colored. They are vicious that they have what it takes to they can stick with their own kind, and statutory rape — are clearly made last weeky
Judge Boushe has dismissed
King, principal of LICAraillInd
South, both white and Negro, from and knife-happy. They are involv- make good: a white skin and an they live as much as they can
school.
MISS DARLENE HUTSON
Puerto Rico, Mexico, and the In-I ed in 75 per cent of our arrests in American background of several the way they lived back home. Sc. PROBLEM, page
Mos POLICE, Pale 2

Bias Seating Spurned,
Union Cancels Meeting

Police Chief
Explains Order
•On Loitering

Move To Close
Omega's P

Teacher Wins
Valuable Citizen Award

Rev. C. Bunton's
Wife Dies In Alabama

TIPS FOR
HOUSEWIVES

BIG STAR SPECIALS
THIS WEEK"

ig Problem Of Integration In Reverse

Sign Jan. 29 For
Evening School

2

Police
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(Continued from page

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Mammoth Livingston as administrative asLife and accident Insurance Corn- sistante; Mrs. Olive H. Crosthwait
pany consummated a reinsurance will be asistant secretary; J. Joagreement last week with Jackson seph Johns, assistant Treasurer: '
Mutual Life Insurance Company Harris B. Gaines, associate gen
Illinois..This is the second mer• eral counsel.
ger executed by Mammoth Life NOT NEW
within the past year.
L. J. Livingston is expected to
' As a result of this merger, Mam-be elected to the board of director
moth Life's assets will be in-and a vice presidency at the stock
creased by one and three-fourths holders' meeting in March.
Million dollars and its business in Reinsurance agreements are no'
Chicago will be doubled. This yen- new to Mammoth Life. Since 192,
aurance in force to a new high of it has negotiated contracts will
lure increases Mammoth Life's in-Gibraltar and Community Mutual
Over 60 million dollars.
lin Indiana, Pioneer in Illinois, Fed' The field force of Jackson Mu- eral Reserve in Missouri and Sublet will remain intact and theperior in Michigan. Mammoth
officers who will continue with Life's present operations cover 25
Mammoth Life are: Leonard J. districts throughout eight states.

Rust Choir Concert
and Slated Here Feb. 2

o
several
s„
loitering against Negroes who
have been hauled in in what
might be termed discriminately
indescriminate charges of vagrancy. It is discriminate in -view of
the fact that most of these persons have, been Negroes; indescriminate in view of their pickups having included obviously feeble-minded persons, who have been
no where near a beer parlor or
pool hall.

of

Are you interested in going to, The 71-year-old Christian insticollege and are financially unable; tution is a two-year college. Rev.
to attend. If so, here's an oppotH C. Thomas Paige is president.
I For further information about
tunity to realize your dream.
Rev. Charles W. Guy, field re- gaining admittance to the college
presentative of the Baptist. Indus- call Rev. Guy at BR 5-5527.
The famed Rust College choir
trial College & Seminary, of Hernando, Miss., urged parents to' will appear in a benfit recital
I for the school Sunday, Feb. 2 at
send their children to college.
Last week, Rev. Guy said: "I 3 p. m., at Progressive Baptist
will supply some of the needs of: church, 394 Vance ave. Rev. Guy
students up to 500" who wish to i urged the full support of the community in the project.
attend Baptist Industrial.

In criticizing the police department, the judge told of an instance
In which a contractor told his
Negro employe to sit in Handy
Park until he returned from a
downtown mission. Before he could
get back, the man had been swooped up in the loitering and vagranALEXA1NDER DELOACH, JR.i are really shaping up. Last week
cy dragnet, despite his having
in a whale of a game, the Bluff
been employed for more than 40
Hello you sport fans. We're back City Coaches defeated the Hardyears.
again with more news from the , wood Stars 91 to 79 at the Church
HUDDLESTON'S SHIFT
Recreation Department Basketball:Park gym.
It has been noted that most of League.
Also at the same gym, Hyde
the arrests made on the loitering
At this point there are 44 teams Park defeated Orange Mound in
and vagrancy charges have oc- playing in the league, and the a close battle, 28 to 24, while over
curred during the shift in which games are being played on Mon- at the Porter gym, the Caridoya
Inspector Huddleston is in com- days, Wednesdays, Fridays and Cubs downed the Gaines mfg.
m and.
Saturdays at the Porter, LaRose, company squad 28 to 17.
In clarifying what constitutes Melrose, Douglass, Manassas, and On Feb. 3, the Hardwood Star
will take on the Douglass team
vagrancy and loitering, Chief Church Park gymnasiums.
MacDonald said: "The police If you want to watch the girls and the Bluff City Coaches will
'tangle
with the Washington Vets
should first give them a warning, go into action, now is your opand later if it is ignored, arrest portunity. There are four girl at Church Park.
them. If they have an excuse teams composing one league. They There is no admission charge
they should be carried to the po- play mostly on Friday nights at to these games, so come on out
and watch the teams of your
lice captain on duty so that their the Porter school gym.
story can be checked."
In the Men's League the teams I choice battling on the floors.

44TeamsNow Playing In
Recreation League Tilts

By

THE EXPERIENCES OF 37
YEARS are imparted to representatives of Tennessee
State university s Future Business Leaders of America, when
Dr. A. M. Townsend, executive secretary, Nashville's Sunday School Publishing Board

since 1920, hosted the students'
field trip to the Baptist Publishing House. The operational methods, managerial system
and job opportunities were ineluded on the FRIA agenda
Pictured (left to eight) are

Eunice Drake, Miami, Fla.;
Dr. Townsend; Elmer Scab.
son, Knoxville, Tenn., treasurer of FBLA; Fabulty Advisor Mrs. Constance Greene;
and FBLA President James
Tien(, Albany, G..
•

Problem

May good men have sought to Kentucky. Mississippi and Illinois
britig about peace in the world," met, with 390 persons present to
(Continued from page 1)
to the circuit assembly hear the talk, "What are the Pros(Continued from page 1)
COndiScted at the Gibson County pects for Lasting Peace."
trance to the main floor, there
at variance with urban legal retrsirdstig school in Milan, Tenn.,
were two tables, staffed by four
quirements, and parents fail to apter the Jehovah's Witnesses were,
white women who registered white
authorities
preciate the interest
told,but have not succeeded bemembers, gave them ballots and
take in their sex life."
cause the forces against them!
coupons for prizes, which were
Southern children are considered
to be drawn during the meeting.
have been overwhelming.
By RUSS J. COWANS
a problem in the schools, having
"Peace can come only as a reNegro members were directed
classes,
come from inferior rural
sult of righteousness and true
The baseball career of Roy to a table near the balcony steps,
for
their
too
old
many
are
and
Christian principles," H. L. Brigat which sat a white man and a
classes, and too mature physical- Campanella, one of the game's white woman. Here they registerNett, ordained minister and disgreatest catchers, may Nave endMany
famclassmates.
for
their
ly
ed, were handed ballots, and their
trict supervisor for 10 states told
Rev. William Simmons, chapavoid the biting ed Monday night when he suffer- tickets for prizes were placed in
the audience, but men prefer to lain at A&I State university, will ilies go home to
weather of a Chicago winter, ed a fractured neck in an auto- a separate box. They were then
cold
follow a policy of expediency as address the Frontiers club conand when the children return in mobile accident near his home at asked to go to the balcony.
It brings some selfish advant- ference Sunday, Feb. 2, at 2
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Spring, they must be either
On Sunday the first Negroes arages."
p. m., 'First Baptist church, Lau- moted or carried along passively The burley catcher escaped
But peace will finally come
death by inches when his car skid. rived in a group of fives. There
derdale, pastored by Rev. H. C. with the rest of the class,
were four young men and one elthis earth, Mr. Brissett predicted, Nabrit.
These white Southerners are also ded. and struck a utility pole ,
when Jehovah establishes his The"is the club's annual considered a health hazard in the while he was driving to his home derly man. The elderly man regisrighteous government.
Glen Cove. Doctors, following tered, and immediately climbed up
economic conference. Theme of communities. Fearful of any kinin
cll
Twelve persons were baptized the meeting is "The Economic of authority they avoid immuniza- an operation of fours hours and 20 the balcony steps. The others
left, but came back later and reg)t the recent assembly, where 21 Condition of Negroes During This tion officers, free dental care irebinutes, said the veteran catcher
istered and proceeded to take
congregations from Tennessee, Period of Crisis."
the schools. polio shots. As a re-1 is naralyzed from the neck down, seats in the main auditorium.
suit polio and tuberculosis epidem•1 The 36-year-old catcher was preics have been centered in their paring to start his 11th season for CALL ON LAWYER
ithe Dodgers. He hod already signThey were requested to go to
areas.
In time the "hillbillies" are ex• ed for the 1958 season for an esti- the balcony, but they informed
pected to be absorbed into the mated $36,000. This was approxi- the officers of the credit union
community, but those who are mately $6,000 less than he received that they had decided to remain
forced to live with them for the last year. The cut came as a re- where they were. The meeting
present are not content to let time sult of his disappointing '57 sea- was then postponed.
The Negro members of the ortake care of the real problem. eon.
Labor needs him as much as he The stocky Carnplanella won the ganization later reported to Atty.
National league's most valuable J. F. Estes, whom they have seneeds the job.
player award in 1951, 1953, and lected as their advisor, and he
FIVE-POINT PROGRAM
To bring about this "integration" 1955. He also played in five world questioned them as to what procedure was taken in the cancellaon the white level, a five point series for the Dodgers.
SPORTS EVENT PLANNERS
at Maim!. At close of game,
at Atlanta on Jan. 31. Mr.
proposal has been made: (1) De- In 1951 he batted .325 and had tion of the meeting. Atty. Estes
— Veteran sports figure B. T.
In which Florida A&M univerSgott was the founder of the
velopment of Southern white lead- 108 runs batted in, and in 1955 he told them that at such a
Ilarvey, left, commissioner of
sity defeated Maryland State
Atlanta Daily World of which
ership to create social and fra- hit .312 and had 41 home runs and 3 vote should have been taken as
college, FAMU was named
Mr. Jackson is sports editor.
ternal organizations comparable 142 RBI's, In 1955 he hit .318 and to whether or not the meeting athletics for the Southern Conference, chats with Marion E.
national intercollegiate football
The Coca-Cola company, AtShould have been called off.
to those which exist for other eth- drove in 107 runs.
coordinator
of
Jackson, right,
champions for 1957 and will
tante, annually gives the
nic groups: (2) A pilot project It was alway spointed out that
He also told them that there is
the 100 Per Cent Wrong Club.
receive the W. A. Scott, II,
to experiment with ways of easing no the even years Campy's hit- no law on the statute books of the
championship trophy. A. I., '
during
H.
Kendrix,
and
Moss
Memorial
Trophy at Club's
city life; an organization of land- ting took a bailspin. In 1952, 1954, state which requires an organizaThompson. Atlanta housing exrecent Orange Blossom Classic
lords to enforce stricter tanancy; ard 1956
23rd annual all-sports jamboree
pert, is club president.
average fell well be- tion to segregate its members.
(4) Measures to deal with echool low .300.
George L. Holloway, a committransiency; and. the continued de-, lie has a lifetime mark of .276 teeman for the United Auto WorkP .C. Polk Dr. N. A. Crawford, tional promotional secretary of the
velopment by existing youth and with 203 home runs.
ers, local 988, and a worker at
Dr. L. A. Hamblin, Dr. C. T. Educational Board; Mrs. Maudeen
welfare agencies of services for Throughout his baseball career the plant. told the Tri-State lie
Epps, Dr C. R. Williams. secre- Seward, recording secretary of the
the hard-to-reach group.
Campanella has been bothered by fender that the Federal Credit lin
tary of the BTU Publishing Hoard; 1 Women's Convention; Mrs. L. A.
But authorities know that their hand 'ailments and since 1954 has ion was started in 1949 and that
Dr. L. H. Aldrige, Dr. A. R.
Hamblin, Mrs. F. M. Harris, Mrs.
(Continued from page 1)
problems cannot be solved in the had three operations on his hands. white workers were reluctant to
llama, Dr. E. Bates, Dr. L. L.
Bruce, Mrs. Susie Hood, Mrs.
immediate future. The people
In the closing days of the 1953 joln. In order to get in going, he vention, and vice president of the Laws, Dr. E. W. Williamson, Dr. Agnes Blow,- Mrs. I. T. Felton,
from the hills raiste large famicampaign he suffered a hand in- said, there had to be at lesst $50 National Baptist Convention; and 0, C. Collins, Dr, J. L. Lindsey, Mrs. Julia Palmer. Mrs. R. Bank.
lies, and every train and bus headjury when Whitey Lockman of the in shares purchased. Five Negroes Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, chair- Dr. 0. C. Crivens, Dr. A. H. Rice, head, Mrs. L. Stewart, Mrs. D.
ed in that direction will deposit
New York Giants crashed into and five whites were the first to, man of the Educational Board, Dr. H. Y. Ward, Dr. J. H. Seward, Bohannon and Mrs. J. Woodard.
another problem on the city's
mho delivered the educational ser- Rev. W. M. Fields, jr., Dr. L. L.
Also Mrs. H. Barber, Mrs.
him at the plate. This virtually join, at $5 each.
doorstep declares Mr. Votaw,
McNeal and Rev. J. L. Webb.
inson, Mrs. 0. Collins, Mrs. W. M.
mon.
Put Campy out of action in 1954 WHITES TAKE OVER
Among the women who were Fields, jr., Miss Thelma Fields,
and his average dipped to .207.
Mr. Holloway said that Billy, Others who attended the con.
Campanella started with the Proctor, a shop employe at the vention were Dr. C. M. Lee, Dr. present at the meeting were Mrs H. Tony, Mrs. E. Bates, Miss L.
Baltimore Elite Giants in the now time, and now a foreman, asked A. J. Campbell, Dr. E. L. Slay, J. C. Austin chairman of the Ed- E. Campbell, director of music
defunct Negro National league, at him to see what he could do in Dr. E. A. Johnson, Dr. A. L. ucational Board of the Women's the National Congress, and many
the age of 15. He was one of the the way of soliciting memberships Saddler, Dr. W. C. Jackson, Dr department: Mrs. Inez Brooks, na- others.
first Negroes to so into the mlajor among the Negro workers. He said
leagues. joining the Brooklyn Dod- he was successful in getting about
SURE TO BECOME ONE OF THE MOST
gers in 1946.
150 to join the credit union, and
•TALKEO-ABOUT' PICTURES IN YEARS.
The organization of the 1958
that for a year they held the
drive for membership in the Abe from 600 to 1,000.
together.
Scharff branch of the YMCA was "I am sure we will reach our
It was not until just before the
(Continued from page 1)
completed at a banquet held in goal," said Dr. J. W Golden, who strike in 1950 that white workers
the YMCA gynasium last Friday is heading this year's drive. The in large numbers began to take Jackson City schools, making her
night, with civic leaders of the youth of our city have shown more, an interest in the Credit Union,. a "first" for her group. A citycommunity on hand to pledge their interest in the YMCA in the past Mr. Holloway said, after they owned car was given to her to
I ANXIOUS MOMENTS — Mrs.
over, is shown at her home
support.
learned of the benefits they could make the job more pleasant.
three years than ever before."
Roy Campanella, wife of the
with children, Tony, 7, and
A deeply moving story
The current interest in YMCA I Fred Joseph is executive secre- enjoy as members while idle.
Dodger catcher who is in critPrincess, 4. Behind them is a
Miss Hutson received her Bacheactivities
is
expected
to help boost tary of the Abe Scharff branch
family's fight to conquer
They began joining in large lor of Arts degree from Lane colical condition after injuries
portrait of the Dodger ace.
the
organizations
membership of the YMCA.
numbers, he said, and riow the lege, and her Master of Arts dea wilderness...
suffered when his car turned
(INP)
organization is dominated by those gree from Columbia university in
with strong Pro-Southern views.
New York, where she recently reand of the
Before a strike occurred in 1955, ceived the professional diploma
Holloway
said,
Mr.
all Negro co- for a year's study beyond t h e
homely yellow
signers for loans were told that master's degree.
dog that gave
they would have to make payShe has been elected to reprements for those workers who were
them love, laughter,
sent
the
Tennessee
Teacher's
asunable to pay while they were out
and a heartache they'd
of work. This practice he said, sociation at the National association meeting to be hold in Clevenever forgetl
was largely restricted to Negroes,
land, Ohio, in June.
although a few whites were subSIGMA
A
jected to the same requirements
It is more difficult, he said, for
An active member of Sigma
a Negro to get a loan from the Gamma Rho Miss Hutson is a
credit union now than it was in member of the sorority's national
previous years, and those who do , board.
get them are required to have
As the Most Valuable Citiztn
from 3 to 4 cosigners.
Mr. Holloway says that the Award citation read: t'Her kindNegroes feel that they should have ness, efficiency, humility and spirsome representatives on the credit it of fairness have long since disunion board and its board of di- tinguished her as one of the most
rectors, and this he believes is pleasing of all persons with whom
to be associated.
quite Possible.
fff YORK TOMMY OK ADM CORCORAN
Atty. Estes told the members
Miss Hutson is the third mem-,
BEVERLY WASHBURN CHUCK CONNORS
that he was going to register her of Sigma Gamma Rho to rek,
••••.1 by •IMD UPSON MI MAN NOM
a complaint on their behalf with ceive the award. Mrs. Fannie
bud •• Mi NOM 0.• Yew" by In. Gem
(*Wed by /06151 STYWIZON
J. Deane Gammon, director of the Dobbins, supervisor of the MadiFederal Credit Union Bureau in son County schools. and Miss Anna
Washington, and ask that a Fed- Jackson, Madison County home
eral official be sent here to con- demonstration agent, were givduct a meeting for the election of en the award in previous years.
officers, because the present officers hir.e shown themselves to
incompetent ,o conduct it,
Washington -- Ex-President Calvin Coolidge aomtimes used the
Gas Output
Dallas — Natural gas outilllP in Initial "S," but so far as the reCAR — Roy Cant.
loot Angeles Dodgers, was serihis ear skidded and turned
Cove, L. I.
1952 set a new record with
el
: cords show, he actually had
star catcher for the
ously hurt Monday night when
over near his home al Glen
is shown above. (INP)
ume of 8.6 trillion cubic feet.
i known middle name.
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FROM THE POLITICAL HUSTINGS

n certainly ought to be an inresting year. From the way,
e two chairmen of the respec.
the political parties have re.
eently mounted the hustings and
let loose with sumo mghty blast
at one another. 1958 will be any
thing but dull.
On Dec. 19. Paul Butler chars
ed in a meeting at the Capital
Press Ilub that the Republicans
were going to use Sputniks and
_missiles as an excuse to bypass
- domestic welfare including civil
rights.
On Jan. le, before the same
'group, II. Meade %learn laid
about him with a blunderbuss
and when he finished, at least
for the mement, the field was
full of dead Democrats like the
story he told about the stubborn
old Vermonter who insisted on
his death bed that he be registered as a Democrat because
If anyone died in his town ne
wanted it to be a "damn Demo.
att"
s political speeches go. Al•

e

corn's was a rousing ripping one
of the slugger variety; but in
our opinion, the weakest points
were when the chairman used
the comfortable dodge for his
party that no civil rights legislation could be passed until
Northern Negroes got busy and
threw the rascals out (all Demo.
crats) and replaced them with
Republicans with halos around
their heads and blackjacks in
the folds of their snowy white
robes.
In putting down this type, %Icorn dusted off an old and Limittar strategem of the last cam'
sign.
"A vote for any Democrat is
a vote for Eastland" and he call.
ed for the defeat of such Senators as Paul Douglas and Hubert Humphrey. despite the fact
that their records on civil rights
were unimpeachable. In other
words, the Republican remedy
for cutting off the bad branches
of the tree is to chop it down
and root it up.

HOT SPRINGS, Ark. — The Mg. 9250,000 will have to be gives
conflict between America's ideals' as an initial fund, and beneficial%
and philosophy of fieedom and' ies will have to contribute three
per cent of their salaries, and the
the Negro's aspiration for "pro- local churches seven per cent.
gress and security" were mentionTo be adininistered by lin
ed in a telegraphed message to XBoard, the program will require
Governor Orval Fatibus 11 Dr, preachers' voluntary retirements
J. If. Jackson, as the National
.the age of 65, and compulsory
Baptist Convention, Ili S A , inc., at
began a three-day meet in this retirement at the age of 72.
I A grievance committee was
resort city last Wednesday.
"We seek not our goals through'
named at the same session.
hatred or animosity against our
ers, brit through loyalty to our,
country and its cause for freedam.'' wrote the church official'
whose riolt to preside over the
organization of more than four end
one half million Baptists is being
contested by ministers of the
church.
The message to the Arkansas
governor was sent on the eve
Tommy I,, Calhoun. Mildred
cane. Fred Sullivan Is presi.
VIE FOR QUEEN TITLE —
men club for 19514. The lovely
THE BETTER 'OLE
of the Board of Directors' meet.",
Winfrey, Bernice Gill, MarjoThes eight attractive young
damsels will be presented at
dent of the group and augustus
log of the National Baptist ConThere's a famous series of car- cut out Section 111.
rie
Rogan, Evelyn Ilarris, GladAnd has Alcorn forgotten that
ladies are among 10 who are
McKinney is secretary. Shown,
the Topper's dance on Friday,
vention, USA, inc., at the contoons from World War II in which
ys Johnson, Anna B. Mitchell
vention's sanitarium -hotel last
competing for the title of
Peb. 7, at Curries Club Tropi.
from left to right are: Misses
an irate cockney soldier in a felt- it was the late Rep. Russell
Wednesday. Nearly 1,200 delegates
and Minnie Dailey.
queen of the Topper's Sports.
hole demands of his bombastic Keeney (R) Ill., who introduced
- — - - - were in attendance.
sergeant who is arguing while a jury trial amendment over on
of one
shells are dropping all around, the House side?
School secretary for the South Con. Speaking as the leader
the church reporter.
Well, at any rate, we know now
"Do you know a better 'ole?"
taal Conference Ile resides in of the largest organization of NeGOSPEI, TEMPLE BAPTIST
in the world, Rev. Jackson
This is obviously what Defender just what the strategy of the ne
The 1957 annual report of the Nashville, Tenn. The inspiring ad- groes
said that "while Negro Baptists
Publisher John Sengstacke had in publican party is to he or civil
Sunday school department was dress was heard during the morn-,
love their race and look forward:
mind when he asked Mr. Alcorn rights for this year. Do nothing
given much praise Sunday by the ing service.
its continued history and growth'
that night what guarantee did he and blame it all on the opposition.
superintendent, Frank L. Phillips.. Saturday night at the home of to
suggestion
a
make
to
like
We'd
such
heve if Republicans replaced
jr., and the 210 persons who heard Mrs. Martha Graham, a teenage their devotion and committments 1
Persons as Paul Douglas that they however.
Mrs. .Tuanita Young Chambers club of the church was organized. are to the American way of life.
The Republican chairman was
would equal his record on civil
den Presbyterian church on Feb. read this report. The 21 classes Its name is "The Mariners." The' Rev. Jackson invited Governor SPORTS DIRECTOR HONORED
l 'THESE WORDS'
rights and Alcorn eptimistically so adamant in pooh cooing the
of organization plans to join a fed- Faubus to give "assistance and —Raymond II. Kemp, genial di.
From the Parkway Gardens 1 19. it will culminate on Easter in the school raised a total
and blandly replied that he hoped idea that I Lee Potter his Southeration of other teenage clubs in encouragement" to the ore:mita-, rector of athletics at Tennessee
$1,105.25 during the year.
The
Sunday,
anyRepublican elected to office ern organizer said last year that Presbyterian church of 168,3 South
Rey.
the conference.
Rev. A. E. Andrew is the, At 11 o'clock, the pastor,
lion as its members seek "to make A. and I. State university Was
would measure up to the standards his "party stands for segrega. Parkway, East, come "These minister,
I
T. Epps, A. B. A. M. B. D.,, Officers elected to lead this Oil contribution to our nation, honored recently by members of
C.
at
attenaimed
focusing
Words,"
he
that
rally
Virginia
tion" at a
of the party.
• ••
, found 500 members and visitors promising organization are Charles the cause 'if democracy, the wel- the Midwestern Officials AssociaWhat we'd like to ask Mr. Alcorn almost called the questioner a tion on the great need for direr , The Memphis Cooperative Bible wahine with eager and receptive Isabel, president; John Taylor,
tion for his sportsmanship and
into
youths
lion
today
the
of
of
fare of humanity, and the adliar.
now
impossible
ithow come it's so
cooperation beyond "all normal
1 Class will meet this Friday at 8 hearts to hear him tie spoke on vice president: Lucy Thonipkins,
these
the
despite
proper
channels
Potter
Mr.
than
as
If
rights
suggests,
of
he
Kingdom
civil
the
of
vancement
to.get..any more
call of duty." The officials ex.
p. m., at 595 Vance. An inspiration.' "I Am That 7 Am " One new secretary; Marilyn Isabid, asst,
turbulent
times.
question,:
race
same
the
the
is
on
straikht
with
year
last
iC was
pressed their appreciation for his
al program has been planned.' member was added to the church. syretary and Rosie Lee Blanch-, God.Republicans and the same Demo- why doesn't he send him into Mis.s Christians must be able to make Rev. T. J. West will teach the The congregation responded with aril, chaplain.
At the same meeting the Bap. understanding, sympathetic, a n d
Aka acconyigg to same seats sissippi to organize some good Re. sacrifices for His will. "One Sunday School lesson.
outspoken support for
Mrs. Martha Graham Is the lead-1
a collection of $505 50.
list voted to raise a $30 million frequently
publicans down there to defeat sacrifice that we must he willing
We House and Senate?
their efforts in helping them give
Robert Bradley, who sang for. Cr.
The public is invited. Rev. J.
for a their
used
be
would
which
fund
'Does he mean that the Repub. Sen. Eastland? Nobody would be to make is for the youth of to- S. Spraggins is the president. Queen Elizabeth of EneJand and
Elaer Charles Graham is the
hest service In connectioe
lkans who helped to pass the final any happier than us at this de. day. Ours must be a readiness PRINCETON CHAPEL AME
appeared on the Billy Graham minister. Mrs. Geraldine Taylor retirement program for ministers with their duties as sports oh.
example
by
youth
our
show
to
crazy
it's
think
had
we
have
but
a
liverance,
version of the bill
and missionaries. To start opernt. finials.
have team, was the featured voaaliat of is the church reporter.
comments
Favorable
change of heart and decided to line to dump a good Paul Douglas and by Christian living that we reeached us of the dynamic ser- the Musical at 8 p. m. Mr. Bradup with their colleagues like just because he's a Democrat and are doing God's will to the hest
mon delivered by the pastor of ley's rendition of the beautiful
Sens. Aiken (R) Vt.. who helped for no other reason. Pardon us of our ability. If we do not meet
Princeton Chapel AME church, "Amaaing Grace" stirred the
to gut the measure of its heart while we head for the psycho. their need in this way we will
lose our youth to false idols that Rev. F.. S. Johnson. The sermon's souls of the congregation. T h e
by introducing the amendment to analyst's couch!
are ready to step in and win their' notability lay in its vivid depic- musical was presented by the comtion of Satan. Indeed, such a ser- bined choirs of Columbus and GosSETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT
lives."
mon should receive recognition pel Temple Baptist churches. The
For this piece of heresay. De-1 Youth has hopes If we Instill
Mende Alcorn'a speech confor poets and writers for centur- audience responded with a collecthem.
tamed a quotation from the late Priest was strongly rebuked by
ies have tried to paint in man's tion of $141.00.
Republican Congressman Oscar his party, but nevertheless, he Youth has prayer If we pray _los,
McAdams Sloan is the church
mind a picture of Satan.
with and for them.
DePriest of Illinois who Is cred• died a Republican.
Regular services will be held reporter.
It took forthright Publisher Youth has stature if we grow
!led with prophesing that the
at the house of worship, Sunday. MISSISSIPPI BOULEVARD
in grace with them.
first civil rights law since Re- Tom Young of the GQP-leaning
ie Bland will conduct the Sun- SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Youth has -dreliffe. If *SAW-construction Days would be pass. Norfolk Journal and Guide to
Elder N. A. Lindsey delivered
day school.
not bury them.
td under a Republican Presi- provide one of the biggest laughs
Quarterly Conference was held the message at the Mississippi
of the evening when he asked Youth has the church If we
dent.
at the church last Friday. The Boulevard Seventh Day Adventist
take them to it.
what could be done to make disSearching the record, It Is Irachurch Saturday. Elder Lindsey is
A churchc attendance crusade Rev. Mrs. Ballard presided.
cipline Republicans in the South
erecting to note that DePrIest
Mra, Genthia Collins Campbell Is the Home Missionary and Sabbath
who abandoned the elephant and will begin at the Parkway Garo retired from Congress in
0, veered away from his rock- acted like jackasses.
And up rose elder statesman
ribbed Republican position in
1941 to endorse William L. Dew. Judge James Cobb to say that
he was a life long Realthough
for
ticket
son on the Democratic
Congress and to give his bless- publican there were some running under the GOP banner that
ings to the late Edward J. Kelly, famed Democratic boss of he wouldn't vote for under any
circumstances.
Chicago.
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PERSONALITY SKETCHBOOK
Washington Scenes: Adam Clay. semblyman insists on carrying on
ton Powell alighting from the eve- a vandetta against Dottie Lowther
ning Congressional and hurrying to Robinson, the able woman whom
his Washington house to rattle the he has twice had bumped from jobs
pots and pans. His dinner menu: all because of petty jealousy.
Inside dope says that Gov. Harrigreens and conbread and chuck
man scratched her name from the
beef with borsch.
'The next day he was to keep an list of New York people to attend
appointment with the new Deputy the strategy conference at DemoAtty. Gen. Walsh at the Justice De- cratic headquarters in Washington
partment to discuss among other on Jan. 24-25 and then told some
things current rumors of new in- inquirers that he was doing this revestigations into his income tax af- luctantly only at the insistence of
.
the legislator because he (the govfairs.
Thursday evening, the busy Con- ernor) needed his vote on a crucial
gressman boarded a New York issue.
Just back in the states from Tanbound plane, this time to tend to
e vital fence mending in his ganyika where she supervised the
program for training African
district
the
pilot
with
date
wick — a
ders of the 16th District which labor leaders is Maids Springer
who stopped off at the Brussels Belhe represents.
Why is it that the Brooklyn as- guim Fair on her way home.

/

NOW HEAR THIS
Nicodemus went by night to
learn about being re-born. but a
certain handkerchief head high
ranking Negro cleric went by
night to get his orders from a
Southern governor. And his aclions have embarrased the whole
denomination especially since his
predecessor set such a record of
of militant independence that no.
body dared to try and intimidate
him.
Philadeinhia lawyer Robert Nix
got the official endorsement of
the Democratic machine to make
the race for Congress in the
Fourth Congressional District to
fill the unexpired term of Earl
Chudoff who resianed to take a
judgeship.
Raymond Pace Aleaander who
elbowed out of the rec. with

•

the excuse that he was too old
has been promised the next va•
cant seat on the Municipal bench.
Meanwhile, the election has been
set for May 20,
With Democratic Majority
I.eader I,yndon Johnson advising Negro leaders to lay off on
pushing civil debt% for the time
being and Sen. William Know.
land, the Republican echoing hie
words. von can look for a show
down between the Johnson fart.
lion of the Democratic party
and National Chairman PAM
Butler who is taking just the
opposite view. The Democratic
Advisory Committee will soon
Issue a strong civil rights statement and the howl for Butler's
scalp will be louder than ever.

4.70 -.TS
plb.:1111
yaw resoppable

ORCHID FOR THE JUDGE—
Miss Mary Falls, assistant
,secretary of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council of

Junior Civic Clubs ring an
orchid on Judge Elisabeth
McCain, who was the guest
speaker at the recent Installa-

lion services for the young
civic officers. Looking on is
Edward Smith, president of
the group. (Photo by Withers)

Council of Negro Women on a
courtesy call, he stared hard at
Dorothy Height, the president,
and said. "You're the one who
beat me for first place in that
Elks' Oratorical contest in Pitts.
burgh when we were in high
school. I often wondered what

had become of that girl."
Clarence Mitchell, director of
the Washington Bureau of the
NIACP has sounded a wanting
to those Senators and Representatives who are advocating a sit
down on civil rights action for
this session of Congress that

they may find themselves in se.
rims trouble at election time
this November.
Illinois' Paul Douglas and Ore.
Eon's Wayne Morse will both
introduce new chit rights proposals shortly.

a "People to Congress" movement
where grouns will come to Washington to meet lawmakers face to
face and present their petitions
on vital issues.
The drive will be highlighted
during the convention of the national association when it meet..
in Washington May 2-5.
In the report on civil rights
progress put out by the American
Jewish Committee for the period
11148.511. Harry Truman credits the
people for leading the way.

REMEMBER WHEN?
Elmer Henderson won his suit have three charming children.
Henderson is a staff counsel on
to abolish segregation on railthe House Committee on Govern.
road dining cars in interstate
ment Operations.
travel, June, 195n when the SuReunion of the week: When
preme Court outlawed bias on
the roads. Ile and his wife Ear- I sited Steelworker's Jack Thornton walked into the national
now live in a modest home
headquarters of the National
Northwest Washington and

.

F1RSTAINI!
CUSHION!RINI

MIRACLE

SCRAMBLED ITEMS
A second prayer pilgrimage on
the fourth anniversary of the Supreme Court decision is under consideration. Meanwhile, Mrs Marjorie Stewart Joyner in Chicago
announced plans for a citizenship
reponsibility program for her organization of beauticians and
beauty shop owners.
Under it, shops all over the
country will serve as information
'centers on registration and voting
The second phase will he the mobilizing of women to participate in

,

CHECK THESE,OUTSTANDING
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Men's Day At Moriah
Baptist February 2
Mt. Moriah Baptist church (Or- Baptist church.
ange Mound) will observe its an- Rev. R. W. Norseworthy, pasnual men's day, Sunday, Feb. 2, tor of the church, will deliver the
with Rev. F. Lotter, of S. A. Ow- morning sermon.
en college, as principal speaker. Music for the Men's Day proThe program begins at 3 p. m. gram will be furnished by the
Music for the occasion will be Southern Male chorus.
furnished by the Southern Male BTU will be held at 8:45 p. m.
and the evening service at 7:30.
chorus.
Beginning the day, the Sunday Rev. Norseworthy extended an inschool lesson will be reviewed by vitation to the public to attend
Nathaniel D. Williams, of St. John the services.

Brotherhood Will Hear
Rev. Holmes On Feb. 2
Rey. W. C. Holmes, pastor of
the Beulah Baptist church, will deliver the sermon at the first
monthly program of the year for
the Memphis Brotherhood, Feb. 2,
at 3 p. m. at St. John Baptist
church, 640 Vance ave.
This occasion marks the beginning of the new program that the
organization has planned for this
year, which calls for a similar

PRAYER CHANGES
--THINGS--

program each month for the purpose of furthering the educational
'
school.
Each Brotherhood and Laymen
organization of each church was
asked by Z. L Bonner, field representative, to come and help
this initial effort.
Music will be furnished by the
St. John's Male chorus, the Olivet Male chorus and the First
Baptist Lauderdale Male chorus
Laymen are asked to make a
contribution of at least one dollar
towards the educational plans for
the year.

ATTEND INSTITUTE — Tweety-fonr representatives from 15
colleges attend Public Belalions Institute held at Johnson C. Smith university, Charlotte, N. C. Purpose of the institute was to explore mutual
problems in new public relations program in colleges
and to share experiences in

an effort to discover better
approaches to more effective
public relations. Left to right
front, E. F. Corbett, A & T
college; Mrs. Sara J. Stewart,
J. C. Smith; Zack Weston,
Benedict college; C. A. Ray,
N. C. college; Moses S. Belton, Johnson C. Smith olives,shy; William L. Crump, Tenn.

A. & I. State university; 0. K.
Beatty, Livingstone; P. Anders,
St. Augustine's college. Back
row: H. G. Dawson, N. C. college; B. F. Dabney, Va. State
college; Elijah H. Gardner,
Morris college; Jobs W. Parker, Fayetteville State; W. V.
Harper, Tenn. A. & I.; Samuel Whiteman (visitor;) C. W.

How You Can Do Your
Part In Saving A Life
•

•

rStudennt Body
Growing

Pettigrew, Albany St at e;
Prince Jackson, jr., Savannah
State; Gustee Brown, Morris
College; W. C. Scott, Sayannab State; Sankey C. Chao,
Fla. Normal; Lafayette Parker, Fayetteville State; W. 1.
Gibson, Bennett College, and
J. A. Twitty, Johnson C. Smith
university.

Chiropodists

Al
Change

Name

The National Association of ChirJackson State
opodists, one of the oldest profesJACKSON, Miss. — Jackson sional societies in the Un It e d
Want to save a life?
State college, after producing what States has officially become the
You can become an unsung hero by going to no great- is said to be one of the best college "American Podiatry Association."
bands
nation, and fielding
er risks than lifting your telephone from the cradle and a threein.thechampionship
$100
football Change in name of the organidialing JAckson 7-3311.
team — champions of the Mis- zation — which includes in memMany young people were presen For Anecdote
The number will connect you with the firt marshal's sissippi, the Mid-South, and with bership more than 70 percent of
at the program held at the Youth
Tennessee A&I State university, the 8,000 foot doctors throughout
office
For Christ headquarters on Beale Frank C. Byrd, of 1193 Lamar
Conference — and with a basket- the United States and its territorIn
an
effort
to
save
lives
durchildren. The fire marshal be- ball team with a present record of ies — was announced by Dr. Abe
st., last Sunday, with Miss Virgie blvd., received a $100 check from
ing the present year and in the lieves that a call today
Grayer acting as mistress of cere- the Reader's Digest for
will save 14 wins and only 3 defeats, in- Rubin, national secretary, from
an anec- future, the Memphis fire depart- a life
tomorrow. It will be too formation from the college shows his headquarters office at 3301 16th
mony and Mrs. Mary Dorsey servdote he contributed to the maga- ment is seeking to find where all late
ing as pianist.
when you hear the fire de- that enrollment is also progress- St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
The speakers were Mrs. E. J. zine department, "Humor in Uni- invalids, wheelchair patients, and partment vehicles rolling by your ing.
The association, founded in 1912
elderly
persons reside.
door, or when you smell smoke. For the second successive year,
Washington, vice president; Mrs. form."
as a non-profit professional asFiremen will call on the persons JAckson 7-3311 Is
°delis Tyler, secretary; George
the number. prospective students have been
Mr. Byrd's contribution appears
instruct them on measures to
turned tway from the school for sociation, now comprises a confedBuchannan, and James Nolan. in the February issue of the maga- and
take in order to save their own
eration of 51 constituent state and
lack of facilities.
Brother Green, of the Baptist Cen- zine.
lives in the event of a fire, and MYRA M. THOMAS
The enrollment for the 1957-58 territorial societies and the Dister, also gave a talk, and pledged
also show them how to eliminate
Winter quarter is 1,682. A break- trict of Columbia.
his support to the work of the
SALISBURY, N. C. — Mrs.
down of these figures show that;
Larne James. Our high noon fire hazards.
organization.
COMBING DISTRICTS
Myra M. Thomas, instructor in among these are 213 seniors, 2611
All of the adults praised the prayer service was initiated on
The firemen themselves are the department of music of Liv- juniors, 248 sophomores, and 3431
young people for their program Jan. 23.
order
to
ingstone college has been granted freshmen. There are also
combing their districts in
and for the excellent work that Many of our sick
16 apefriends have locate these individuals, but they a leave of absence for graduate eial students and five nurses, makthey are doing in the community.
that
at
some
homes
the
s
udy
at
realize
Miami
university
been
of
Ohio.
notified by Sister Mary
ing an enrollment of 1,084 in the
Among the visitors who were
persons who might need help the
regular college. Of the 598 remain- Prof. Nat D. Williams, of Bookpresent at the meeting last Sunday Dorsey, chairman of the commitmost do not come to the door.
ing Persons, 125 are laboratory er T. Washington High school, will
were Alexander Deloach and Otis tee, that prayer is being offered
Words of the Wise
All persons who know where
school students, 195 vocational address the Bible Class at the Mt
Webb.
There Is nothing so easy
for them each day at noon. All persons who come under these
shop enrollees, and 278 registered Moriah Baptist church (Orange
Members of the Youth F o r persons who know the power of
but that It becomes difficult
categories live are requested to
for Saturday and evening classes. Mound) Sunday morning, Feb. 2
Christ went to Clump hospital last prayer are invited to join with us report them today.
when you do It with relucEfforts are being made to have at 9:30. The program is a part of
tance.
Monday, and at high noon offered ,each day, as we make our peti—(Terence)
Most of the fire victims of 1957
hew dormitories on the campus the church's annual Men's Day obprayer at the bedside of Mrs. Ola tions for the sick.
were elderly persons and young
by the Fall of 1958.
servance.

Receives

Prof. Williams
To Address Group

be a part of the passing parade —
One of the most tragic and ap-1
'crowd' if you please. If the
palling scenes of history is brought the
is going to be better it will
out in the dramatic scenes of the world
better only when the ideas and
book of Genesis. In the third chap- be
people will become
ter of Genesis God goes out into standards of
nobler. We cannot or
the Garden of Eden and looks at higher and
must not lull ourselves
the development of all of His rather we
1 to sleep under the impression that
creatures.
doing it.' SomeThe tiny brooks were still wind- 'everyone else is
conditions toing their way to the rivers, the; where in the world
and ask ourrivers were still moving toward' day we must stop
we.
the seas and the seas were still selves just where are
growing immoralflowing toward the ocean. The sun In the light of
unprecedented crime, unheard
was still making its daily journey ity,
contriacross the skies and the moon of human activities what
making toward
and stars were making their butions are we
would
God
making this world what
nightly appearances.
it. This is no time for any
have
grazing
animals
were
The many
to be somewhere standing
upon the thousand hills and ap- of us
the bushes trying to evade
parently everything was just as out in
real issues of the day. The
planned but man — where was the
world cannot go on with people
he? God goes back into the Gar-,
little or no decision. The T.
den and there looks everywhere of
in the hands of people w h
It was possible and probable that is
are running away from
man would be, but no man did day
issues of the day. Somewhere
He find. Finally He cries out, real
the world conditions of to"Adam. Adam, where art thou?" above
is asking each of us,
Somewhere hidden in the wilder- day God
"Where are you?"
ness of guilt and disobedience
are the modern Adams, we
Adam comes out and reminds God We
the direct responsibilities of
that he was naked and had gone hold
all that takes place. We can try
to get some clothes.
indifferent or whatever other
This is the beginning of modern to be
that many of us would like
world conditions. It was at this paths
but all of those will do
point that human life began to to take
world conditions
degenerate, it was at this point little but make must hear the
one
Each
worse.
the
live
up
to
failed
to
that man
speaking to us and
expectations of God, and it was voice of God
our personal reat this point that God had to in- reminding us of
world conditions.
augurate a program for the res- sponsibilities to
toration of man. The hundred and
hundreds of years that have passed give definite evidence that God Spring Semester
has been faithful in His plan but
somewhere in the wilderness man
qoains At Owen
has been hiding trying to manufacture excuses for his short- Registration for classes to be
held durien. the Snring semester
comings.
In the light of current world at Owen college will be conducted
conditions each one of us should on Friday, Jan. 91, and Satur
be asking ourselves "Where am Feb. 1, in the college library
T?" The conditions of our day de- administration announced rec
mands that each of us will dedi- ly.
cate and rededicate ourselves to Persons who wish to enroll at
positive living One of the dismal the school for the first time
tragic aspects of today's living is should come to the register's ofwrapped up in the mass conform- fice and obtain registration blanks
ity that is so evident in all that and other material.
we undertake.
A schedule of classes to be ofThe complacency of the youngs- fered will be mailed upon request.
ter who goes to school satisfied; Classes will begin on Monday,
with just making passing grades Feb. 1.
because everyone else is doing
it. The indifference on the part of
Lincoln-Douglas Dinner
many to their moral and spiritual Hold
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — The 37th
obligations because 'everybody
annual Lincoln-Douglass dinner
else is doing it.'
Springfield
The moral, spiritual, and intel- sponsored by the
be
lectual daredevils of yesterday Branch of the NAACP will
have just about deserted the hori- held Sunday, Feb. 9 at 4 p.m.
zon and people are satisfied to at the Leland hotel.
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BIG STAR MEAT
'
Pais PORK

Sprat meal there will be no waste
for they are truly dependable. Use
them in all your recipes.
For hearts day serve Cherry
pie made with Jack Sprat flour,
topped with a heart shaped from
whipped cream; peaches, ice
cream or tapicoa pudding with
Jack Sprat sugar cookies.

STAR

FROZEN

FOOD

ONLY 1200 STAMPS

TO FILL A BOOK

JACK SPRAT SUGAR COOKIES

JANA C. PORTER

Yes Madame,
With Valentine's Day only a
few days off everyone is trying to
find some way to make themselves a little dearer to their loved ones.
Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
I. always willing to lead the "way
to your family's heart through
good home cooked fpod." Nutritious and delicious meals do not
have to be expensive meals. You
will find with the use of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour and Jack

Basic Recipe
/
1
2 C. Butter or shortening
1 C. sugar
1 or 2 egg yolks
ti tsp. salt
1 fibs. milk
1 tsp. baking powder
th tsp. vanilla
C. Jack Sprat flour
Let butter stand at room temperature until soft. Beat in sugar,
egg, milk and vanille. Add other
ingredients; mixed and sifted together, mix well. Drop from spoon
1 inch apart on lightly buttered
cookie sheet. For flat cookies
press with knife or fork dipped in
cold water or use cookie press.
For Valentine cookies! add enough flour to roll out. Chill thoroughly. Roll 1.4 inch thick, arrange with spatulea on buttered
cookie sheet. Bake in moderate
oven 375 degrees F. about 8 minutes.
Bye for now,

••

••

Jana Porter.

OPPORTUNITY AWAITS YOU ON BIG STAR TALENT SHOW

January 30 Thru February 5, 1958

CHICKEN, TURKEY, BEEF PIES
FRENCH FRIES
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STAMPS

3 Lbs $1
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BIG

CASH FOOD STORES

No. 303 Can

ifIKAPRET
FRUIT JUICE
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BIG STAR DOLLAR DAY
IiiT
TAANT COFFEE

•

8 Ox

9 Oz.

4 FOR $
19c

IT WAS A HAPPY moment for these happy entertainers when the coming the big stars of tomorrow. If you
would like the opportuni"signal" was given as the weekly Rig Star Talent Show smoothed ty to show the Mid-South audience your talent,
von are invited
across the Mid-South airwaves carried by 50,100 watt WDIA. Every to contact WDIA for an audition try -out.
The young stars that
week the opporunity to express itself is given to Mid-South talents are pictured above includes: left to
right, John Ray Runtria•
by your Rig Star Food stores. As year after year rolls by it is Elsie Lewis, Jo I,a Mondue. William
Allen, Dardeen Woods,
more clear than ever that these youthful stars of today are be- Clara Irby, and Edwin Brooks.

Fashion Has An Answer For The
Over 21 With A Young Viewpoint
•
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MOTHER'
'WHISTLER'S
may be a beautiful painting,
but in fashions it's the
Young Viewpoint look that
appeals even to Milady with
the mature figure.. Designers have the answer! TEXTURED SILK linen (left
photo) goes to luncheon (or
dinner) in this elegant dress
with the look of a costume
to flatter the custom-sized
woman. 'TROMPE L'OEIL'
say the French! And Young
Viewpoint designers do just
that with this "fool-the-eye"
dress (right photo) with the
look of a costume. Textured
linen is the fabric again and
the parade of licorice buttons
gives smart accent.

•
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A REAL "ENTRANCEMAKER" by Young Viewpoint of New York in this
massed flower form printed
sheath in pure silk crepe
(photo above), exactly
matched to its flowing, detachable overskirt and tie of
silk chiffon. A 'dear' of a
dress in hyacinth blue and
turquoise; pink with red; or
hyacinth blue with gray. Of
course, it's available in custom half sizes for the special
figure, and it is the exciti
1y----youtrg lord excitingly
smart n e w line that every
woman loves.

I.

•
port uni
invited
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•
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Woods.
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"FIT WITHOUT CLING" Is the keynote of the Paris collections, and it's
Interpreted here in a softly tucked sheath of rayon acetate master sheer.
Available in black or navy, frosted with white for the immaculate and
fresh look of Spring, it is custom-sized and moderately priced.

THE "9 OUT OF 10 DRESS" by Young Viewpoint for 9 out of 10 worn
to wear 9 out of 10 places for 9 out of 10 occasions — around t h
clock! Here, the fabric is pure silk jacquard. This style is also availabl
in a wide range of fabrics and colors and is priced at a tiny pocket-mone
price. All of these designs are what one designer, Young Viewpoint. i
doing about the lady 'over 21' who is young enough to want clothes f
all cccasions which do not make her feel like "Whistler's Mother." Avai
able at all shops which carry Young Viewpoint Fashions.

'Pao' s&PProtDoodle

Dear Mme. Chante: I am 25
years of age, 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
complexion fair, weight 132 lbs.
I have three children. I am looking for someone who is interested in children and in getting married. Some one who will love
my children as much as they will
me. Please do not answer if not interested in marriage..Sendphoto
in first letter. Color doesn't mat
ter. I am a Christian. I love all
sports and I don't drink or smoke.
Would prefer a man between 30
and 37. Miss Alice Beaslas, 2154
W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: I read your
column weekly and seen where
you have helped so many. Maybe
you can assist me in getting a
good husband. I am a divorcee,
37 years old, olive brown complexion, weighing 158 lbs., 5 feet,
3 inches tall. Considered nice looking and have a nice shape and
disposition. I am interested in
meeting a man between the ages
of 37 and 42 between 5-9 and 6
feet. Color doesn't matter, but he
must be employed and a nondrinker and gambler. He must
have a fair education and be respectful and good natured. I pre-

01

ter a christian man as I am a
church worker. I like all clean
sports and dancing. I have my
own small apartment and income.
I would like to share a happy
future with a nice man w h o
means to do right and wants to
have something. E. Scott, 4838 S.
Michigan Blvd., Apt. 10, Chicago,

TI

••
Sockikk/ hmss.., IgotIGIA-f .00
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- 170b1‘'m
...1HANK YOU
ek‘l)
S
ested in a single man who is interested in marriage and wants
to get somewhere in life. One
who doesn't drink. Age Is not important. I am 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
167 lbs., good looking, good cook
01101011t 111111
Mrs. Floyd, 1755 Langley ave.,
Chicago 15, Ill.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: Being
among the lonely and reading
your lovely column, I thought
maybe you could be of help to
me. I am sincerely interested in
meeting a companion of the opposite sex. I would like for her to
be between the ages of 25 and
35, not over 5 feet, 8 Inches tall
or weighing over 145 lbs. Color
or race doesn't matter as long as
she is honest and true. I am 5 feet,
150 lbs., and of medium brown
complexion. I will answer all letters with photo enclosed. Will pay
for trip here for one who is chosAbout People, Places
And Problems

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
by FRANK L. STANLEY
lonely person who would like to
PAYNE
ETHEL
By
-"4111 i Pipes, assistant to Miss Roberta hear from a lonely young lady beA January twilight had settled
I Church of the Labor Depart- tween the ages of 18 and 24 and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Sorrow hours, he 55 as dead He had been
ment.
over the city. In the corridor of
who is seeking the better things fills my heart at this sad mo- ailing for SO\ cral dat s, but did
•••
the Capitol outside Room "G-14"
in life. I am 24, medium brown ment — a sorrow that is deep not complain.
a delegation of Texans, some with
Ambassador R. S. S. Gunewar- skin, 5
feet, 111
/
2 inches tall and and personal. Death has struck
cowboy boots, the ladies ',Oh calfdene, the envoy from Ceylon to
I can s ividly recall how, just
weighing 190 lbs. I will answer our little newspaper family with
the United States will soon leave
skin bags waited to see the man
all serious letters and exchange unexpected suddenness, and re- nine days before, he seemed to
his Washington Post, we learned
Inside.
our most cherished enjoy our company Christmas parthis week. He will be missed as photos. Jesse J. R. Anderson, 6532 moved one of
An aide came to the door per
members.
ty more than anyone else. Yet
Chicago, 111.
would
it
them
one of the warmest and friendli- S. Cottage Grove,
Sodically to assure
•••
This employee did not hold an he had to do all of the hard work
est members of the diplomatic
not be much longer, but the clock
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- executive title. Yet he was more connected with it. But true to his
corps.
ticked on and still the door in
Three years ago, he personally ested in corresponding with a de- deserving than many. Ills was not great trait, work never phased
side the ante-room remained closname's him. He loved life and people,
arranged for this columnist to vis- cent type of man who has views one of our better known
ed.
it his country after covering the toward matrimony. One who real- yet it should have been. Hardly and was happy to be a part of
The twilight had turned to night
Asian-African Conference at Ban- ly wants a good future. I am 25 an edition- rolled off the press anything nice, regardless of the
and the street lights were burning
years of age and have never been without his matchless contributions labor.
dung, Indonesia.
brightly before the door finally
The ambassador often express- married. I am loving, kind heart- although he never wrote a line Like most of us, "Sug" h a d
noened and the group of sobered the desire to have closer con- ed, true, congenial and steady. I for publication. In truth, he per- many problems, but he refuse to
faeed men filed out.
tact with more American Negroes weigh about 101, 5 feet tall, mea- formed so many duties and gave let them get him down. He was
The conference had lasted nearand once asked why more of them surements 32-24-34. Age doesn't unsumingly so much of him- -ver motivated by "I try to do
ly an hour and a half, a record
were not invited to Washington so- matter. Will answer all letters. If self in our every endeavor that .ight." He always radiated 'from
for any delegation in the busy
his personality, a charm a n d
cial functions.
schedule of the man behind the
not serious please don't write. we shall ever suffer his loss.
•••
door and particularly significant
Miss Gloria Lyons, Ws Robert St., Clem Clay, more affectionately sweetness, for his was a personality
that was remarkable and
because this was the first Negro
George Smith, the 30-year-o 1 d Allman Town, Jamaica, BWI. known as 'Sug," was employed as
ground are Miss Ethel Payne
WHITE HOUSE AIDE Maxtary of the Press Club; Mrs.
•••
custodian, but in quick order he unique to be associated with. I
group he had Feen exclusively.
"compuisionist
painter"
who
decof the Chicago Defender and
well Rabb, who serves as secIrene McCoy Gaines of Chica- orated for free the elementary
The meeting was important and
Dear Mme. Chante: / am a 34 became infinitely more than that. cannot recall ever seeing him anEdward Gillepsie, vice piedretary of the ,Cabinet, is
go, president of the National school his nine year old daughthe tall lean Southwesterner with
year
old Jamaican woman weigh- He faithfully served some half doz- gry.
dent of the Supreme Liberty
Association of Colored Wom- ter attends in response to an overtanned and weather-beaten skin shown making an informal
ing
about
130 lbs., height 5 feet, en departments and their various The passing of Clem Clay is no
Life Insurance company of Chien's clubs; ilcorn; Mrs. *er- whelming urge, was the subject
had trotted out his most persuas- talk before a Capital Press
complexion light personalities daily. He was al- ordinary death to me. It is the
inches
tall,
7
cago. Shown at the speaker's
tha Atkins, assistant to slur G. of a feature in an national magaways ,the fire to greet us in the loss of a warm personal friend
ive powers to use. There was no Club dinner meeting in Washbrown,
with
black
eyes, soft black morning, and the last
table are William 0. Walker.
ington last Thursday. He back0. P. national
chairman; zine last week.
to say good- who, in his modest way, was truly
doubt he had made an impreshair
and
considered
nice
lookspeaker.
principal
of
the
Cleveland
Call
the
editor
ed
George E. C. Hayes, chairnight. He loved his work, and the one of nature's own noble men.
sion.
ing.
I
am
desirous
of
correspondchair
nen
of
&
Post
and
president
of
the
Alcorn.
man
Meade
of
the
District
Public
people around him. His forte was He leaves a void in our hearts
Said one man: "He can charm
Dr. Sadie Yancey, the dean of
National Newspaper PublishUtilities
Commission; and Howard university entered the boa- Mg with an American gentleman being on hand at the right time, and in the Defender that will be
a rattlesnake. I wish it was as the Republican National Com•
of
any
age.
Color
or
race
does
Mabel
H.
favorable
civil
ers
association;
Mrs.
Judge
as
his
James
senator
mittee
in
A.
Cobb.
—
Sormy
with
always.
extremely difficult to fill.
easy to talk
pital again last week for recur- not
matter. Will gladly exchange The tougher the task, the broadKemp, corresponding see-rerights stand. In the forereU photo.
Perhaps we can find some small
It was with him.
rence of an old ailment.
photos. Doris Grier, 9 Lewari er the smile. The worst the wea- measure of consolation in t lx e
•
•
Another in the party was not so
of the hostility of the Democrats. who put country first, and he , casting his spell of enchantment
Crescent,
Whitfield
Town,
P.
0.
words
of Walt Whitman:
much moved. Ile was also a Texan
week:
T
h
e
more
willing
was
he
to
Chuckle of the
ther, the
Now, on this occasion in his of- knew that the gentlemen here to last until after congress adBWI.
and more than once he had lock-' fice, the Senator from Texas dis- were just the kind of true citido the errand. Everyone depend- "He is not gone. He is just away.
sudden discovery in wholesale Kingston, Jamaica,
•
•
•
ad horns with the Senator from played no harshness. He knew this zens who could be depended upon journs is another question. There lots of folks with Indian blood
ed upon him for everything. Ile With a cheery smile and the
Dear Mme. Chante: I would was ever the fixer, the doer, the
wave of a hand,
his state.
In them after the braves in
the National to help put the program first. is a post script to the story.
group
of
people
from
acknowledged
Nevertheless he
He gave the group his solemn Masten, N. C., went on the like to become a member of your finder and the emergency man. He has wandered h.to an unknown
Publishers' Associa- Now, the Negro people were
Newspaper
to.
gone
had
club
and
correspond with an
that Lyndon Johnsen
A diminutive man of only 140 land
tion represented the most direct lucky to have got the civil rights assurance that he would not un- warpath and completely routed
American pal. I am 5 feet, 6 inch- pounds, he would tackle the heavi- And left us wondering how very
great lengths to try and win over' media to the 17 million Negroes bill passed last August and believe der any circumstances be a can- the K.K.K.
left
just
had
which
es
tall,
committee
weighing
150
lbs.,
dark est load. I have seen him wres- fair that land
the
Said a cab driver. "A flew
which the U. S. Census Bureau you it has been a rough job get- didate for the Democratic nominhis offices.
more incidents like that and the complexion with black hair. I have tle with seven and eight hundred
acknowledges as populating the ting that through — in fact he had ation for President in 1960.
May be, since he tarries there."
Like an artist of the impressionover
all
a
race
problem
would
be
fair
education.
Irene
Cummings,
pound rolls of newsprint as if they
• •
been able to persuade the Southcountry.
join
ist school. Senator Johnson had
can't
with.
Wonder
we
could
alif
weighed
nothing.
He
3
Rousseau
Crescent,
Cross
Roads,
Now that the two heads of
erners to give ground much more
painted a picture which only he So Johnson left defenses and mis- than expected.
the tribe?"
P. 0. Kingston, Jamaica, BWI. ways lift more than his share of
the great political parties have
•••
•• •
himself could interpret. The gist siles for the moment and turned
weight when a heavy machine was
had their say, the Capital Press
not
shrewdly,
he
In
view
economics
where
of
this
it
just
was
to
the
paraphrase
of it was — to
Democrats getting ready to
Dear Mme. Chants: I wrote to be moved. On both knees, he
Club plans to lay aside politics
knew
he
was
treading
safe
and
possible
to
do
anymore
and
the
it
conversation
as
the
trend of
turn the town upside down when
would remove the dirtiest of dirt,
familiar ground.
Senator advised his visitors to let' for the moment and explore an- Harry arrives on Feb. 22nd for a you several days ago and the re- grease, oil and ink. "Sug" was so
went inside.
sponse was overwhelming. Letother controversial area as a
Sen. Johnson! "Gentleman, the With deft strokes of the verbal well enough alone and not push forum topic.
"Giv'e--Hell" $100 a plate fund- ters. telegrams and long distance versatile and so willing that once
situation is so grave, we are on brush, he filled in a picture of re- for civil rights. It would only hurt
raising dinner.
calls came from every part of the we gave him free reign to keep
Next Invited speaker: Dr. E.
•••
the verge of a national crisis cession bordering on a depression the cause more.
country. I received hundreds of the office going, we never had
Franklin
Frazier,
Howard
uniour
the like of Hoover days. It was • They could do much more by
hich calls for mobilizing all
Passing through town this week letters and I will mower evert to list duties or hold him to a
versity
professor
and
author
of
and
so bad, it was frightening and helping to stave off a depression.
imergency powers. Our first
after a 30-months tour of duty in one. Women and men wrote me, work schedule. He was at once
ATLANTA, Ga. — March 30
most immediate concern is to caused him to shudder when he This was one thing on which all the best-selling storm -stirring, Germany was Chief Warrant Offiperson at the
all very encouraging, I've been the most available
"Black
Bourgeoise."
to
and
defenses
our
thought of the disaster the coun- could and should unite, for what
strengthen
Defender, the most reliable and ea- through April 27 have been ancer S. J. Scott, whose wife, Thelhappy.
How
unkind
I
made
so
misof
production
our
try
was
facing.
But
good
would
now
it
was
civil
right
nounced
do with
as the dates of the 17th
speed up
sily the most important.
ma, will resume her teaching
National Council of Negro post in Chicago. While here, Scott will have to be for I ear only The late Robert S. Abbott, annual Atlanta university exhibitime to add on some bright splash- I out jobs to buy bread?
siles.
And further, the Senator from Women plans to hold its Inter- was the house guest of CWO Lo- accept one. They were all so founder of the Chicago Defender, tion of paintings, sculpture and
"We shall have to find a way es of hope.
to immediately expand our scien- The leader of the Senate then Texas hoped the gentlemen could national Tea in March at the renzo Callahan and his wife, Er- sweet to offer'what I asked for. is reported to have been approach- prints by Negro artists.
tific program, to take the restric- described his plans for recom- do something to head off a dog Ghana Embassy.
nestine at nearby Fort Belvoir, Just as the door has opened for ed one day by one of his editors
The closing date for the receipt
me it will open for others. Em-line who was complaining that the jan- of entry
••
tions off our learned men of sci- mending a major roadbuilding and fight over school aid which would
Va.
blanks and of works to
trainthe
Hathorn,
Muskegon,
Michigan.
encourage
public works program, housing be sure to develop if there was a
ence and to
The Washington Urbanites,
itor earned more money than he. be entered in the exhibit is March
Scott brought news that Chap•
•
scientists.
young
and construction, etc. similar to repeat of the Powell Amendment the womens' auxiliary to the Ur- lain (Col.) John Deveaux t h e
ing of new
Mr. Abbott confirmed the fact, and 8.
Having thus set the mood. Sen the PWA of Rooseveq days.
demanding anti - segregation ban League, has made such a highest Negro officer in the chap- Deer Mme Cbante: I am 24, told the irate editor, "My janitor
Purchase awards totalling $1,400
lohneon now had his listeners in
This would be designed to shore safeguards or anything similar to success of its annual carnival lain corps is now eligible for pro- 5 feet. 2 inches tall, weighing is the most valuable employee I will be
distributed as follows; in
he frame of mind to move in to up the sagging economy, to re. this.
dances that the Omega frater- motion to brigadier general, and around 162 lbs., brown skin. I am have." Clem Clay was equally oil or tempera four prizes; in
lieve unemployment and to put So Lyndon Johnson made his nity is copying the idea for its that Capt. Ossis Roundtree, who a christian I don't drink but I do as valuable to the Louisville De- water
the next phase of persuasion.
colors, pastel or gouache
Ile knew that primarily these millions of dollars more into cir- case, hoping that he had lived up next affair. The Urbanites held formerly headed the Golden Drag- smoke I get very lonely. Would fender.
two prizes; in sculpture two
newspaper owners and editors had culation. To accomplish this it to his prowess as the "Great Per. their benefit at the Presidential on Service club in okohama, Ja- like to heir from men between
Like many of the unheralded p.izes; and in prints three prizes.
come to get a sounding on What would need the help of all devoted. suader."
Arms. Chairman again this year pan, is serving as public informa- the ages of 30 and 38. I am in- doers of our world, he sought no
v.%
The John Hope prize for the
Congress would do on civil rights level, and patriotic Americans I Whether he had succeeded suamistv
in was hard-working
special praise or thanks. Neither best landscape in
dynamic Mary tion officers at Hanau, Germany. terested in marriage
ovs lou
oil will be $250,
session.
this
In
did he belittle his job. He took the award for the best portrait or
suns,
So far as Lyndon Johnson is
great pride in it. He had the most figure painting in oil $300, and the
'
•
eton
concerned, the answer is — "Noththrt....4.,A..-1.!!. .
difficult task here — pleasing first award in oil
Ecti. SAY iI•4 ;
for any subject
1%446 ...V4
ing." As the most powerful leadand serving every type personal- $150. The second award of $100 is
---...... Se0 we Iltellt!
1
3t1"
influwhose
er in recent history,
ity imaginable. Once he told me, awarded by popular ballot of
.--,...
5_„_,,Iti"..Vd"Wrid ..
ence flows over both sides of the
"I can tell what kind of people those attending the
,..,
show.
1 I
aisle in the Senate and reaches
we have by the desks they keep."
ett,
The prizes in water colors are
'Ai,
over to the House, this was virOften when personnel problems
it
a
tually an edict.
•
would arise, and only then, he $125 and $75, in sculpture $250 and
His critics describe him as the
would quietly pass judgment on $100, and in prints $25, $15, and
(
,
:
,
1
0:
I
$10.
'lol• '1
ringmaster who makes his char4.4..,
the personal causes of conflict.
,
ges instantly obey when he cracks
r;-. PiLl..,•',
The last time I saw "Sug" The prize will he awarded and
•
•
,
(t
the whip. Only that morning, the
p-2121
I*P-*)
alive, he was boxing Christmas the works for exhibition chi. ten
.,
Republican minority leader of the
decorations for another year. That by a jury of selection, on March
4.
1P
';..
Senate. William Knowland. had
0
morning, after being out of the 20. Only original works are eligi1 t
-0
told the same group the same
office on a trip, I telephoned to ble for the exhibition and no art...}
Inquire how he was. His reply ist is eligible for the same prize
thing about civil rights — no ac.
-10 .4".
was "Just fine." When I came in, two years in succession.
tiers on civil rights this year.
Knowirnd's excuse, like I h e
his reply was the same Later
Artists wanting further inforchairman of the Republican Na•
he left a note on my desk: "I mation or entry blanks should
said
also,
there
think I have the flu, so I'm go write the Art Exhibition Committhstal Committee
17 ....2
log to stay in and doctor on my- tee, Atlanta University, Atlanta
was no chance to get any new
"
.
,sell." In less than twenty-f ouri 14, Georgia.
slags legislation through in view

Atlanta U. To
Hold Annual
Art Exhibit
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SOMEONE l'OU KNOW?

cept as they directly concern
them. It has led to failure to try
The so far unsolved murder of
to cooperate with the police in
Businessinan L. E. Thompson,
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take R..pen ability fer unsolicitor Manuscripts or Photos.
any way . . for fear of being
which set off the crime statistics called "snitchers" and "white
in Memphis for 1958, is something folks Negroes"
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Cit. Entered as Second
that should be kept alive in the
But it is becoming increasingly
public mind until it is solved.
clear that the chief sufferers are
Thompson
was
killed
by
unMr.
1879.
Merck
2,
Under
Act
ot
1952,
Office
March
20.
Metter
at
the
Post
Class
Memphis
Negro COMknown parties . . . or ,perhaps still members of the
officials have
a better designation of his killers munity. Many Police
justifiably contented
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
would be "unrevealed parties." more or less
community tends
For it's a pretty safe assumption, that the Negro
Negro
that circumstances being what to cloak Negro criminals.
rapists. and
they are in the Thompson case murderers, thieves,
the
Isis murderer or murderers may other criminals hide under
be still in the community. No mantle of race to escape the law.
a Negro
doubt, one way or another that They are protected by
to point
person 7Sr persons has given some community which refuses
lead to somebody as to where the the finger at them and help law
them
agencies
bring
guilt lies. Murder will out. And in enforcement
community
the Memphiis Negro community to justice. The Negro
There will be much gnashing of teeth can Party, is today as pro-Democratic as A has a way of coming out soon has been too indulgent with law.
brekers whose skins happen to
and many unprintable recriminations when in the boondoggling days of the New Deal, and widespread. It is generally
life
is
iso
be darh•
believed
that
a
Negro's
the
this
trend
may
reverse
itself
at
Congressional
But
year's
t h e results of this
time all that was ended.
elections are in. The Democrats are confi- propitious moment. The Republicans have cheap here until there is not too It's
much need to go all out to con- A crook is nothing but a crook.
ent and cocky. Already in the bag, they a strategic advantage: they a r s still in ceal
the details when one's life No Negro crook has been caught
the taken
ink, are thirty or more seats in t h e power. They have a chance of snapping
committing
gefaraaiiiinesdt otherfron
mes
caizena fia Nerlior
good
is F ken
uraerers.
luck, For long-time
ouse, at least seven seats in the Senate. Democratic string of unbroken
Negroes beThey are counting on disquieting currents If they would point to the failure, last year,
slaying revived me: cause they happened to be of his
of events to sweep the opposition into ob- of the Democratic leadership in Congress mories of the ambush shooting of same race. Nine cases ont of ten
to support economic aid, and to the present Negro businessman Jim McCoul- he'll commit a crime against anlivion.
With business recession, the ugly spec- threat to block the Reciprocal Trade Act, lough, the unsolved murder of other Negro before he'll bother
else ... because he thinks
ter of unemployment, taxes, drastic cur- the Inforination program, and the Demo- clubman Marvin Young, and other anyone
he can get away with it .. . with
tailment in the Federal government's pub- cratic South's massive opposition to inte- instances where murderers in the the help of the rest of the Negro
Negro community were never
lic assistance programs, and the general gration and voting rights, the Republicans caught
or proved definitely guilty. community.
may
nush
capacity
the
ball
beyond
defense
the
goal
line,
uneasiness about U. S.
T
ahes
anfe unsolved murders of promi- The call has gone out in the
The
cruel and tragic consequences of
with respect to national security, the Dempersons, along with the one- Thompson case for all who can,
ocrats ha v ea ready-made platform .on the economic recemtion must be reckoned. timie virtually unchecked violence to lend a hand in the apprehenThe Administration must evolve a formula characteristic of some Negro cen- sion and punishment of his roue
which to launch a major offensive.
They have the elusive weight of con- or find a magic incantation to hasten re- tient persons, along with the one- derers It is significant that Comhead of
temporary political history to sustain them covery. However felicitous one MAY be of time virtually unchecked violence missioner Claude Armour,and
vice
Department
Police
the
Negro
cencharacteristue
of
some
it
the
fortunes
of
the
Republican Party,
in their optimistic calculations. From 1930
has offered a cashrewar
mayor,
community
added
to
in
the
ters
can
scarcely he denied that the GOP leadthrough 1956 Democrats have won twelve
factors which led people to fromhisown pocket( or informsout of fourteen Congressional elections. ership would have to be magicians of the the
conclude that Negro life is cheap the Police Department and vice
This unusual sequence continued even in hichest skill to win an election in the midst in Memphis.
mayor, has offered a cash reward
1956 when Eisenhower w a a elected by of Ft denression that has already hit thousThey also had a bearing on the from his owl; pocket for informanearly twice as large a majority as the ands of American homes. Rhetoric, prime almost fatalistic attitude held by tion leading to the arrest and conribs and mashed notatoes may be all right a lot of folk, which expresses it- viction of the Thompson murderer.
first tim..
The Democrats have won, in the past for the party faithfuls. Such a combination self in their sad head shaking but The white press has gone all out
of the case. All lawAix years, more Governorships, state legis- will not appease the anguish of the corn- no aroused determinatioi n oidot in coverage
to do abiding, and law respecting NeWtures, Mayoralties and court houses than mon people. Work and plenty of it must no aroused determination
about such matters. It groes in the community ought to
the Republicans. The elections last Fall did be made available to the masses of the anything
had led to too many Negroes join the crusade for the Thompneople
if
the
Party
is
to
provide President aadopting an attitude of withdraw- son murder or murderers. Could
not upset this pattern of victory.
A recent testing of political sentiment Eisen.hower with the team in Congress for •g concern for such matters ex- '-e, seineone you know!
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by the Gallup Poll reveals that the Mid- which he pleaded in h i a recent Chicago
West, once the strong-hold of the Republi- speech.

Mutual Aid For Africa
A Foundation for Mutual Assistance to
undeveloped African countries south of the
Sahara Desert has just been organized in
London. The purpose is not to extend economic aid but to serve as a clearing house
for the states that may wish to offer financial and technical assistance to Africa.
The Foundation has no funds of its own.
The countries sponsoring it are Belgium,
ance, Britain, Portugal. Liberia, South
rica, Ghan a, and the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
It is to be an international group arranging
bilateral
agreements
between
states. It will not supersede or replace any
existing agreements for cooperation. The
manner in which the Foundation will operate was made clear by Claude Cheysson

trf

of France secretary-general of the Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa
south of Sahara. He said:
"Suppose Brazil w er e a member. It
might wish to aid an African state by supplying 'experts and equipment to develop
coffee production. It might not, however,
know just how such aid might be applied
most effectively.
"The Foundation will know where such

aid may be applied, and bring a request
a n d an offer of aid together. Similarly,
African states will be able to assist each
other."
T h e Foundation, however, places no
undue impediment on the right of the African countries to seek assistance from other
quarters. They may do so at their con- REVIEW OF RECENT WORLD NEWS
yenience and as necessity dictates. It is GIVES INSIGHT INTO COMING EVENTS
hoped that any request for aid will not go AN OBJECTIVE REVIEW OF Airways. 14
to countries which look upon democracy as RECENT WORLD NEWS gives an The Qantas planes follow t he
interesting insight into "coming 'Southern Cross Route' across the
an alien political tenet.
that may cast their shad- Pacific, over the Fiji Islands, to
events
The organization came into being as ft
Honolulu, San Francisco and New
before." For instance:
ows
result of a Technical Commission largely
In Nairobi, Kenya, addressing York, thence to London, returnconcerned with a scientific study of Africa's the Indian Chamber of Commerce, ing to Sydney by the "Kangaroo
manifold needs. Its sponsors regard it as Arthur Hope-Jones, Kenya's Min- Route."
an effective means Of altering Russian pene- ister for Commerce and Industry, In Los Angeles, fortnight ago.
tration of the black man's ancestral home. said that Nairobi, as a steady de- Dr. N.. C. King, noted physician
A constitution to formalize the scope of veloping commercial centre is a and director of the Rose-Netta hos
as
the Foundation is being drafted and will be symbol of the interdependence of peal, enplaned for Mexico City
the first stop of a 10-month world
acted upon in February when delegates the three territories — Kenya, tour,
personally financed a n d
from the interested countries will assem- Uganda and Tanganyika.
there are signs that which will include visits to Eurble in Ghana, the former Gold Coast colony. He added
Africa a n d
several internationally - known ope, Asia, Russia,
This new approach to the solution of Afri- companied are dickering for indus- South America.
Purpose of Dr. King's trip, procan problems should be hailed by all wh,o trial sites in Nairobi.
are honestly concerned with the ultimate In France, both native Parisians bably the most extensive ever unplace of the Dark Continent in world af and tourists are wondering what dertaken by a Negro — is to visit
medical cenamusement palace will supplant the key hospitals and
fairs.
the world, study their meth-

The People Speak
4)ays Till Suit Too Late

ALBERT G. BARNETT

Emmett Till.

lacer Editors: I have always But after reading In the Deeld such reverence and sorrow fender of her libel suit against
years
for Mrs. Mamie Bradley, as the Look magazine, some I mother of one of the South a whit• after the first article on her son
system's most publicized victims— was published I think she is due
optiliainitigalltantalltilitailliunintinitinnutiltinaniallintlittllliall1111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111litet

SO WHAT?

Round-Up
Of Globe News

the Folies Bergere, world-famous ters of
treatment of Nemusical theatre and night spot, re. ods and their
the health hacently closed because of reported groes, and observe
modes of living of the
labor trouble. Josephine Baker bits and
world's darker races.
and the Peters Sisters head the
In Central Africa, including the
list of Negro entertainers who skyFederation of Rhodesia and Nyasafor a little criticism herself,
rocketed to fame on the stage of
land, smart women have adopted
Since she did nothing legal the Follies Bergere
the hair-tinting fashion which was
against the confessed .nurder of In Port-au-Prince, Haiti. an given recent impetus by the arriSOS,
sent
out
from
the
Albert
her son, when the issue was fresh.
Britain
n ho
of
ata
irvastsupplies
val
a
Si chweitzer hospital at Deschanelng prepwhy awake sleeping dogs at this les, states a pressing need for a of do-it-yourself
.
arations, }omen as Tint-n-Set. Six
late date/
supply of healthy American blood
colors most favored by Rhodesia's
Haven't we enough current and for its depleted bank. The precious
matrons and maids, are Golden
general problems already without fluid is needed for the hospital's Blonde, Chestnut Glow, Russet
important work in Haiti, which du.
hopeless
poignantly
exhuming this
;lieges the service rendered by Brown, Smokey Grey, Auburn
case?
Dr. Schweitzer in Lamberene, Gold and Silver Blue.
In Lagos,. Nigeria, the Federal
It would lead people to believe French Equatorial Africa — comDepartment of
Cimmerce and
Mrs. Bradley, having become batting tropical diseases among
looking to the future,
Industries,
them in
instructing
natives,
ia
the
bored with lack of attention,
hygiene and in the fendamentals is working on plans to stage a
seeking to cast herself into the of modern-day living. — mammoth "Made in Nigeria" exlimelight once again
In Sydney, Australia, last week. hibition i n Lagos, next March, to
demonstrate the "impressive adAs it is now she cannot win such he Family of Nations was brought
closer together by inauguration of vances made in the past few years
a case against Look magazine
in industrial development through
The main reason is she has wait- the first, direct round-the-world
Air Service by the Qantas Empire out the country."
ed too long.
All this suit can do is cast her
civil rights, the Greenwich Demoonce more into the limelight of
cratic Women's club gives $200 to
reihlic sympathy, which might well
the NAACP to he used wherever
suit her fancy.
the need is greatest," declared a
And if it's public sympathy she
statement issued by the club last
seeks, she will be greatly disapweek announcing its contribution.
pointed now: there has been too
Mrs. Alfred Baker Lewis, presmuch water nnder the bridge.
ident, will present the money to
What she is doing now is what
GREENWICH, Conn — "Be- the NAACP through the Greenthought she'd do in the heat of cause we believe that the time is wich branch at a Lincoln's birththe case, right after the confessed overdue when Democrats in the day meeting Wednesday, Feb. 12,
murder of her son was first pub- North must take a firm, public, at the Julian Curtiss School Cafelished by Look.
and active stand on the issue of teria here.
Earl Brown, New York City
Only I thought it would be
Councilman and an assistant ediagainst her son's killers or — and
tor of "Life" will speak on "Civil
the state of Mississippi, which
Rights: North and South."
granted them freedom despite the
, school - coming March 13 the'
possession of signed confessions.
munity project will he conducted
—Jay W. Powell, 216 W. Jackson
ORANGEBURG S. C — Nor. for the enjoyment and improveBlvd., Chicago 6, III.
man L. McGhee, president of the ment of its citizens.
investment firm of McGhee gz
Dr. B. C. Turner, president of
Dr. Mabel Oliver Dies
company, Cleveland, will be prin- South Carolina State college, will
(NPB)
—
Dr.
opening
sesLOS ANGELES —
cipal speaker at the
be principal speaker for the closMaybel L. Oliver, church, and sion on Feb. 6 of the 10th annual ing session, March 13. Others to
session of the Community Educa- appear on the assembly programs
clubwoman died in a local hotpttion Center sponsored by the Or will be Dr. II V. Manning, presital Jan. 2.0. A native of Atlanta, angeburg City Colored Schools.
dent of Claflin university., and J.
Reverend Oliver had lived in Cab- For six consecutive Thursday E. Blanton, former president of
fornia more than 60 years.
nights beginning Feb. 6 and clos- Voorhees Junior college.

Donates $200
To NAACP In
'Firm Stand'

S. C.Students To
par Broker
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
According to the papers those To attack the Ku Klux Klan in
SIMPLE, INDIANS,
"orth Carolina Indians did not ever person you need a tribe. But all
AND TIIE K. K. K.
"I love them Indians,•" said carry tommyhawks or scalping us Negroes has is the NAACP.
Simple, "even if they don't belong knives, they carried ordinary ''And mighty good the NAACP
to my tribe, the Blackfeets. I ion guns. And they shot in the air to is, too," I said. "Each legal vicproud to be related to them, even frighten the Klansmen--not to kill tory over prejudice is better than
a thousand riots in a cornfield.
if they are not related to me." them."
"What Indians, where'." I ask- "Them Indians is too civilized," Legal victories are lasting."
said Simple. "Scare them and "Bet not as much fun as scalped.
"You know where," said Simple. scalp them, too, is what they ings." said Simple.
9 mean them Indians down in should have done to them !Clans- "Civil rights, education, the balMaxton. N. C., who chased the men."
lot — all such basic things are
"Considering the clrasticness of tnade secure by the kind of legal
Klan out of the cornfield, seized
their flaming crosses, broke up your desires," I said, "you should decisions the NAACP obtains thru
iheir loudspeakers and run the have been a part ot that riot, the courts —and by lawful, peaceKleagle clear back to South Caro- yourself, down there helping those ful means, not by tommyhawks or
lina from whence he had no busi- Indians.
scalping knives.
'Listen, Jess Simple, you are "Think how vital it is to preness coming in the first place
I say, I LOVE them Indians! such a race man, and the Negro serve the right to vote. Would you
And it is stone time they went on race has suffered so much at the not rather vote than scalp?"
the warpath again. Indians has hands of the Klan, so tell me why "It's all according to who I sun
been too quiet in this country too no Negroes have ever broken up voting for," said Simple. "To
long. Outside of the movies, I have a Klan rally? Huh? Why did we scalp a Klansman And remove his
wig would be more fun than voting
not heard tell of them scalping leave it to the Indians?"
any white folks in a hundred "Negroes ain't united enough," for Eisenhower.
said Simple. "Indians ia altogeth- Besides, you only votes for presyears.
And I can think of no better er — in a tribe, like them Lum- ident once every four years. But
scalp to scalp than the scalp of a bees, like the Cherokees, even Klansmen down South burns
Ku Klux Klanner. I wish them like the Blackfeets from which I mesa somewhere almost even
day. A scalped Klansman would
Indians had snatched each and descended.
But when the Indian blood gets not burn a fiery cross again.
everyone of them Klansmen baldheaded, and left them nothing but weak, the hair short like mine, I am 100 per cent behind my Inand names like Minnehaha be- dian brothers in North Carolina.
their empty hoods."
"How bloodthirsty you are!" I comes Minnie, and Semplonius In fact, I move that the NAACP
said, "Besides, rioting in a corn- just Semple, and the draft board give all of them life membership
field solves no problems. Anyhow, lists us as colored, our tribe has in the National Association for the
.Advancement of Colored People."
fell apart.
nobody went on a warpath.

a

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Across a luncheon table at Avenue luxury apartment build- action program out of such an isToots Shor's in midtown Manhat- ings is enough to give some of sue would probably be enough to
bring sonic party bosses in line.
tan last Saturday I got the low- the upper trust apoplexy.
down on the farnous Brown-Isaacs
Incidentally, Earl told me that Perhaps the most disappointing
housing law from the horse's at one of the hearings a refugee aspect of the fight to Earl was
mouth. Of course, in this instance, woman was permitted to talk and the brush off which he got from
the horse's mouth is New York she testified that she would rath- sonic elements in the Negro newCity Councilman Earl Brown, au- er be sent back to the concentra- er groups who felt the bill did not
thor of the law.
tion camp in her native land than have a chance. Such lack of confiTwenty years ago when I first to live under this law permititing dence and courage was and remet Earl he was editing the New Negroes to rent an apartment in mains unforgivable.
York Amsterdam News and writ. her building. I certainly hope that
ing occasional feaure articles for she is now denaturalized and deLife magaaine. Even then housing ported.
was one of his main concerns and
The inside story of the bill's pashe was gathering data on Detroit's sage can be summed up in a few
our
paths
housing problems when
sentences Earl and his associates
first crossed.
commitwere able to wangle
Based on his findings there, he ments from important members
finally came up with that memor- of the Democratic hi erarch y
Former Haitian presidents, Genable and sensational Life piece which controls the council and the
eral Paul Maglotre and Daniel Figunder the title "Detroit Is Dyna- city government. Getting these
nole, lead contrasting lives In exmite" which correctly predicted commitments was a year-long bat- ile in New
York. Featured in the
the race riot of 1943.
February issue of Ebony magatle inside the party machine.
Incidentally, Earl's journalistic
After the commitments were zine, one exile lives in luxury with
and political crusading have made
his five children and the other in
him a top celebrity around Man- made, the bill was introduced in a tiny apartment with seven.
hattan. Toots Shot-, looking like the city council. Then followed anLife for the two men and their
a big ward heeler in a double- other long period of political joc- families has
become a strange
breasted suit, came over to the keying and pressure to force the mixture of hope and hardship.
Matable and gave Earl the glad kingpins in the city government to gloire. whose. departure from Haihand. Joe De Maggio, the famous live up to their promisies.
ti
caused
crowds
to
dance
the meHowever simple all this may
Yankee clipper, waved as he walkthat it ringue in the streets, and Fignole's
ed in with a couple of cronies and sound, Earl assured me
exile four months later saw Haiothers, whom I did not rem- was an agonizing and frustrating tians battling the Army in Portnize, spoke, nodded, and gave lit- experience which made it neces- au-Prince, share a common desire
sary to use every political trick to return to
tle signs of recognitioin.
Haiii.
Be that as it may, I was keen- in the book.
According to Ebony. Magloire.
heterogenous
popthe
Of
course,
learn
ly interested to
something
whose fortune has been rumored
about the techniques that were ulation pattern of New York City at $5 million. and Fignole who is
Al!
passage.
of
worked
in
favor
controverthe
maneuver
to
used
estimated to have less than $10,000
sial housing bill through the city public officials know that there would like to return to Haiti, even
are enough so-called min 0 ri t y in a non-political capacity. A pant
council.
As you already know, t h e group voters in New York to up- president, Elie Lescot, was allowBrown-Isaac law is the first piece set the applecart of the most en- ed to return to Haiti in 1957 after
11 years of exile in New York.
of legislation in the United States trenched machine.
I was impressed with the fact and is living on a plantation with
which outlaws racial discrimalion in the rental of private hous- that Earl thought it vitally impor- a eovernment pension.
Gen. Magloire says nothing can
ing. Many New Yorkers a r e tant to get commitments from the
aghast at what they regard as so-called power boys in the party prevent his return to Haiti, howfight
ever the latest president Dr. Franan "invasion of the right of pri- before he launched the open
for passage of the bill. He said cots Duvalier says, "Magloire's
vate property."
getting
interested
in
return is up to the people."
Even some so-called liberals are he was more
Fignole refuses to return to Haiti
convinced that the law is really the bill passed than In making a
involve
would
which
iintil he is given the proper emir.
noise
unconstitutional and will be ulti- lot of
anteea of security for himself and
mately thrown out by the courts. a mass pressure operation.
Again, of course, in New York. his family. Such guarantees
The prospect of Negroes moving
into some of those swank Park the very threat OI making a mass not come.

Former Haiti
Leader Lives
In New York

have
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Cab, The Prince OfMusic And Song,
HasBrand New 'Cotton Club'Revue

a production of the kind that gave' to Broadway the stars were CabsBroadway is poteocy.
way, Duke Ellington, Ethel Waters
Featured in the show are suchl and the. late Bill Robinson. Cab
and Bill were co-starred in one
show and six months later Duke
and Ethel took over as co-stars.
Following the current engagement Cab moves on time road with
the show, appearing among other
spots, in the Las Vegas territoryy.
MIAMI, Fla. — Cab Calloway, more history here with the preHe is also slated for one-fighter
the hi de ho prince of music and sentation of the revue that bears
aunts that will include Chicago
Club.
song who helped make the old his name at local Cotton
and a limited stay at one of the
Cotton Club in New York a land- The current Cotton Club revue.
large clubs in Detroit.
isn't
show,
Calloway
mark and introduced the name or the Cab
To see the Cab Calloway stock
"Harlem" to the world, is making just a collection of stars, rather
rising after so many years at the
top is not surprising. For one
ago when the "Charleston dance"
and "swing music'' was the talk
of amusement row Cab came up
with something different, the hi
her concert performance. The
MARIA CALLAS, opera diva
de ho and "Minnie the. Moocher"
diva who turned Italy into a
charmed a capacity crowd at
sockers. Both were instant hits
turmoil early this month by
the Chicago Opera house last
and sent Cab Calloway soaring to
Wednesday when she was .quitting a performance of "Norlime top. The two, of course, he
ma' at the Rome Opera
paid 510,000 for her singing of
combined with wielding the baton
House, is shown being enibrac•
sfx operatic arias. The unpre•
were
that
bands
big
of
front
in
ed by Orchestra conductor Sic'
dictable prima donna was a
theatre ballroom favorites
ola Rescigno as both took nu-la
smiling and kissing vision of
drifted
In later years Calloway
charm both on and off stage in
erous curtain calls,
became'
into the singles field and
1
catethat
known as the best in
gory. When radio became popular
Cab introduced listeners to hi de
MAURI LEIGHTON
hoing and other unique stylings.
With the arrival of television niov-;
Mores
Paul
as
acts
artists and
ing in Calloway sought and 10and Laraine; dancers extraordirated something new straight
Kids;
Hines
famous
The
nary;
I
singing and again excelled. This
Maori Leighton, billed as another
was followed by his several dins
Lena Horne; Four Step Brothers;
into the dramatic field where he By THEODORE CHARLES STONE The vast audience was quick tat
to name a few.
stood out. His performances in ,Thpredictable Maria Meneghini recognize the virtuosity of the
Cab himself, of course is the
ihe legit field will long be remein.'Callas, the prima donna ho walk- orchestra and gave equal acclaim
star and "big name" in the show
for the performance.
tiered via "Porgy and Bess" his' el out on
a performance of
I
that has been a Miami feature
It was a night to be rennenberei
latest on the acting stage.
,"No.ma" at the
11..ene Opera in musical experience.
for several weeks and figures to
Currently as head of Cab Caddo- ;House earlier this month and set
remain indefinitely.
'nsi Choettocno mthAithieb srealluethohseeretaiin the music world to talking, came
This, it so happens, is nothing %;iiayr
to Chicago's Opera house for a
new to Calloway. In the old Cotperformance. And single concert Wednesday, Jan. 22,
ton Club days the shows ran with- ergs in a single
of and won great new laurels.
tal the
reasons'
t
ainishek
sh oi,t
w yofn
out change of cast or format six 'tbaaht tis iloones
All things considered in their
months of a year, Generally, afMiami Beach
rightful place Mine. Callas was an
ter the club moved from Harlem the town in
overwhelming success .and the
more than 3,700 persons who fided
the huge auditorium cheered her
to the rafters for save thirty
w
v4
By AL MONROE
minutes even after she had taken
JOI .Z16GY'JOr4NSON
more then fifteen curtain calls.
EN ROUTE ABOARD
City of 1 ALL ANSWER -Ella 'Fitzgerald."
DETROIT — Lady calling from
The house was sold out long in
Miami for Dayton Beach, Fla. — ,TO BACK UP THEIR claim they
advance and some 100 or more New York to say; "Do you think
Crosby's recent
There is every
reason to be llsoint to Bing
last minute seats were brought into the 'Kingfish' is telling all? . . .
the theater and sold for $8.80, with Local 'Indians' donning their war.
HAPPY ABOUT A TRIP into Flo. statement that Ella is the greatest.
pants but not for the same reason
the purchasers pleased to pay.
tIda. ONCE LOCATED well be — SA5151Y DAVIS, currently star
HINES KIDS
; Not within our memory has a as the Lumbee tribe down North
the sights around Iring in Florida makes no bones
able to see
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — (INS) — , single event won such prolonged Carolina way. Incidentally what
Daytona Beach
F'OR A FEW 'about Chicago's Chez Paree being
Rock 'n roil Negro singer "Little applause nor evoked such un-res- part of the Carolinas is Sunnie
Wilson from?
Richard Penniman, who claims he trained admiration.
DAYS and then hie off to Miami one of his favorite spots to work
Mme Callas is a singing achas made almost two million dolMAY WE ADD:
"Don't Go Near the Water," plb
for review 'of the Cab Calloway in,— AND,
field,
lars in the entertainment
'tress and takes every opportunity lure in town, to which a cool
show at that town's Cotton Club. C'hez Paree management and the
ministry.
has retired to enter the
'to project to the peak what she ner of mine said, "Ziggy. how AV
— THEN A HURRIED trip northIcafe's patrons consider Sammy HO
Penniman, 25, a native of Macon, feels in the music, with the widest you going to find the lady down
!tops too. — WHEN BIG MAYministerial
a
as
Ma., enrolled
to Jacksonville where Duke Elting.;
possible range of color that it by the sea?"
BELE and Prophet Jones, the
,tudent yesterday at the Seventh- has been our experience to obCarmen MeCrae looking more
ton is booked AND A CHANCE TO 'famed prophet POSED FOR A
BY HAZEL WASHENGTON
lay Adventist School at Huntsville. serve.
sensuous than ever and adding
visit the night clubs in town. — PICTURE recently they did so be'
busishow
leaving
alone;
was
he
vocalist
said
lie
the line. "When are you going
She is no• a
The old saying was 'big books'!have read Jessie Bennett Sams'
THIS CORNER
HAD hoped to fore more than one hundred
;.ess because he had a "vision" but a woman with capacity for to write that tune for me? I
ROPHET
hook,
to
wrong
"White
Mother
make,:
"
'big
was
pictures:
If
but
nowait
them;
with
hitn
involvement
told
high
emotional
v
scribble a bit
don
of information
t have to Carmen, you're dogreat
erHo Pne
he
ell'
M yb—
,
haver't they should, and
the
ngage in night club tours.
ing it now, "The Party s Over."
the text and music.
about APPEARANCE OF yariousltop were saying goodbye to N ews days, since Hollywood is buying lucky onc who
puts this story on
Penniman said his rock 'n roll
literary properties, as long as a
Noir. to Longworth M. Quinn:
With a skill of an artist she
tan stars on the Jack Parr "To-!York and making plans to plane.
•,uccess made him see clearly that sets out only to reveal what she Have you noticed the rating in the
year in advance of the publica- the screen, will be set to make
BECHET,
SIDNEY
Chicago.
to
it
a
million
or
two or three.
night" show but arrived a few
"money is only filth."
tion, we can now more rightly
finds to be human and dramatic local basketball league? Class
ad
he
earinogyearbrto
currently
to ‘,t
Misters
Selznick,
From now on, the ex-rock 'n In the situation.
'big pictures make 'big books' Attention
Tech 4 and 0. Heard from Will
days late. — JACK HAS MOVED
United say,
eand tour
Preminger.
singWarner
and
or
my
Goldroller said, "I'll confine
She's never failing and once Robinson lately? Maxine Powell
his show back to New York but Stat:s to begin in early April. — sales:
wyn, how about having your read•
church
and
lovely
models
ing to spirituals
she has started on ,er mission. presenting her
This Wings to mind a book that ers, read this fine book, and thin;
ALREADY booked
the townsfolk still
talk of the SIDNEY IS
land they are just that) in a
music."
something must haps•en.
television guest appear- is now on the book shelves. and have them adapt it for the screen.l
for
several
his
by
prodemocracy exhibited
This singer is truly created for package called "Spicy Omnibus'
'ances during his stay in America. I wonder if any of the producers You could do worst, you know.
ducers and sponsors that permit.
the operatic stage as is shown Sunday at Broad's Club Zombie
, They say that Carmen Sevilla,
6-9 p. nm
in her every movement.
ted Four Step Brothers and Mauri'
,one of the foremost beauties from
And the little lady said to the
that she is posnews
no
is
It
Spain
IMadrid,
spends a fortune on;
Leighten to appear on the coast
to
married,"
sessed with one of the most dra- man. "Are you
and
perfumes,
furs
dolls
from
all
to coast telecast.
matic gifts M the world today, which he replied "Yes." "Then
the
over
hubby
a
world,
shared
•
and that she dominates the scene get your hat and go cause I'm
by Gladys Hampton. just two,
here looking for a husband." The
from beginning t6 end.
ANOTHER "NAME" DOWN
months ago Carmen couldn't speakl
She has everything she needs— man left pronto. Didn't he?
,a
of
word
—
English
today,
she!
HI:RE is
Chicago's Dorothy
Richard Rice back from Call.
magnificence power, dr a m a,
!has an excellent com'nand of the:
Donegan, famed pianist. currentwarmth, projection, and infinite fornma and looking like a bon b
'language — it is marvelous how
buddy,
SInger Letha Jones sm
ly at Club Eden Roe in Miami
nuance—and each time she sang
quickly these foreigners catch on
mg If It's the Last Thing I 1
hotel — ANOTHER DUE HERE
amther
get
house
packed
the
in
rur
to
speech.
Working
Isort of brings back memories from
soon is Nat Kim! Cole who will
glance into her artistic revelation
"Spanish Affair," at Paramount
jup Idlewild way. Dancer Carol
apoear in a limited engagement
of the golden age song.
Studio, this new corner to our
before hicinni oil to Sands hotel
Her singing for the most po 'Lynn headed for Minneapolis and
shores, is something to see.
then to 'Strip City' in L. A.
in Las Vegas.
Nevada, THE
was sumptuous and exciting evos'
Bob Hope tells us they're changJust a note for those who may
Pl.% Y "JAMAICA" starring
ing wild ovation after ovation.
ing the city limit signs to read,
Lena Horne talked about down
Mme. Callas sang six of her seem to be 'down and wonder.
"Los Angeles, City of the Angels
LITTLE RICHARD
domain's most trying arias w,115 ing if the way things happen
here but there is no ohance of
Home of the Bums.'' — A Los
it hitting 1-lori,ta us ith current
no apparent effort and dispose" of for then, are fair. . . "Life is
Angeles teacher will get a trip
nothing hut a club and if you
IN THE
cast. — ST.5 1? R ED
them on their terms.
abroad when Sandra Dee goes to
crepi into , want to be a member you've
Occasionally there
is Ricardo
-1.'1' with I,ena
, Paris for "The Reluctant Debi'
Kay SulMontalban, one of the reigning
her voice a reedy effect, arm this got to pay your dues.
!tante." Avon Production for MGM
disa•-ming livan, who used to be one of
particularly
not
was
Hollywood stars.—INCIDENTAL.
!It's California law that a regis
the teachers in my School of the
LI', SPEAKING OF Hollywood
because she had done so much
tered teacher must accompany
sopranos Theatre is now a proud mom—
other
many
Florida,
than
theatre patrons in
more
trip
any
on
an under-age student
EVEN THE WAITERS and nor.
whose voic5s are far more beauti- mythe
during
out of the country
Several jokes going the rounds
ters on fits' of Miami as we
ful.
school term. Gee. how I wish I
with less beauty r4 voice, , boot now hard times are (and
roll along are all excited about
Even
record
oi
series
a
the
pl.ted
recently
mini
one. "Paris in
I
was the
time
and
Herman
Wooily
peopulsion it's no joking matter) but the one
the "St. Louis Blues" the pie•
Spring," Tra-la-la-la-la.
that ha • won breaking engagements on the Pa- there's more artistic
herd, the hand
bihgtgestts
s tothgiset detphsertme
all ! itohtaigt hsefcr•omm
lure based on life story of W.
World famous clown Emmett; the Metromsde poll,
has heen cific Coast, comes to Virginia and dramatic urgency, than
('. Handy. — NAT KING COLE
Kelly, who essays a straight (Ira-. cited by Parade and Time for StatePetersburg. on Fri- of the others
she the one about the gentleman In
who plass Handy. Pearl Bailey.
matic role in "Across the Ever- bringing back dancing, and which day, January 31, for a live jazz I Mme. Callas sings because
lavender standing on Washington
t
often seen on television. Earths
tie .r
'must
glades," says a clown's greatest
concert.
and State. Can't tell it here.
Mt
"Non
includel
program
Kitt who was in Florida reneently
being
is
The famed orchestra is
fear during a performance
MEMBERS of McGruder's me.
Mo•
by
Giovanni
Don
from
are all very popular down here.
Dir"
of
Chapter
sneezing — could ruin everything
presented by Nu Psi
i
collectors club are beat l
"Macfrom
Scene,
Letter
— AND NATURALLY what they
cart;
Fraternity.
I he strives to create . . . Jerry
Phi
Omega Psi
t h e unemployment situat
do in "St. Louis Blues" is being
'Lewis' father, Danny, and his son.
Herman, who has recently sign- Beth" by Verdi; Oita veoc poco
Seviglia" by p a y i n g 89 cents f
looked forward to with anticiGary, will appear for the first
ed with Verve records, is one of fa. from "II Barhiere di
3torhahmcle
B
s
tainHam
— Matti- the most popular bandleaders in by Rossini: "Notte in fend° at theiecorhdosp.at Cheirs
pation.
time together in a motion picture, GREENSBORO. N
B.
''Mefistofele" by record
the most the music business. A trople threat Mare" from
of
one
Baby.Dobbs,
"Rock--A-Bye
Paramourd's
wilda
•••
corner up for sale and the price
lion's widely.hailed new singers of the performer — he sings, plays the Boito; "Anch'io on giorno" from
N. B C. has won
the
is right, considering vithat goes
HEAR TELL CAPITOL Records
Annual Sylvania past two decades, is scheduled to clarinet and the alto saxophone — "Nabucco" by Verdi, and the Mad
share of the
with it. Interested'
is weighing plan to send several of
Televisioim Awards with top place make a concert appearance at Herman will present his entire or- Scene from "Hamlet" by Thomas. D.
Foster and Bob Kelly are
its disc stars on road in a sort
in virtually every niajor catego-• Bennett college on Feb. 4, at 8 chestra of seventeen world fam- The Chicago Symphony Orchesthe nevi owners of the Elbow
of
baton
of package deal. — INCLUDED ON
skilled
the
under
ry of programming.
,tra 1
pm
ous instrumentalists.
Field
near
direc- lounge on Mack
THE Capitol list of artists are Nat
The Atlanta-born coloratura so- He comes directly frien success- ,Nicola Rescigno, musical
ongra s, gentlemen, your p
proOpera
King Cole, Dakota Staton, Lonnie
Civic
Dallas
the
Note
of
tor
Blue
1956,
the
November.
prano, who in
ful engagements at
masterful amiable smiles should be an 111.
Satin, FRANK SINATRA. boogie
made her widely-hailed debut at in Chicago, the Palladium Ball- sided the soprano with
she wentive for business.
woogie pianist Buckner. Pee Wee
everything
in
accompaniment
Basin
and
Hollywood.
starham
Opera
the Metropolitan
room in
I Nice note from 'buddy girl' La.
Hunt and many other top names
sang.
red both in Milan's La Sella and Street in New York.
Maes. cille Lilis, one of the Katherine
EVENT SUCH a
— IN THE
I A young and fresh talent,
London's Royal Opera. Covent
' Dunham key dancers who says
"package" is sent out to Florida,
tro Reecieno showed the quality that fer
the first time in eight'
NEW YoltE — Scheduled o ap- 't- r;rden, ca well as at the Elio. Graduate Returns
and Daytona
especially Miami
III.— of the orchestra to be first rate years the company is off for a
Holland
clIAMPAIGN
and
Glyndebourne
burgh,
URBANA
pear in the opera "Aida" at the
a
as
Beach would be include(' on the
played
pieces
Richard W Henry. Orange. N J.,land the three
two month rest and well earned.
in Chicago on January 31 as Metropolitan Opera House. Geof- Festivals.
PROPHET JOHN The Con.
BM of cities playing the concert
for Mme. Callas groups were
top man of his class at Union foil
Maybe if the right people in our
For Big Ma5belle the date is frey Holder and his adorable wife
queror and Big Maybelle turn
gruitp. — YOU DO NOT HAVE
performed.
impeccably
word, me
'town would say the
only tentative, but she will be Carmen de Lavallade. will return eoanut Grove in Los Angeles this college, Schenectady, N. Y. in
on personality plus when they
to look hard to discover who, in
could get Miss Dunham to come
in Chicago soon you can be to New York City for the Jan. week the famed dancers will be 1954, will return there this fall as
met recently in New ",'irk to
the opinion of crew of train enI
hack at the Met where they ap- assistant professor of physics 5ft. a doctor of philosophy degree here for a week's rest and a visit
sure.
30. performance.
discuss their return trip to
route to Miami, is the world's
et' completing graduate work for from the University of Illinois.
with the 'yogi.'
1 Finishing up a date at the Co- peared previously
Chicago. Prophet John will be
greatest female singer. — THEY
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Woody Herman Plays
A Date At Va. State

Noted Soprano To
Sing At Bennett
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Miss Uleda M.Merriweathezr And Samuel L.Polk Pledge Vows

!. The
into a
th by
"Nor.
Opera
threepr Nicok nu-et

AT THE ALTAR Miss Merriwether and Samuel Lee of Tulsa, Okla., and Rev. P. R. Shy, pastor of the
Polk, jr., a graduate student at Howard university in church. Directing the ceremony was Mrs. Z. C. MerriWashington. D. C., are united in a service performed wether, of Tulsa.
jointly by Rev. M. C. Merriwether, the bride's uncle,
wick le
of the
acclaim

VOWS EXCHANGED in double ring ceremony, the.
happy couple come back down the aisle after having
been introduced as Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lee Polk, jr.

DO‘I'N THE AISLE of the St. Paul CME church in
Jackson goes Miss Uleda M. Merriwether. popular young
teacher at the Merry High school, on the arm of her
father, Prof. M. D. Merriwether.
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THE NEW BRIDE, Mrs. Samuel Lee Polk, jr.. poses
prettily on altar following ceremony. Mrs. Polk carried a bouquet of white carnations.

a trellis entwined with
THE WEDDING PARTY stands on the altar following and Mrs. Polk. stand beneath
,
white
dahlias.
and
branches
pine
young
popular
the beautiful ceremony in which the
couple, both residents of Jackson, were united. Mr.

4
4110

TIIE HAPPY COUPLE cut the wedding cake at the k
reception which followed the wedding, one of the big.
gest events on the current social calendar of Jackson.
The reception was given at the home of the bridei
parents.
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MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY pose in the Merriwether home during the
reception. Left to right are Mrs. Z. C. Merriwether, who directed the
wedding; Rev. M. C. Merriwether, who performed the ceremony assisted
by Rev. P. R. Shy, pastor of St. Paul CME ehurchi Mrs. U.4 Mari-

0 •

•
wether, mother of the bride; Mrs. Lurline Brooks, mother of the groom; OFF TO ST. LOUIS for
Mr. and Mrs. Polk, Miss Helen A. Battle, Mrs. Helen Battle, David Mer- their honeymoon go the
riwether, Mr. and Mrs. S. Sloan, of Memphis; and their daughter, Miss happy young couple, Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel A. Polk,
Maxine Sloan.

jr., immediately after the
reception. The groom was
scheduled to return to
Washington, D. C. to cow-

plete his studies for t h
master's degree. (See ate.
ry on page 11) —Photos '
by Jewel Tone Studios...4i

A new club, the Gay Charmers
Socialites, was organized recently
at the home of Mrs. Laura Bankston, of 877 E. Neptune at.
The charter cancers of the organization are Mrs Laura Bankston, president; Mrs. Jo Ann Brock,
business manager; Mrs. Evelyn
Davis, secretary; Mrs. Margaret
Dennis. treasurer, and Mrs I
Campbell, social chairman.
Other members of the club are
Mrs. Wilie Mae Bennett, Mrs. I.
Jones and Mrs. Ida Smith.
A get-acquainted party is being
given by the group on Saturday
night, Feb 18, at the home of
Mrs. Campbell at 1317 Emmason
at., and friends of members are
invited to attend.
Those who would like to join
the club may receive information regarding membership by calling WHitehall 8-2172

By

In • week when Old Man a descendant of Frederick Doug.
Weather ran the gamut from bril- lass) Mr. John Wesley Dobbs,
liant sunshine to a wee taste of Grand Master Mason, Atlanta,
memthe sleet and snow which blanket- Ga., Perry W. Howard, Sr.,
ad other sections of the country, ber Republican National CommitLos
architect,
the social activities of our "Mem- tee; Paul Williams,
Shipphis-on-the-Mississippi" were in Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Ruth
ley, Pittsburgh Courier; and Miss
high gear.
Annette Church, aunt of Miss
PINK CHAMPAGNE
In keeping with the national col- Church.
following day's luncheon
ors of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori- The
in the private dining
ty, graduate members chose that was held
room of the Secretary of Labor
that aristocrat of wines, chainChurch had as honorpagne ... in the fascinatinig pink where Miss
guests, the honor guests of the
vintage . . with which to launch ed
dinner the previous night, and
The Good Samaritan Club held
the social activities surrounding
Hon. J. Ernest Wilkins, Miss
Mt.
at
held
its regular meeting at the home
Meeting
Public
their
and
Pipes
Mary
Miss
Church,
of Mrs. :Cary Hawkins, of 1451
Olive Cathedral, honorinig the 50th
cently by the bride-elect's
Miss Janice Hawkins, members of
ENGAGED TO LIBRARIAN—
Britton at., and elected its officers
anniversary of the founding of
U. S. Dethe
HawkI.
of
Mary
officials
following
Mrs.
AnMiss
mother,
of
engagement
The
for the new year recently.
their organization, the oldest Ne- partment of Labor: Arthur Motins. The couple plan a late
to William
Hawkins
drewnetta
The officers are Mrs Mai H
gro national sorority.
ley, Dr. Winifred Helmes, special
Spring wedding.
E. Jones was announced reFriends, vice president; Mrs. Tom
The be. u tit u 1 contemporary assistant, Manpower Development
Ella Bratcher, secretary; Mrs. M
home of Tom and Helen Hayes Program; Robert Thomas, Earl
L. Chandler, assistant secretary;
on Saturday night was the scene Klein, Jack ffurt, Martin Carpensla
Mrs Agnes Jones, treasurer; Mrs. sax
of the champagne party honor- ter, J. Dewey Coates, Malcolm
Wallace on speaker's dais are
ganization s Alpha Psi chapMrs.
—
CELEBRATE
AKA'S
Miss
and
critic;
Mary Hawkins,
ing their speaker, Mrs. Edna Over Kennedy and Fred Schoenborn.
the campus chapter a basiter celebrated the sorority's
Arnett& G. Wallace. supreme
Mary Foote, business manager.
Campbell of Baltimore, Md., a Honorable J. Ernest Wilkins spoke
leus, Miss Fannie Caruthers,
50th anniversary on the Tennational basileus of the Alpha
Mrs. Luvenia Clark was appointpast supreme basileus of the or- to the group after the luncheon
center; and Miss Sue Caronessee Add Stale university
Kappa Alpha sorority was the
ed chairman of the investigating
ganization, and the first president about his experiences as the as
lyn Jones, Anti-basileus, right.
recently. With Mrs.
campus
orthe
when
speaker
guest
Rawlings,
Niable
Mrs
committee,
Huof the American Council on
S. Government's representative ' The engagement of Miss An. ville, and received a certificate
committee,
sick
the
of
chairman
WalArnetta
man Rights, Mrs.
for the International Labor Orga- drewnetta Hawkins to William in medical technology,
! of Knoxville, Tenn., and was r
Autry Chism, reporter,
lace, the supreme bastleus of the nization that meets every year in , Edwin Jones was made known
Miss Hawkins is a member of and Mrs.
cently invited to a Washington, D.
chairman of the social comuntil
arrive
not
organizatilon did
Geneva Switzerland.
recently. Miss Hawkins is t h e the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority and
C. conference by the Presidents
mittee.
Sunday morning — what with atAlma was joined by sister-in- daughter of Mrs. Mary I. HawMr. Jones, the son of J. Leroy
Committee on Government C ontending a banquet in Nashville with law Nell Roulhac from Philadel- kins, of 945 Mississippi blvd., and Jones of Cleveland. Ohio, w a s saA delicious repast was served
tracts, She is currently president
by the hostess, and plans made
AKA's there . .. thereby missing phia, who also attended the meet- the late Edgar A. Hawkins, Sr.
graduated from Morehouse col- for the next meeting which will be
if the Tennessee Education Congthe convivial tasting of the night ing . . , saw former Idemphian A late Spring wedding has been
ress and Regional Director of the
lege, and received a master of held at the home of Mrs Agnes
Henry Ryan — now Howard uni- planned.
before.
AlDuring the chapel program,
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
National Council of Negro WomThe bride-elect is a graduate of sc.ence degree in :ihrary science Jones, of 2677 Midland ave.
Earlier that day, Callie Stevens, versity's Dean of Men — along
university's Alpha Pis chapter, Oa Psi advisor, Miss Modestine en.
Jewel Gentry and chairman of with his wife and three charming Talladega college, where she re- from Atlanta university.
A member of Alpha Phi Alpg Phoenix — Arizona's population Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, inc., Young was presented a bouquet
the Founders Day celebration, Ka- children who saw her off for Home ceived her bachelor of arts dethryn Perry Thomas, were on Booths in Memphis. While in gree. She also studied at the Me. fraternity, Mr. Jones is now ser- since 1950 has increased from 750,- presented Soror rnetta G. Wal- of roses by Miss Tequilla Lott
lace, Supreme National Basileus, in recognition of her services,
hand at the airport when their Washington. she visited with her harry Medical college in Nash- ving as librarian for Owen college. 000 to 1,150,000.
as guest speaker for their cele- time, dependability and patience
guest arrived. Following a quick god parer.ts, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
bration of the Alpha Kappa Alpha in her role of confidante and addash to WD1A, where Mrs. Camp- Bradford and other relatives. A
with
visit
a
for
Philadelphia
to
trip
visor for several years.
50th Anniversary.
bell addressed the Memphis pubChallenging the audience to
Other officers of Alpha Psi chap
lie, dinner was enjoyed by the brother Chris, Nell and chitre-1
III,
Chris
and
Yvonne
dren
have a vision, "a dream in the ter are: Sue Carolyn Jones, angroup at Tony's Inn . . . then
the
fun
and
more
.
.
in
.
suited
clothquickly changing into party
eye, a voice in the ear, a sword ti-basileus; Beatrice Brandon, grafinding that the Bcttises
es, the lovely party was held at joy of
in the hand and a songslo the mateus; Dorothy Moore, anti-graof
friends
—
Chamberlains
and
the Hayes' home.
heart," nationally prominent Mrs. mateus; Kayvonne King, dean of ,
WASHINGTON. D. C. — Mrs , students and Mrs. Bates are held." months," Mrs. Harris added.
Chris and Nell, who visited them
Delicious cocktail fare, touches
-For thi reason:' she continued, Wallace presented an analogy and pledgees; Judy Ramsey, assistant
here a couple of Christmases Patricia Roberts liarris, execs' I Gifts such as scarves, records
and
everywhere,
of pink and green
progress dean of pledgees; Muriel Jackson,
back.) were houseguests for the tive director of Delta Sigma The. and books were sent to individual "reports have probably exagger- report of the tremendous
a never-ending supply of the spark- week
end While in the City of ta sorority, in a statement re- students "according to their inter- ated the amount which was re- of the AKA sorority during five Tamiochous; Alberta Daniels, parinteresting
provided
ling beverage
limentarian; Geraldine Qualls, hoBrotherly Love. Alma got a chance cently said she regretted the fact ests. Any money forwarded w a s ceived by the persons in Little decades of activity.
repartee, and high spirits for the to
Senior Fannie I. Caruthers, Be- digus; Rudy Young, epistoletus;
t help put the finishing touches
the purpose of permitting the Rock."
formal program the following day, to son Phil's bachelor apartment that there had been an inference for
of Nashville, Evelyn Shumaker, sentinel; Bevstudents to purchase personal 'Delta Sigma Theta wished only sileus of Alpha Psi,
Dora Todd was chairman of the . . . only to learn just a couple that Delta Sigma Theta had sent
in erly Chiles, chaplain, Shirley Lasitems they might wish," M r . to say 'thank you' to Little Rock and her sorors, participated
arrangements for the party. Fol- bachelor apartmentAR AA AARR thousands of dollars worth of gifts
in a friendly manner and to pro- several anniversary activities, in- ter, reporter to Ivy Leaf; Helen
to the nine Little Rock students Harris stated.
lowing the program, a reception .
only to learn just a couple during the recent Christmas par- "Chapters and individuals were vide a small release of tension for, cluding a coffee hour, hospitality Glass and Sue Jones, representawas held in the public rooms of ofys
night, a closed reception at the tives to Inter-Fraternity council.
days ago that he won't have
limited in the amount to be spent them during the season of good
the Cathedral, where Theresa too long to enjoy it because the ty.
home of President and Mrs. W.
Supreme National Basileus ArUndergraduates were will.
Franklin had charge of the delic- Army will be expecting him _: The party was held in Little on any gift.
S. Davis, a chapel program, and netta G. Wallace, presently a resi) Rock, Ark , Dec. 22 for the nine limited to $5 per gift and grad- "We hope that the students reious frappe and refresments serv- come March.
the
dance.
a
final entertainment,
dent of Chicago, Ill., is a native
alize from this gesture on the
students and Mrs. Daisy Bates who uates to $10.
Millions of women snow that
ed.
Oh yes . . . Father M. Byron'
"The fact that there are 243 part of this sorority that they
braved the recent Little R o c k
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
vinegar can't do the job the
Cochran of Dayton. Ohio was prethroughthousands of friends
have
A
tasty
was
very
menu
served
crisis.
integration
school
a
if
that
means
chapters in Delta
An exciting plane trip to Wesh- sent at the Washington meeting
way "Lysol" can.
out the country, particularly withby
the
which
hostess,
included
and
said
chapters
party.
of
the
pertion
of
purpose
sizeable
The
ington, D. C., to attend the meet- . . . and many Memphians will
in the ran s of Delta Sigma Thebroiled chicken, French g r e en
They know "Lysol" is best for
ing of the President's Committee remember him as a former rye- Mrs. Harris was "to provide a individuals sent gifts to the stu- ta.
beans, congealed green salad,
s
a
w
value
a
in
aggregate
expressing
coroorthe
of
means
dents
on Government Contracts called by tor of Emmanuel Episcopal church
we were
that
hope
further
"We
cheese souffle, Hawaiian tea, douching because ...
$1,000,
of
excess
in
apreciation
of
be
to
fashion
the
likely
ate
Vice President Nixon . . meet- THOSE INTERESTING PARTIES
with
black coffee, fruit, ice cream, aftthat thou- able to share our Christmas
1. "Lysol" stops odor at its
Last Saturday found several out Delta Sigma Theta for ordeals' leading to the report
ing Howard University schooler-dinner mints and nuts.
gifts had the pioneers of Little Rock and
of
worth
Little
Rock
dollars
nine
of
ands
the
by
undergone
.
in
.
.
dear
and
stnding parties in sway .
mates ... so many old
they gave us
forward in t he poured into the Little Rock corn- we are grateful that
The table was very handsomely source.
moving
students
given
.
relatives
seeing
eluding the beautiful one
friends . .
officer re- the opportunity to be a small part The Chi Epsilon chapter of Alpha decorated with a lace tablecloth,
Estelle Dumas for the Devoue cause of integration under the Dal- munity," the national
. of reand the exciitement, too,
of the fight they are making," Chi Pi Omega sorority held its and a centerpiece of chrysanthe- 2. "Lysol" kills odci -tausing
circumstances of last A u t- vested.
turning to Memphis by plane Sun- Club at her lovely East MeLemore etc
Delta's national executive direc- regular meeting at the home of
germs on contact.
mums and thrift dragons.
gifts
umn."
I "However, in addition to the
tor concluded,
day night, only to have to turn Avenue home. Guest began ara
Mrs Clarence W. Holmes, of 843
The members of the sorority 3. "Lysol" keeps you sweet
small
were
The desire of the sorority in I to the students there
around and head back to D C., riving at C for a long cocktail
Marianna st., last Tuesday, with who enjoyed the hospitality of Mrs.
personal gifts, she token advertisements placed in the
when half way to Memphis, he- session . . . mingling from the sending small,
Aerial Link
Mrs. Abbie Clay serving as hos- Holmes were Mesdames Lillie Lit- and nice inside.
"was to provide a hap- Arkansas Free Press by Delta
cause of engine trouble . . . thus expensive living-dining area to the continued
air
sertess,
Honolulu—Trans-Pacific
tle, lona Cochrell, Elnora Hill, "Lysol" brand
den py occasion during the Christmas graduate chapters because of the
pine-panelled
disinfectant is
delaying arrival home at 4 a. m. comfortable
was
Plans were made for the Season- Gladys Wright, of Ripley, Tenn.;
season with tangible expressions loss of advertising suffered by the vice to the Hawaiian island
. . such was the diet of well- xpensive living-dining area to the
started in 1936.
to be held in March, and Lucy Lee, of Humboldt. Tenn.; mild. Can't hurt you. Try it.
few
Tea
al
past
durine
the
Bates
nine
the
which
in
affection
the
of
denUU
me-panelled
comfortaeeee
known Alma Booth
also for the sorority's National Allure G. Lee, Hattie Estes, G. S.
magniMiss Roberta Church, Memphis' that is dominated by two
Convention to be held in Boston, M. Young, Ludie Shields, Hattie
mounted deer trophies . . .
ficent
own ambassador in the WashingMass., in April.
T a y I or Henderson, Josephine Free! Booklet on
favorite sport. The decorton Scene .. . was "hostess wih Alex's
Members of the organization Smith, Sarah Malheron, Addie douching. Write to
Valentine hearts
was
theme
ative
the mostest" at two outstanding
"Lysol." Lincoln,
were very happy to see Sorer G. G ant, and Geneva Williams.
and flowers . . with the buffet
social events, one a dinner and
Illinois, Box 00.
S. M. Young at the chapter's meetcentered by a beautiful formal arthe other a luncheon the day
ing again.
rangement of pink and red carnaafter the meeting. Milss Church
There are two very difficult
tions. A delicious houffet dinner
is beautiful and brilliant, and our chafing dishes supplying a mouththings In the world. One is to
town's invited guests had the op- watering repast, highlighted by
make a name for oneself and
portunity of watching her go coffee and a rainbow concoction
the other is to keep It.
--(Robert Bhumann)
of
maze
of protocol
through the
of ice-cream and sundae cenfecWashington social life with deft- liens. Guests and members prenese, and calm befitting a Pearle sent included Laura Owen, Sally
Meste in a foreign court.
Bartholomew, Martyrs Haynes,
Miss Church was hostess at din- Victoria Hancock, Orphelia Byas,
ner held in the Occidental Rest- Helen Hayes, Leeda Gdmmon,
The East End Community and
aurant in the Statesman's Room, Grace Young, Myrtle White, Ida
Flower club held a meeting relocated next door to the Willard Jamison, Beatrice Matlock. Cecently at the home of Mrs. GerHotel. This is a famed Wash- nets Qualls, Betty Bland, Frances
trude Lang, of 732 David St., and
ington restaurant, noted for its Hayes, Juanita Arnold. Harriet
elected its officers for 1958.
VIP clientele as well as for its Davis, Charlesteen Myles, FranServing the organization for the
gourmet fare it was said of for- ces Newman, Callie Stevens Alpresent year will be Mrs Ethel
mer Chief Justice Htiehes, "if legra Turner, Maude Bright, DavMcMurty, president; Mrs. Vera
you can't find him anywhere else id Bradley Phillips and "your
Miller, president; Mrs. Susie
in Washington after leaving the scribe."
Huggins, secretary; Mrs. Angle
Supreme Court's chambers, you'll
.
.
.
handsome
were
prizes
The
Campbell, assistant secretary;
find him in the Statesman's with Liz Simons walking off with
Mrs. Mary Taylor, treasurer- Mrs.
Room!" There, Miss Church's collectors' item hiehhall glasses...
Hattie Muse, chaplain; and Mrs.
guests were as fabulous as the a stunning black and silver lunchMelba Hudson, reporter
room, which is lined with pictures eon set, won by Vic Hancock . . .
During the meeting, the club
of world statesmen.
1 and a lovely black tole hostess
voted out funds to assist the
Honored guests were: Mrs.' tray which Was won by Martyna
needy families in the community,
Alma Booth, Dr. T. H. Watkins. Hayses. The lucky guests were
and gave birthday presents to
and Dr. W. 0. Speight, all of Juanita Arnold, who is just wait
Mrs. Mary Allen, Mrs. Lillian
Memphis . . Mrs. H. C. (Grace )1 ing for Spring with a handsome
judges selecting prize winning
Mollie Moon, has donated apSOCIALITES FROM up and
Bowes, and Mrs. Susie !lugging
Hamilton, former Memphian. of; C00O3 straw and bamboo hand costumes in the 18th annual afproximately $75,000 to the Nadown the Eastern seaboard
An excellent dinner was served
the National Board of YWC.a. and bag . . . liarriet Davis's jeweled
fair. During the past 18 years
tional Urban League. Showing
will attend the National Urban
following the business session.
the Atlanta Urban League; Dr. J. cigarette case .
. and Betty
the Guild, headed by Mrs.
off costumes from the Orient
League Guild "Around the
New members are invited to j
B. Martin, president of the Negro Bland's colorful coaster set.
are from left, Fern Martin, the
World,Beaux Arts hall at the
club, which will hold its next
American Baseball League and
Then 'Steil hid some fun wiz.,
York,
Dolores Robinson and Altonell
New
meeting at the home of Mrs. Clara
Trustee of Metropolitan Sanitary es . . . like the Lucky No. I, which ,1 Savoy ballroom in
Matthews.
Cochran.
District of Chicago. Ill . . rand resulted in a prize for Sally Bird Friday, Feb. 7. Prominent
-•—
persons will be among the
we'll digress here to add that Mrs tholemew and a lovele Revlon
Martin was present . and really Manicuring set for pert Mrs DayIn Memphis
cut a swath in a luscious white' id Bradley Phillips, who assisted was that of the Cotillians who
See JOHN T. FISHER
mink stole and matching hat;) Dr Estelle at the party.
were elaborately entertained by
MOTOR CO.
Frank Snowden, jr., Dean of How.' SEMPER FIDEL'S CLUB wasi Mrs. Herman Coleman at her horn'
BR 5.1143
sad oadveraity and former cultur- the guest of Maydella Reeves at at 560 Walker. Three rounds of 211 8. Dudley
all 'niche of the American Embas her home on Krayer also the same bridge were played with Mrs. Tayal, Rome, Italy, and Mrs. Snow- night. There broiled chicken-en lor Ward capturing first prie.
den. Other guests attending the mushroom and sherry sauce. end- Mrs. Henry L. Jackson, secondd
dinner were lion. J. Earnest Wil. ing with cheese cake and straw- and Mrs. Cora Blackmon, third.'
C altered
kins, assistant Secretary of Labor berries. Willie T. Jones, Velma Members present were Mrs. Ler-I
GENERAL ELECTRICAL
for Tnternational Affairs and mem- Williams. Arena Fleming, Rivers cenia Cain, Mrs. Clarence Ham
APPLIANCES
5
her of Civil Rights Commission: i King, Ann Simpson and Allie Mae her. Mrs. Eugene Hibler, Mrs.
DRESSING
FURNITURE
Dr Jogenh H. Douglas, assistant; Roberts were the lucky once at ha Gordon. Mrs. Charles S. John
HARDWARE—PAINTS
to the Assistant Secretory. Depart- bridge.
son, Mrs. Fannie Johnson, Mrs
Kerr and Gaither an Mississippi
•• •
ment of Health. Ethreation and
Beatrice Matlock. Mrs. liente
WHitehall 84345
Welfare; and Mrs. Douglass (he's
Another lovely party recently Neale and Mrs. A. L. Plaxico.

Miss HawkinsEngaged To
Owen College Librarian

Delta Gifts Express Sorority's
Appreciation To Little Rock Nine

Millions of women sm
"LYSOL" is best.

Chi Epsilon
Plans For
Tea In March

Words of the Wise

Flower Club
Entertained;
Seeks Members

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

FOR THE FINEST
Paint, Metal Work

$5000

Make delicious
party dips

SOUR CREAM

-

to $50000

Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE
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Lovely Ceremony Unites Miss Uleda Merriweathe And Samuel Polk
Install Zeta
Officers For
Current Year

Jackson's
St.PaulCME
The Setting
SOL

Installation services for the 1958
officers of the Alpha Eta Zeta
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorority,
inc., were held at the organization's first meeting of the year.
Members were also given their
tickets to distribute for the 1958
presentation of "Holiday on Ice."
The sorors who were installed in
an impressive service hy Sorer
Mabel Hudson were Sorors Mildred
P. Horne, basileus, Juanita H.
Lewis. first anti•basileus, and dean
of pledges; Maggie Jordan. second anti.basileus and Pb Alpha advisor; Hazel Pyles, grammateus;
Frankie Cash, tamais; Floresta
Fleming. tamais grammateos; Cornelia Saunders, epistoleus; Marguerite W. Cox, antopokritis: and
Mauddean Seward, phylacter.
Reports were given before the
installation services.and the charge
was given to memoers as well
as the officers.

By ANNA L. COOKE

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

•

JACKSON, Tenn. — St. Paul
CME church of Jackson, Tenn
Here we are entering the month • Bond, and your scribe. Members was the setting of the beautiful
of February, the shortest month enjoying the delicious food a n d wedding on Dec. 22, 1957 when
of the year, but I dare say the progressive bridge were Mee- Miss Uleda Marilyn Itierriwether
month packed with the greatest dames Bernice Lucas, Merietta
pledged her marriage vows to
of important dates. Hughes, Julia Sheegog, Georgia ,
number
Among the number we must not Adkins, Gertrude Ford, Royal E. Samuel Lee Polk, jr., in a dou.
forget to observe are Lincoln's Cunningham, Fannie Dobbins and'ble ring ceremony at 7:30 in the
birthdate, Washington's birt
Miss Phoney Granberry.
evening.
date, Negro History Week, BrothFirst prize went to Mrs. Julia! White trellis, entwined with pines
er-hood Week, and St. Valentine's Sheegog, second to Miss Phoney
Day. We also have the Boy Granberry with the booby going and white dahlias along with can•
• delabra holding glowing burning
Scouts of America founded in this to Mrs. B. Lucas.
month and test we forget, it's
Sunday afternoon at the Palm i candles under a white canopy celltime to contribute to the National Ganden Club Room on E. Lane j tered with unique love birds decHeart Fund.
ave. The Quettes (Omega Wives) orated the altar. Officiating were
TWO JACKSONIANS
were guests of honor of their
the Rev. M. C. Merriwether, uncle
AFIVE ASSIGNMENTS
husbands who make up Theta Iota
IIIIIrxen the Delegate Assembly chapter of Omega Psi Phi (rater- of the bride, from Tulsa, Okla.,
of the Tennessee Education met nity. Among those enjoying t h e and Rev. P. B. Shy, pastor of
in Nashville last weekend, C. N. fellowship were the Howells and the church. Directing the ceremoBerry, principal of Merry High Teagues of Paris, Tenn.; T h e ny was Mrs. Z. C. Merriwether
to right are Mrs. Parthenia
School here, was elected third vice Hunts of Bolivar, the Saunders of
Owen, executive director; Mrs.
THE HOSPITALITY CLUB of
Yarbrough, Mrs. Lula Greer,
of Tulsa.
Bell, Mrs. Dottie Perkins Jones,
Armetha Gaston, Mrs. Gerand Miss Virginia C. Dennie.
president of the T. E. A. At the Whiteville, the Hayes of Brownsthe Vance ave, branch of the
The bride is the daughter of
HutDarlene
Miss
same meeting,
Mrs. 'fettle Miller. Mrs. P. F.
ville and Jacksonians included the
!rude Carter, Mrs. Katie Mc•
Young Women's Christian AsStanding, sante order, are Mrs.
Prof. and Mrs. M. D. Mertiwethton, supervisor of Negro schools Aliens, the Hughes, the Porters,
of
the
Guire, Mrs. Dora Williams,
Caruthers, chairman
sociation completed its pas
Abbie J. Rule, Mrs. Myrtle
Cr of Jackson. Mr. Polk is the son
In Jackson, was elected to repre- the Dobbins, the 'Bells, S H. braHospitality department; Mrs.
Mrs. Wilma W. Blaydes, Mrs.
ment of a $300 pledge toward
McGaughey, Mrs. Mabel Da•
The Triple A club, a young
R.
in
Mrs.
Mr.
Willia
of
and
sent the T. E. A. at the National nough and Mrs. W. E. McKissack.
Willie K. Pegues. president of
Lille Hall, and Mrs. Louise E.
the erection of a new build•
vis, Mrs. Roberta Benton, Mrs.
men's organization widely-known
city.
this
Brooks
of
also
Education Association at Cleve- Southern fried chicken . with all
Mn.
the
Ruth
club;
Reeves,
Minnie
Williams.
ing
Addle
when
Douglas,
Mrs.
the
G.
organintion met
for its social and sports activities,
LOVELY BRIDE
land, Ohio in June. Both held life the trimmings made up the menu
secretary: Mrs. Hattie Mae
recently. Members seated left
will present its first dance of
Given in marriage by her fa.
Memberships in the National Edu- forthe lovely entertainment.
1958. Saturday nght, February 1st,
ther, the bride was beautiful in a
cation Association.
Have just received word that gown
' of nylon misty tulle a is d
at Currie's Supper Tropicana.
semesAt the end of the second
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Williams are hand clipped chantilly lace which
Music will be furnished by Ben
lithe
school,
High
Merry
ter at
the proud parents of a seven pound extended into a chapel length
Branch's orchestra. A special feabrary Club presented three awards boy. Haven't been able to get his,
train from its fitted bodice which
ture will be a floor show, spark.
to students who had read the 'erg-. name as yet. Our congratulations.
carried a high neckline of pearl
ed by the comedy team of Rufus
est number of books for pleas.' Mrs. M. B. Monroe, president
trim and long sleeves. Her illu& Bones, popular Mid-South en.
ure. Students receiving these of the City Federation of Women's
sion waist length veil was attach
tertainers.
awards were: Jackqueline Cole, a Clubs has announced their meet.
ed to a queen's crown of seed
Luby Strong, president of the
freshm ; Bernice Spann, a fresh,
.
l The alodernette Social club Triple A club, stressed his desire
pearls and she carried a bouquet The Qualls Auxiliary Golf club
man; and Rose Parrish, a sopho- K. Daniels Library on the campus
of white carnations.
held its first meeting of the year that all those who have enjoyed
met recently at the home of Mrs.
more. It is felt that libraries set of Lane college. The meeting is
Mrs. Kaye Bledsoe Reid of Jack- Lois Duckett, and voted to change1 Spring is just around the corner, advance savings by stocking the recntly at the home of Mrs. Mil- Triple A dances in the past, will
up in the elementary schools re- 1 scheduled for 3:30 p.m. The last
son was matron of honor and the the name of the organization to in spite of the few flurries of, pantry with canned goods for the
them launch 1958 as the
cently have played a great partj meeting was postponed due to Relie Scott, of 1907 Person ave., and help
of honor was Miss the Royal Duchesses Golf club.
year in the organize'
active
most
encouragement of our stu- ligious Emphasis Week activities junior maid
snow which we see every now week ahead. With every $5 pur- elected its officers for 1958. FolHelen Alva Battle, cousin of tile, Plans wre ls made t t
tion's history, by being present
to read more. Honorable' en the campus.
and then; but now is the time for chase she can get a 6-ounce can lowing the business session, a , for the year's initial event. Rufus
bride from Venice, Calif. Brides--....................
u's
ring dance.
mention went to R. B. Williams,'
I would like to make the followdisk jockey
Misses Maxine The 1958 officers of the club
are I homemakers to start putting aside ! of Big Star Instant coffee. Going delicious menu was served by Thomas, well-known
James McKinney, Donald L o n g,I mg correction or news last week. maids included
Tenn., cousin Mrs. Althea Pyles,
1 and band leader, is reporter for
president;
Frances Kindrick, Martha Cox, It was stated that Mrs. Lelia Bla- Sloan e• Memphis.
president, Mrs. : those extra pennies for the Easter' almost at cost are 6 bottles of the hostess.
the bride; Suzzanne Ford and Rosie Mitchell, vice
club.
Claudette Hunt, Celia Crisp, and key, song leader for Religious Em- of
president; fashions which will be appearing Jack Sprat catsup for a dollar;
Members elected to serve for the Triple A
Sandra Neilson, both of Jackson:
Lloyd Thomas.
Week was from Kansas City ville. Tenn., and Elaine Wade of Mrs. Lois Duckett, secretary; in the downtown store windows a and 16-ounce cans of Libby's chili the new year were Mrs. Antis
phasis
Mrs Louise I uelen, trees irer ;
Making the awards was the pres- she comes from Louisville, Ky.
Davis, president; Mrs. Lucille
Kansas City, Kans. They all wore
with beans, and four 6-ounce cans
Mrs. Vema Hunt, chaplain; Mrs. few days from now,
ident of the Library Club, Miss,
Hill, vice president; Mrs. Blonidentical waltz length dresses of
well
junior,
a
Sprat
is
who
This
Jack
a
week
time
is
tole(
good
juice
,
grapefruit
Baker
manaLaura LamPev
Marion
., business
dell Reynolds, recording secre.
!
pink brocade with satin inset over
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UNCF Schools To Share in$2Million Melon
Money Raised
During'57Drive
NEW YORE — A grand total of contributors in 1957 was 42 •
of $1,934,407 was received by the 659 or approximately 4,500 more
United Negro College Fund dur- than 1993.
"Gifts from alumni of UNCF coling 1957 for its member institutions, W. J. Trent, jr., executive leges and from Negroes throughout the country have contributed
director announced.
This total includes contributions substantially to the increase,"
for current operating expenses, Trent said. "Alumni and Negro
capital funds and gifts from leg- support has grown both in t he
acies
amounts donated, and in the numContributions to the Fund's an- ber of contributors.
nual nation-wide appeal, to help
"In 1957, it is estimated that
its member colleges meet current Negroes contributed $190,000 to the
$1,774,operating budgets, totaled
Fund's campaign, or 11 percent
620.
of the total amount raised," Mr.
Final gifts for the organization's Trent said. "This represents 22
recently concluded capital funds 1 percent of the total number of
campaign to cover building costs gifts made by individuals, clubs
totalled $131,153. This figure brings fraternal and other organizations
the grand total raised for capital as distinct from contributions by
funds, since the start of this spe- corporations and foundations."
cial campaign in 1951, to $17,750,Money raised in the Fund's an000.
nual appeal provides 10 percent
Contributions from unrestricted'
of the current operating costs of
legacies and bequests totalled
its privately supported, accredit$28,634 in 1957, bringing to $240,ed member colleges and unversit358 the total amount held in this
ies. Contributions received in 1957
category to date. In October 1956,
shared by 31 institutions.
the Fund's board of directors vot- will be
With two colleges newly added
ed to place all unrestricted beto its roster, the Fund will seek
quests in reserve to help insure
support for 33 schools in 195e.
the economic stability of the memtotals
ber colleges. Whenever necessary Their combined enrollment
than 24,000 students.
these reserves may be used to more
All but one of the institutions are
to
appropriations
supplement
located in the South. Seven are
them.
At the present time, income from in Georgia. Six in North Carolina;
these invested legacies helps de-- four in Tennessee; four in Texas;
fray expenses of the Fund's an- three in Virginia. Alabama and
Louisiana each have two UNCF
nual appeal.
Commenting on the figures for colleges. Arkansas, Florida, South
Carolina, Mississippi and Pennsyl1957, Trent said:
"There has been a significant vania each have one.
All UNCF colleges are accreditincrease in the number of contributions from individuals through- ed by the same state and regional
out the country, representing a agencies which rate all colleges
healthy broadening of the base, in the areas where they are loof our appeal. The total number; cated.
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PLEDGING ALL OUT support to the Republican party
In the forthcoming elections
are (from left) S. B. Fuller,
M. H. Hollingsworth, C o m-

missioner Golden B. Darby
and Meade Alcorn, chairman.
Republican National Committee. Scene was the spectacie
ler GOP rally at Chicago's In-

Amphitheatre.
ternational
President Eisenhower flew in
from Washington to spark the
huge rally.

AMONG THE WOMEN attending the Republican rally
at the International Amphithe-

sire were Mrs. Golden B. Darby, Mrs. S. B. Fuller, M r 1.
Mayme Mason Higgins, who

WAS seated at the speakers table at the rally; and Mrs. Laa'aune 1.owe,
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HOME GROWN FOOD — Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Swain of Uniontown, Ala., are not spending their cotton and dairy money for store-bought groceries.
Their upright freezer is full of
home-grown meals, fruits and
veaatables. Looking at their
supply are W. B. Hill, state

Arkansas

leader of Negro exten4on
work in Alabama, and !NM
011ie Mae Raybon, the Swain's
home agent. Hill is now working on his doctorate at the University of Wisconsin. — USDA
Photo.

SMALL DAIRY HERD PAYS
OFF — Arthur Swain, center,
of Uniontown, Ala., who used
to count mainly on cotton,
now sells 30 gallons of milk
a day from his small dairy
herd. This brings him more
than a100 every two weeks.
The keys to his success in dai-
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SUB.
held
was
service
to Paducah, Ky., to meet the Lin- has received its beautiful green Grove's W. W. Club met at the ory Boone and Samuel Jackson,
Mrs. Lela Buchanan and son R. G. Williams and the 22rd an- injured foot. Fier ankle was only
Funeral
Betty Jean Strong and Jo Ii is ii y left for Midland. Tex., where they
coln High and won by a score curtains for the stage in the audi- home of Mrs. Arnett Hall, Mrs.
niversary of the St. John inde- spranged, but her parents thought day, Jan. 19, for Mrs. Mary Lee
Vaughn, Shirley Ann Smith and will stay awhile.
pendent Methodist church will be- it was broken.
of 18-0. Merry High's record for torium. The curtains are an add- Leola McGee, president; Mrs. LeMontgomery who passed away
Donald Fennell, Jo Ann Robinson
Parson offic•
Rev. and Mrs. Fountain and gin Feb. 3, through Feb. 8, 1958.
1957 football season was 3 wins, ed attraction to the beautiful audi- nora Spencer, secretary.
Miss Lela Joe Fortenberry, the Jan. 15. Rev. J. IT.
and 011ie Nelson, Margaret Roland family of Ft. Worth are spending
Anniversary sermon by Rev. S. daughter of Mrs. Elouise McKin- bled. She leaves a husband, tyre
loses and 1 tie. Lane College torium stage.
We were very sorry to hear
Matton's and Ralph Wilson, Marguerite Ma- a few days with Mrs. Fountain's 11. Ravizee, pastor of the New zie, is confined suffering an in- sisters, four daughters, five son!,
met Philander-Smith college here
The basketball goals also arriv that Mr. and Mrs. Fred
son and Quincy Foster. Freddie parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bag.
twenty-three grandchildren and a
Zion Baptist church. Rev. R. G. jured eye.
at Rothrock and won 34-14. Lane ed during the holidays, and have house was destroyed by fire —
Ransom and Calvin Scott, Anita
friends.
Miss Heddie V. Wade is visiting Williams, pastor, Mrs. Ella a
college's record for the season is been hung in the auditorium. Now losing everything.
lo- host of other relatives and
the
to
confined
those
Among
Walker and James White, Blossie her Parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Green, secretary.
4 wins and 4 losses.
On our sick list are Bros. Ed
old White and Hannah had charge Oil
when
week
last
hospital
cal
Merry's game will be played in
Phillips and Charles Brous- Wade.
• ••
arrangements.
Funeral services for Mrs. Cor- their own gym. The seniors were Logan, L. E. Randier, James Teresa
Sleepy made his rotund were Mrs. funeral
sard, Melba Thomas and Calvin
Miss Laura Fay Steward of EMPIRE
Mrs. Annie Davis of Minnet
die Wynn, who died Friday even- very busy during the research Washington, Mrs. H. • M. Foster.
Devon, VonGussie
Smith,
Julia
Faye
Annette Wel- Dallas is visiting her parents, Mr.
Waller, Fand
visiting, is on
By EFFIE PENDLETON
ing at 8:30 p. m., in the home work on a term paper that was Laurie Barman, Rosie Redemer,
dell Jones, Elouise Waters. Wil- City, who is here
lace and Horace Chambers.
will
and Mrs. Will Steward.
of her daughter were held from iequired by Mrs. Fannie Johnson, Bertha Hays Georgia Reed; Dr.
Raymond Bosha has returned lie Janet, Pierce Stewart, Edessa the sick list. We hope she
as
served
Shanks
Mae
lkie
Mrs.
again.
Roach Chapel C. M. E. church, senior instructor of English and H. F. Fugett, Mrs. Fannie Flicks
honer from Georgia where he was Holmes little Dennis Trotter, lit- soon be up and out
for
chairman
coordinaliag
general
Mrs.
that
We were sorry to hear
Selmer, Tenn., with the Rev. White speech.The• 'papers were and Rev. Dunbar. We wish for
stationed with the Ale Force,
tle Earnestine McGee, little four
the affair. Miss Pearl Forman
and broke bee
officiating, She leaves one daugh- turned in Friday. The Dramatic them a speedy recovery.
Jessie J. Perry returned from month-old Ruth Thompson of Ca- Minnie Cade fell
was sponsor and Miss R. L. Evans
leg. She is till in the Monroe
Carof
end.
Tyson
week
last
Robert
ter, one step-son, two sisters, one club is making preparations for
Detroit
and
tahoula,
was coordinator. The sponsoring
clink in fair condition.
sister-in-law, three grandsons, five a series of plays that will be play- opener. Elizabeth Bryson had It committee included large number
Mrs. Louly Brown visited her rere.
James Betts, a senior at Abergreat grand children and 56 nieces ed throughout the year. The first for the losers. West trailed all of faculty members and students. CEDAR RAPIDS
brother who is ill in the hospital.
Mr. Edd Moore is atilt confined
high, WAS eiger•
By G. H. MONTGOMERY
and nephews, other relatives and play will be played in Feb. in the way until the final three minto the VA hospital of New Or- deen Vine Street
A College Town Hall program,
how,
friands. Stephenson-Shaw funeral observance of Lincoln's birthday. utes play in the boys game, but featuring representatives of t it e Miss Almeta Y. Woodson, daugh- ton, D. C. her brother, Mr. Charles leans and Mrs. Lena Cannon is sled on Jan. 17. at Aberdeen
nicely.
ter of Mn, and Mrs. Henry Wood- Harris, returned with them.
Home in charge.
still confined to another New Or- pital. He is doing
The members of the Library club spurted ahead for the win 67-57. Texas Manufacturers Association
•
•
•
leans hospital. It was reported
Se.
Rev. F. Jarman and members have received their very beautiful Ben Fuller was the big gun for was held Thursday at Prairie son, became the bride of Mr. Bev.
G Taylor Jr., son of Mr. and KEOKUK
that Mr. Moore is not doing any P.4SCAGOULA
of Mt. Mariah Baptist church Library pins which makes them West with 23 points and W. Cole- View A & M college.
Mn, and Mrs. Peter I,. Marthh
Beverly Taylor, Jan. 18 at
which has been recently complet- legal members of the National Li- man had 22 for the losers.
Mrs. Guy Carter of 1127 Frank- better.
The program. which presented Mrs.
church, a reDavis. daugh- and Mrs. Olivia Willis motored ti
Ann
A.M.E.
Rachel
Bethel
the
Little
LesFulton
ed, observed opening services last brary club association. We were
1109
for
of
Mrs.
Carter
Funeral services
lin and Mrs.
st panel of experts i n buriness
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Obie Dee the coact last Sunday. They lunchSunday with preaching program very glad to have Mrs. Mary L. sic Witherspoon were held at Sa- and economies fields, was spore ception was held at the home of are visiting in Kansas City.
fourth birth' ed in liansboro, Miss., before re•
marriage
and speaking. Rev. C. Fi. Murphey Womack, one of our instructors, lem Baptist church Sunday after- gored locally by the Departmentl the bride's parents. The
The Tommy Haltom' of 1613 Davis celebrated her
by the Rev. E. L. Morgan street attended the funer- day last week with a party given turning home.
on
A' back with us during the last part noon at 2 p. m. The pester, Rev. of Economies, Geography and So- ceremony
was the principal speaker.
Roland G. Farmer, son of Mrs.
al of Mrs. Gibbs of Mexico, Mo.
large crowd was present and the of the week, after a brief illness. R. L. Drain officiated. Interment cial Science. Lee E. Perkins was
Willis who re-enlisted
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thompson
Mrs. Henry Johnson of 1719 Pa- 11 street and Roy Calbernath and Olivia
money raised was over $500. The
West High school walked away was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery with coordinator.
in the regular Army, hap
the and daughter, have returned from lean has been ill for a few days. family and Russell Taylor and centiy
getdiionwere
The
with a double header win over Ste- Bledsoe funeral home in charge. There
no
he
obfuta
Rev. F. Jarman is pastor.
left base in Fort Carson. Cola.
Charlottesville, Va; where they
Arthur Baker who attends col- family were called to Mexico. Mo.,
members of
Appreciation services were held gall High school of Humboldt She leaves one sister, one brothHe is now at the replacement con.
last Sunday at New Hope Baptist here Friday night. Mary Martin er, one step son, three nieces, ten panel were Jack B. Dale, Public visited Mrs. Thompson's parents, lege in Kirksville, Mo., spent a to attend the funeral of Mrs. L.
Oakland, Calif, where he
Gibbs who cu as an aunt of Mrs. ter in
Church for their faithful pastor. scored 19 points to pace the West nephews and other relatives and Relations Representative, Trans. Mr. and Mrs. John Harris. They few hours in the city Sunday.
will soon leave for duty in Japan.
Mrs. George Tucker of 622 E. Taylor and the Galbreths.
who has served the members there, High girls to a 44-17. win in the friends.
continental Gas Pipe Line Corp., also visited relatives in WashingBATESVILLE
By MATTIE WATEJNS
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them to plan and budget better.
"We don't have time to wait on
just one crop that pays off only
once a year," says Mr. Swain.
Mr. and Mrs. Swain began selling milk in 1935 when a cheese
plant moved into the county. They
had had cows all along to provide
plenty of milk for their nine children, so they merely began placing the surplus — about five galMany low-income one-crop farm- lons — by the side of the road
ers, who are afraid to expand in- every day for the cheese factory
to livestock enterprises because route man to pick up.
they think their farnis are too
Money from milk and cotton plus
small, may find the answer to that from the sale of turkeys their
their problem in the achievement extension agent, Lawrence C.
of Arthur Swain, a highly success- Johnson, had started them raising
ful cotton and dairy farmer of enabled the Swains to buy an /MUniontown, Ala,
acre farm in 1942, ending 24 years
C. A. Williams, acting state of tenant and sharecropper farmleader of Negro extension work ing.
in Alabama reports that Mr. and
They are still selling grade IS
Mrs. Swain have proved it doesn't milk to the cheese plant, but inof
lot
a
take a large herd and
stead of only five gallons, they
acres to make a go of dairying. are now placing 30 by the side of
With less than 30 acres in im- the road every day. "Mr. and
proved pastures and only eight of Mrs. Swain are the most consisttheir 14 grade and purebred Jer- ent milk shippers in the area,*
seys and Guernseys fresh at a says Mr. Williams.
time, they produce 30 to 35 gal- Their increased production didn't
lons of milk a day which bring come all at once, the acting state
them inure than $100 every two leader explains. It came gradually
weeks year-round.
as the agent helped the family to
GROW OWN GRAIN
improve their herd and pastures.
And only a small part of the DEVELOPS GRASS
returns goes for feed. The Swains In developing 25 acres of imgrow their own grain for making proved pastures of Dallis grass,
protein concentrates, and their lespedeza, White Dutch and crimown hay to supplement year-round son clover a few years ago, the
grazing in their Improved pas- Swains applied 70 tons of lime
tures.
over a two year period and spread
The Swains eat at home, too. adequate amounts of superphosTheir meals come right out of phate and potash.
their garden, or their home freezImproved practices also have
er and home-stocked pantry. Their been applied on their cotton and
rying are high producing cows home agent, Miss 011ie Mae Ray- corn land to increase yields. Tobon, keeps them abreast of the day, although their cotton acreage
and good pastures whith keep
his feed cost down. He is dis- latest methods of canning and of allotment has been reduced from
preparing foods for freezing.
seven to five acres, they are procussing the %Aim of Dallis
"Very seldom do we have to go ducing more cotton than ever be'vast with his county agent,
to
the
grocery store," says Mrs. fore. And their corn yield has risen
Lawrence C. Johnson, left:
and Acting State Extension Swain, "and then it's only to buy from 15 to 40 bushels per acre.
and sugar and a little
some
flour
leader C. A. Williams. — U.
As for the future, the Swains
coffee."
S. D. A. Photo.
want a few more good cows and
The family likes dairying be- a milking parlor so they can because It means money coming in gin selling grade A and get a betUvice a month which enables ter price.

Arthur Swain Is Successful
Ala. Cotton, Dairy Farmer

Involve Negro
Civil Rights
NEW YORK — Six cases involv- The Orleans Parish Sc hool
ing the constitutional rights of Ne- Board case WAS first tiled in 1952
groes were argued in federal court but in August, 1955, was amendby attorneys for the NAACP Le- ed to challenge the constitutionalgal Defense and Educational ity of several state statutes enactFund.
ed to preserve segregation. A rulFour were school cases, one in- ing of the court in favor of the
volved transportation and one rec- Negro students in 1956 by a onereation.
judge court was appealed to the
All were on appeal from judge- U. S. Supreme Court by the School
ments rendered in favor of Ne- Board on ground that the case
groes and the hearing was before should have been tried by a threethe United States Court of Ap- judge district court. The appeal
peals in New Orleans.
was denied by the Supreme Court.
The six cases were: the Board
The School Board in June, 1957.
of Supervisors of Louisiana State filed a motion with the district
Orthe
court, seeking to vacate the deuniversity versus Ludley:
leans Parish school board vs cision because the Negro students
Bush; Louisiana State Board of had failed to file a bond required
Education vs Bailey: Louisiana Ity the court 18 months previousState Board of Education vs Lark; ly The motion was denied and
the City Park Improvement As- the School Board appealed.
sociation vs Detiege, and Morri- The New Orleans City Park suit
son vs Davis.
was originally filed in November
Thurgood Marshall, Director - 1949 and sought the admission of
Legal
Defense
the
Negroes to the city public golf
Counsel of
Fund argued the first four cases; links. Trial was postponed pendthe other two were argued the ing the outcome of several pendfollowing day by A. P. Tureaud ing court actions which involved
of New Orleans.
S. Supreme Court.
Following the decision in the
The state university appeals involved three separate suits filed Baltimore and Atlanta public recIn February, 1956, against the of- reation cases in 1956, which outficials of Loupisiana State univ., leaved segregation in public recSouthwestern Louisiana Institute reation facilities, the New Orleans
case was reactivated in December
and MeNeese State college.
All challenged the constitutional- 1056. In May 1957 the court ruled
ity of a state statute requiring in favor of the Negroes. The city
students seeying admittance to the appealed the decision in October
Institutions to secure a certificate 1957.
of eligibility and another iermiThe Morrison vs Davis suit is
nating the employment of a n y better known as the New Orleans
anyBus case. It was filed in Febpublic school official who did
thing which would lead to inte ruary, 1957, challenging the congration in any state supported ed- stitutionality of the state and local
statutes requiring racial searegaucational institution.
The cases were consolidated for tion on public transportation. On
trial and on April 15, 1956, a fed- May 24, 1957 the trial court ruled
eral district court held these laws the segregation statutes unconstiunconstitutional. The college effi-i tutional. The Mayor of New OrMale appealed the decision in Oc- leans and other defendants tiled
their appeal in October 1957,
tober 1956.
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, The Laudernale Higb school Usketball teams reaped a double
victory last Saturday night, when
our boys ran over the Harrison
High school team by a score of
69 to 53. The girls' team made a
good showing also, by beating
their opposite numbers on the Harrison girls' team 53 to 36. The
high scorers for the girls were
Annie Conner and Martha Robinson, who dropped 17 points each
into the basket. Ann Gibson was
the runnerup with 8 points.
The teams Made it four in a
row with the victory over Har,Funeral services for Fred Ab- rison. On the previous Thursday
had snatched two away from
ston were held in Memphis on they
High school teams
Jan. 13 at the T. H. Hayes and the Frazier
from Covington, Tenn. The boys
Sons Funeral home.
shave of 55 to 52,
close
a
Mrs. Creasy Beard Abston was won by
girls waltzed ahead of
here from Chicago to attend the while the
42 to 30.
funeral. With her from Cincinnati their opponents
Frazier
was Mrs. Georgia Beard Tyres, The high scorers in the
William and Jonnie
who became ill and was rushed game were
William place 27 points
to the Lauderdale County hospital. Springfield.
10.
Mrs. Tyres has improved, and is and Johnnie
for Will Sidservices
Funeral
now recovering at the home of
rounded out his
who
Green,
ney
her mother, Mrs. Maggie Beard
19th birthday last year, were held
on Spring st.
Baptist church
Mrs. Anna Taylor is recovering at the Old Canaan
19, with Rev. J.
after a recent illness. Mrs. Tay- on Sunday, Jan.
Burkley, the pastor officiating.
lor is the mother of Mrs. Kate L.
Mr. Flurkley was a pioneer eduSanders.
county, and
Mrs. Louise Oliver Halliburton cator in Lauderdale
gave many years of faithful servis home from the hospital.
Ile possessMrs. Ileddie Wills is still on ice to the community.
aptitude for
the sick list. Mrs. Lessie Hain- ed a remarkable
and was known
burton is a patient at the Ken- mathematics,
throughout the county for his mennedy hospital in Memphis.
Kary King. of Fulton. Tenn., tal alertness.
Miss Jennie Sue Durham, the
was involved in an accident en
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
route to Ripley. He lost control daughter of
been added „to the
of his automobile and crashed Durham, has
staff of the Frazier High school
into a tractor.
Tenn., where she
We know that we have missed at Covington,
Miss Durham
some of our visitors, and failed will teach English.
of Lane colto mention some of the persons is a recent graduate
who should have been included on lege.
Mr. and Mrs. James Roberts of
our sick list, but it was not inguests of
tentional. In order to get the news Chicago, were the recent
Murray and famiinto the paper while it is still the Rev. R. G.
news, all you have to do is call ly here.
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and Mrs. Richard Riley of 555 N.
way.
A son, Marvin to Mr. and Mrs. Seventh at.
A daughter, Janice Sue, to Mr.
Johnnie Ray of 112 0 Cella.
A son, Kenneth Lee, to Mr. and and Mrs. Elroy Grantham of 2242
Mrs. Willie Banks of 1160 N. Mc- Howell.
A daeghter, Brenda Joan, to Mr.
Lean.
and Mrs. Frank Phillips of 578
Jan. 2248
A son, Otis Brooks, jr., to Mr. Brown Mann H.
A daughter, Ludene Lavon, to
and Mrs. Otis Woods of 1046 LewMr. and Mrs. Willie Lee Murrell
is St.
A son, Dannle, to Mr. and Mrs. of 1156 Pearce.
A daughter, Van Eats, to Mr.
Tommie Eldridge of 2195 Marble
and Mrs. Lawrence Rieby of 895
St.
A daughter, Cherye Denise, to N. Main st.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Henderson Jan. 24-58
of 605 F. Brown Mall.
A son, Christopher Tyrone, to
Jan. 23-58
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Gray of 2103
A son, Kelvin Anthony, to Mr. Stovall.
and Mrs. Joseph Bruce of 1043 N.
A son, George Miller, to Mr.
Manassas.
and Mrs. Alfonzo Sugars of 3400
A son, Martin, to Mr. and Mrs McAdoo.
Jessie Williams of 184 W. ColoA daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
rado.
Mrs. Miles Lofton of 3042 McAdoo.
A daughter, Maria, to Mr. and
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
nut.
Mrs. Peter Simon Myers of 578 D. Fred Bernard of 1644 Grimes.
A daughter, Patricia Faye, to
Mall.
Brown
A daughter, Mary Alice, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Moody of
A daughter, Jenifer, to Mr. and and Mrs. Robert Neil of 312 Walk1464 Saratoga.
Hubert. er.
I A son, Robert Lee, jr., to Mr. Mrs. Floyd Smith of 1979
A son, Gerald Randy, to Mr.
A son. Johnnie Glenn. to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Durham of
the invitation list are Mis Vet.
ty ball, "Promenade to Mt.
and Mrs. Jimmy Fields of 27 N. and Mrs. Johnnie W. Green of
TWO MEMBERS OF THE J.
1663 Miller.
ma Lois Jones and Mrs. Ran
Olympus,' which will be held
Orleans.
3734 Berry rd.
U-G's club are shown winding
Join. 1948
old Lewis.
on Feb. 14 at the Club Ebony.
A daughter, Linda Kay, to Mr.
up last minute plans for their
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Fredrick Douglas, to Mr.
Shown, left to right, compiling
fourth annual predenten chartRoosevelt Cathey of 255 Pauline and Mrs. Fred Wright of 513 E. and Mrs. Melvin N. Coffee of 704
Olive Apt, B.
N. Fourth.
dr. E.
A son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter Sandra Kay, to Mr.
A son, Clarence William, to Mr.
and Mrs. John McCray of 1556
and Mrs. Robert Davis, of 1719 James Finch of 573 Auction.
A son, Charles Earl. to Mr. and Florida.
State.
A son, Theris Daniel, to Mr.
A son Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Campbell of 133
and Mrs. Jessie J. White of 1170
Beans Alley.
Samuel Price of 2354 Douglas.
A son, Michael Rumpus, to Mr.
A daughter, Phyllis Ann, to Mr. Barn met.
and Mrs. Samuel W. Rumpus, of
1671 Carnegie.
A daughter, Clara Denise. to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Tate
of 304 W. Dunlap.
America.
HOT SPRINGS. Ark. — A plan freedom, and equal opportunity a greater
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.'
The resolution makes the charge
to put an estimated minimum of among citizens of this nation, de.
Jessie D. Settles of 985 Leath.
na530,000,000 in a new fund of the dared the message sent directlye that in some sections of the
A son, James Louis. to Mr. and
NeMrs James L. Shelly of 5205 WinNational Baptist Convention, USA, from here to the Chief Executive., tion, "especially the South,"
The message to the President groes have been put into the posichester.
Inc., was adopted here Wednesunusually heavy
Jan. 20-58
day by NBC's board of directors, advises that the NBC Board of tion of "bearing
A daughter, Deolis to Mr. and
The Convention is the largest Ne- Directors believes that "in this burdens of unemployment,
In this connection, the entire conMrs. Samuel Clark of 632 Missisgro organization — of any kind — struggle morals are more impor
sippi Blvd.
in the world with 4,500,000 mem- tant than missiles, and respect for vention is called to the task of
! A son. Lee Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.,
human personality of greater looking after the welfare of workbers.
j. W. Williams of 494 E. Georgia.
The new money will serve to value than material profits and ing people and small businessmen,
Twin son and daughter, Beryl
the people for the most part who
operate a retirement program for economic achievement."
spd Cheryl, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
ministers and missionaries. It will
A second resoluDon tearing the comprise the organization's memwhat
me
tell
Please
feelways.
not
are
adults
We
their
Musing:
Stevens of 964 Crawford.
cover 25,000 preachers and nearly heading, "The Urgency of This bership.
daughter, Janice, to Mr. ing sO well, thank you. Last year to do? F. S.
The board is meeting at the Conas many missionaries.
Integration Struggle," paraphased
and Mrs. Chester Marshall of 5028 1 we knew a little corruption in Dear. F. S.:
The program, as presented by a pre-American Civil War slogan vention's Hotel•sanitariuen here.
politics, was — well, something
Wilburn.
The age for dating usually vats
About 2,000 of the Convention are
4 son. William jr., to Mr. and that always goes on. We've been ies from teenager to teenager and Convention president, Dr. J. H. to say, Our nation cannot exist in attendance.
Jackson. Chicago, will require half segregated and half free."
Mrs. William Mans of 1603 May. cynical and called it realistic.
course your parents are sulel these factors, among several oth- "We mush choose, and choose
A daughter, Chiquite Liran, to We've been indifferent and call- of
quickly between democracy as the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bynum of ed it busy-ness. We've turned our posed to be the best judge of ers, to go into operation:
hackn on ugly facts and called that. Most 14 year olds, it is true, (1) An initial fund of $250,000. American way of life, or segrega8383 Brooklyn.
this tolerance. (To be continued.) date either in pairs or groups, (2) Beneficiaries must put'into tion as the rule of expediency in
an. 21-58
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Dear Carlotta:
and I should think that your par- fund annually 3 per cent of their the present crisis" it adds.
I am 14 and my parents won't ents would net object to group salaries and their local churches, The resolution takes care to
Edward Underwood of 880 Leallow me to date. Several boys sessions where pairing off is as 7 per cent,
oyne.
NEW YORK — William R. Hudlabel those working against the
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rayfield have asked me. I have had to re- natural as breathing. By group
To be administered by the Supreme Court "as long as it is gins, prominent business execu•
Thus of 2523 Vandale.
fuse all of them. Do you think activities, of course, I mean par- board, the program will require the law of the land" as "Subver- live resigned last week as presi
A son. John Edward. to Tilt. I am too young to date I think ties, picnics, skating sessions, footpreacher's voluntary retirement at sives . . . who seek to overthrow dent of Carver Federal Savings
and Mrs. Lawrence Finnie of 205 I am old enough. All of the other ball, basketball games, and such
age of 65, and compulsory re. our present form of Government and Loan Association although
the
girls my age date, except ii-ee sports. See if you can't prevail
Ayers.
at 72.
tirement
by ignoring. disregarding, and re- continuing as a member of the
to
Faye.
Brenda
best
daughter,
girl
friend. And her parents upon them to let you in on these.
A
Another significant action at this belling against the fundamental hoard of directors.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson of and mine are alike in many of Time will take care of the rest.
Following last week's annual
session was the naming of a griev- laws of the nation."
808 Brown Mall.
ance committee.
The final resolution strongly meeting, the directors elected the
A son, Isaac, to Mr. and Mrs.'
ACCLAIM IKE
urges the organized church — es- 46-year old Joseph E. Davis as
John A. Boeen of 551 N. SecPresident Eisenhower's efforts in pecially the NBC — to guard the his successor. Davis was formerly
ond.
the interest of world peace, in- welfare of Negro workers in labor executive vice-president and manA daughter, Nicki Lynn, to Mr
cluding the "domestic aspect.' and industry, especially in t h e aging officer of the association, as
and Mrs. Dave Wilson of 19 W
well as a co-founder of the $7,500
were also hailed here in a mes- South.
Desoto.
sage from the Board.
A -eon, James Edward. Jr., to
"Negroes, who constitute about organization.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Crutcher
"By your official acts you have 85 per cent of American industry's
Of Slie Polk.
given the weight of your high of- working force," asserts the resoluMine Industry
A:son, Wilburt Eugene. to Mr.
fice to the protection of law and tion, "should receive their fair Indianapolis—Indiana's bituminIll.
—
—
(INS)
CARBONDALE,
Wells
upheld
the
rulings
the
of
and -Mrs. William E. Mickens of
order in the United States, and the share of all benefits from labor as ous coal industries employ about
An anneal search for the nation's Supreme Court and opposed ex•
853 Zavon.
furtherance of democracy and, they work full steam in building 9,000 miners
most
courageous
weekly
newspatremists
the
first
in
to
maSouth's
Mr.
Luther,
James
Aion,
andlirs. James Gray, of 670 Con. per editor has been launched by jor clash involving racial inteSouthern Illinois university's De- gration in the schools. Six other
Cord,—
editors were nominated.
An, Jerome. to Mr. and Mrs. partment of Journalism.
In 1956, Mrs. Mabel Norris
Nominations are now being acWillie. G. Douglas of 59 S. Parkcepted for the 1958 Elijah Parish Reese, editor of the Mount Dora
ets•Reeeeoeoe°
Lovejey award for courage in (Fla.) Topic, received the award
Journalism, to be presented July for defying the Ku Klux Klan in
14 during the Fourth National con- another school racial issue. In
ference of weekly newspaper ede both instances, efforts were made
to intimidate the editors and boytors at the University.
$125.00 to $200.00 per
The award winner is selected cott their newspapers.
month - Transportation The Lovejoy award honors the
for exhibiting editorial courage
Advanced - Free Room &
"in face of economic, political, or crusading Alton, Ill., editor who
Board. Send References
became
the first martyr to a free'
social pressures against them by
eoct age. For More Infor- members of their communities." press in America. An ardent abolitionist, Lovejoy was killed by a
mation Write . . .
Purpose of the award, according
mob in 1837 when he defied its
to Dr. !toward R. Long, depart demands to cease publication.
SELECT MAIDS
to
is
ment
encourage
chairman,
YORK
INC.
OF NEW
outspoken, yet responsible. parti337 Central Avenue
(elution in local issues and con- Fisk To Complete Two
Lawrence, N. Y.
troversies on the part of weekly Buildings At Million
editors.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (ANP) —
Nominations, which may come Two new buildings, to cost more
from any state in the union must than a million dollars, will soon
be submitted in writing by one be rising on the campus of Fisk
personally familiar with the cire university here.
A three story man's dormitory
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
cumstanees of a weekly editor's
is expected to see completion Sep.
courageous actions during 1957.
HEATERS
A jury of leading weekly news- temher 15. About two month
VACUUM CLEANERS
paper editors will consider all ; later, a combination student union
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS selection. Deadline for nomination and dining hall is scheduled to
is March 31.
open. With furnishings, the two
Last year's award went to Hor- structures will cost $1.200.000, ac
ace V. Wells, jr., editor 'if the cording to Dr. Stephen J. Wright,'
Chester, N. V. Asbury Park,
Clinton. Tenn., Courier-News.
I president of Fisk •
T. Peat-call. chairman of the
ON CONCERT TOUR—Famed
N. J.; Brooklyn, Washington,
A&T college Department of
choir of A&T college, GreensD.
C.,
and
Salisbury, Md.
Music. In photo are three of
boro, N. C., is on concert tour
Group
is
directed
by
ConHoward
the choir members.
of the Atlantic Seaboard.
cert engagements include PhilPort
York,
New
adelphia,
ALSO—
A eon, Rodney Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie McDowell of 385
Crump blvd.
A daughter, Erma Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard K. Davis of 949
leeMoyne.
t" A son, Dwayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Dickey of 246 W.
Dison.
; A son, Theodore Roosevelt III,
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore R. My•
era of 2970 Alcorn.
A son Alphonzo, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cornelius Williams of 618 N.
Fifth.
A daughter, Bonnie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Moses Howard of 1571 S. Orleans.
A son, Kevin Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clemmie Richardson of 1422
Sunset.
A son, Donald, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Fullove of 581 Wal-

Guide Post

•

Baptists Set Up Social
Security For Own Clerics

•

By

Charlotta Stewart

Hudgins Resigns
Savings Post

Begin Search
For Top Editor

MAIDS
NEW YORK AREA

PHILIPPA SCHUYI ER, young
American concert pianist and
composer, is shown in Uganda
East Africa, where she spent
10 days visiting the chief cities.
She was received by the Bishop
of Masaka. In the photo, Miss

Schuyler and the Bishop are
greeted be the Brothers of
Blessed K3101i Lwanga order
in the Bush Country at the
Monastery of St. Thomas Aquinas in Uganda.

Lawyers, Dentists To
Pay New Federal Tax
In conjunction with Mr. Roue.
tree's announcement, Joe W. Eames, district manager of the Memphis office of the Social Security
Administration, pointed out that
since the extension of coverage to
these professional self-employed
persons they are now building the
same kind of insurance protection
for themselves and their families
that the Federally-operated system has afforded most other selfemployed individuals slnce 1951.
Professional men who file on a.
calendar year basis will be reBENNETT, MT. HOLYOKE quired to pay a self-employment
TO EXCHANGE STUDENTS tax for each year after 1955 if
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Plans their earnings amounted to more
for a student exchange program than $400.
between Bennett College and Mt.
Holyoke College of South Hadley.
were announced.
Under the proposal, six Bennett
students and a faculty member
will spend two weeks during the
coming semester at Mt. Holyoke,
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
with the faculty member teaching
one or more courses. Six Mount
Lerflordek
305 Perph.r
Holyoke students and a faculty
Phew. JA 11-6S:Z
for
Bennett
to
come
will
member
the same length of time.
For the second year, lawyers.
dentists, osteopaths, veterinarians,
chiropractors. naturopaths, and optometrists will be required to pay
social security tax along with their
Federal income tax returns J.
M. Rountree, district director of
Internal Revenue for the state of l
Tennessee said recently.
Members of those professions
were brought under social security coverage by a 1956 amendment
to the Social Security Act.

••

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

IRONS REPAIRED

REBUILT VACUUM SQ95
up
CLEANERS

Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most By Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
Stops
Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for Hours!

APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
1•••Iwe
Os.. wow

111111111101111MII

is...
N. Y. tageeirall-The asthma
formula presvribed more than any
other by doctors for their private
patients is now available to asthma
sufferers without presgription.
Medical toots proverfithis formula
stone asthma attacks in minutes and
gives hours of freedom from recurene• of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is so effective that it
is the physicians' leading •rathms
prescription—so safe that now gran
be sold - icieranet pr•74in
tiny tablets called Prillat

Primatene opens Womb.] tubes.
loosens mucous congestton, relieve.
taut nervous tension. All this without taking painful injections.
Theserret is-Primatenecomblnes
medicines tin full prescription
strength) found most effective in
combination for asthma distress
Lich performn a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at right
and freedom front asthma spasm.
...get N., m.t..•. at any drugstore.
only 95 -moss'.•raark-guarantee.
slow 116.4•11 haw!•••••••

•

•

MAIDS — $30 - $50

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

()POUND i1,0011

STERICK BUILDING
ties YOU
PRIFFRINI141
00111'S

oiy

BEST NEW YORK HOMES
Tickets Sent — Free Registration — Free Room and Board
EAT WELL - SLEEP WELL - SAVE MONEY
Cane Alone or With Friends

ABCO AGENCY
251 W. 42 St., N. Y. C., Dept. P-7
1,, ye/1,60.AF OF Tee 41067'
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Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
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"One touch makes the whole American Legion post 800 enter
world kin." This reminder from, tamped the ladies auxiliary with a
Shakespeare does not include the barbecued rabbit supper Thurswhole world but certainly all the day night of this week. ft vas a
tri-cities. We had a lovely blanket very nice occasion and many
lat know falling all around the of the ladies took advantage of
northern part of Gibson county going to the post with their bus,
Which made the young at heart bands. Atty. Holmes spoke to ths
feel gay and the oldsters shiver. group on the forthcoming Congre,
The changing weather has its sional election in behalf of Att'y
Mr. and Mrs. James Randolph, the public is invited to atteaditi
toll of sickness, for; on the Z. D. Atkins.
of 816 S. 18th at , and Mrs. Bertha
Rev. and Mrs. Eugene Drops.,
sick list this week we still have
Let all citizens of this congresShelton and her two daughters. of 720 S. 15th at., had as recent
Mrs. Nancy Russell, Mrs. Beulah sional district go out and vote for
Misses Lena and Georgia Shelton, guests their daughter, Miss AlRobinson. Mr. Andrew Belmont,
the candidate of your choie yes
of 218 S. 12th st., motored to berta Draper, and nephew with
and additions include A. J. Gad
vote. This is your American priviStuttgart and Little Rock last wife, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Colelin, Mrs. R. L. Radford and Dudlege.
Sunday to visit relatives and man, from Davenport, Iowa.
ley Reed. Shut-ins are Mrs. Mary
TEAM LOSES
CAGE
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith and
Ann Thompson, Mrs.Sarah Coger,
The basketball teams suffered a
Mr. Burns, of Lepanto, Ark., their children were Sunday guests
and Mrs. Willie Phillips.
to Alamo there.
week
this
loss
Death took from us Mrs. Jennie
Is in X'eteran's hospital in Mem- of their aunt, Mrs Ruth Alettaa•
wishing for them better
from senior civic organisaJUNIOR Cl'!" LEADERS —
phine Winbush, junior advisor;
mer senior Chic Council presBrown, mother of Samuel P h i 1- Here's
phis where he is being treated for der in Conway, Ark., recently.
this week end.
Martin
with
luck
Installation
tions.
to
left
From
recent
they
right
Following
Rev.
and
Mrs. Doris Burns of Little, Ark.,
Geraline
ident;
Pearly
Bell,
Alexander P. Glad•
lips.
a stroke which he suffered reSkinner Jordan has
Hollis
Mrs.
High
Melrose
Josephine
the
W11are
Helen
Jones,
at
ney,
services
of
Watkins,
president
Josephine
is in Memphis at present vis(,•
Bluff
the
Williams,
City
SOME GUESTS
cently..
Friends
and
relatives
of
for
team
the girls
son Elbert Lindsay, Martha
school gymnasium, the officers
and Shelby County Council of
Edward Smith, Prof. Floyd
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sylves- taken over
Mr. Burns are wishing him a ing her friends. Mrs. Burns Wal
gave Up the team
Wilson, Mary Jo Iron. Mary
Campbell, principal of MelSenior Civic clubs. (Photo by
ter Burns and Mrs. Sallie Webb Mr. Hale who
of the Bluff City and Shelby
return to Little Rock shortly.
speedy
recovery.
has
Hale
Mrs.
sake.
health's
this week were Mrs. Eva Burns and for
Falls., James T. Walker, forCounty Council of Junior clubs
rose High school; Mrs. JoseWithers.)
Mrs. Jenny Green is in Ilelena, Mr. and Mrs. Jennie Willis.
done a fine job with the girls
with sponsors
for 1958, line
William Burns of St. Louis, Mo.,
Ark., where she is visiting with with their son Larry, left her*
and we hope he fully regains his
Walter Burns, and Mrs. Bettie
Mrs. Mary Lee Jones and Mrs. recently for a vacation in Detroit,
health soon.
Williams and Walter Burns of ChiMich. Before returning, they plea
Jean Barker.
wis all
we
Jordan,
Mrs.
For
cago, due to the passing of their
to spend a week in Flint.
a
Mason,
Fred
resident
former
She
possible.
success
aunt in Chicago, who was brought the luck and
of West Memphis, is here for a
to Rawls Funeral Home in Browns- is a former Rosenwald player and
Visit. Mr. Mason now lives in Hot'
ville for funeral services on Sun- we know she will give the team
Judge Elizabeth McCain was the I service's were Elbert Lindsay, par- ic club, and Josephine Jones, chap- Memphis Junior Civic club. WiL Springs, Ark.
her best, since she is a natural
day last.
Mn. and Mrs. Vernice Gamble
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Ivie were hosts hard worker. Let's support our guest speaker on Sunday after- limentarian, of the Orange Mound lain of the Whitehaven Junior Cie- liam Rodgers, of the Douglas
Bungalow, and Crump Junior and family were in Crenshaw, TO
noon, Jan. 19, when the Bluff Junior Civic club; Betty Smith, ic club.
to the Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rogers teams, fans.
City and Shelby County Council ' sergeantait-arms of the Douglas Installed as reporter for the club Civic club was installed as as- Miss., on Sunday, Jan. 19, to at. g
on Sunday last for dinner. Serv- GIVE A HAND
tend the funeral of Mrs. Gamble's
ices were held at the CME church. The PTA of this school is tak- of Junior Civic clubs held its in- Bungalow, and Crump Junior Civ• was Helen Wilson, of the East sistant reporter.
services in :he Melrose
stallation
father, Mr. Jones. The Gambles
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Roy ing advantage of every opportunigymnasium.
school
High
live at 700 S. 18th st.
operations.
Buckley of Nashville, who were ty to mike payments on their
Also present to Install the ofhouseguests of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie water coolers. If you haven't made
SPRINGFIELD, III.
INS)
These states seek to deny to the Mr. and Mrs. Obediah Rodgers,
Ball and father. Mr. Tom Moore. your contribution, please do so. ficers was James T. Walker, a po-'
NAACP and its members their Mrs. Edosia Rodgers, and their The conflict of interest trial of
The choir of Fairview Baptist And speaking of contributions, litical and labor leader, and presiCharles
Rep.
state
Clahaugh
families
in
were
Gilmore, Ark.,
constitutional rights. of association,
church met with Richard Harris have you joined the March of dent of the North Memphis Civic
freedom of expression and access on Sunday, Jan. 26, to attend the of Champaign, is slated to start
and mother on Thursday night Dimes for Polio? If not, you had club.
funeral
their
of
cousin,
Mrs. Bir- April 17.
to the courts."
The offitvrs installed were
last. Mrs. Edmonia Skinner of better hurry. You know you aren't
theteer Comming. Mrs. Comming
Clabaugh, who waived Indictthe
of
activities
the
of
Studies
3.
the
from
president,
Smith.
Trenton is pianist. Mrs. Imagene going to be left out on that. We Edward
is survived by 4 children and a ment, Was accused in an infor.
have
"that
Councils
('itizens
White
club;
Civic
junior
Mound
Orange
Burnett met wit hthe CME shoir are fast approaching Brotherhood
sister. The funeral service was illation of receiving a MO conencouraged and organized econoJosephine Watkins, first vice pres- The American Jewish Congress franchising devices."
on the same night.
conductetd at graveside, with tract for repairing security screens
week, National Youth Week Re- ident, New (7hicago Civic club;
against
reprisals
other
and
mic
U.S.
urged
has
newly-created
the
2. Studies, conducted in conjuncFrom Rutherford we have Mrs. ligious) Dental Health week and
Sims Funeral, Home in charge at Anna State hospital.
presvoce
second
Williams,
Pearly
constituexercising
Southerners
Bessie Belmont still on the sick birthdays of famous persons.
Commission on Civil Rights to tion with the Department of Jusof arrangements.
Clabaugh maintains there wail
ident, of the 48th Junior Civic
tional rights.
list.
_The Gospel Tones and the King nothing wrong with the activities
Your schools in all areas will ward; Geraliee Bell, secretary, of launch a "massive attack upon , tice, of "the illegal movements
FUND DRIVE ENDS
have
that
of Trumpet were featured in a of his firm, the Champaign Wea.'
interested In these and they Crunip Junior Civic club; Mary e illegalmovements of resis- designed to obstruct compliance It is these Councils
A financial drive ended at the be
imported and are distributing vile program sponsored at the New ther Strip Co. Ile claimed thir
will want your interest also. Please Jo Irons, correspondent secretary, tance to law and order."
Presbyterian church pastored by
the
decisions
with
Court
Supreme
the
anti-Semitic materials through
Mt. Zion H. B. church by the company dealt directly with conKeep in touch with your schools 48th Junior Civic ward; Mary It proposed that the Commission
the Rev. C. H. Doaks, Sunday
region."
Willing Workers club on Jan. 26. tractors on a job and not with the
churches for information about Falls. assistant secretary, 35th Investigate curtailments of the outlawing racial segregation."
night. Queen No. 1 was Miss An- and
these dates.
Junior Civic ward; and Martha right to vote and assault upon In this connection, the AJCon- 4. An investigation of the Ku Rev. W. E. Battle is pastor of the State.
net Albea; No. 2 was Mrs. Betty celebrating
State's Attorney J. Waldo Ack•
The ccuntywide spelling match Wilson, treasurer, of the East the traditional American freedom gress asked specifically that the Klux Klan now active in several church.
Lou Martin, and No. 3 was Mrs.
An "Age Rally" will be given erman said this was in violation
of association.
Feb. 13. Make Memphis Junior club.
Commission give attention to "the Southern states "to establish the
Vernon Brown. A total of $90 will be in Trenton
by
Morning
of
choir
the
your
Star
M.B.
of a conflict of interest statute
and hear
Others who were installed at the These proposals were advanced systematic effort by most of the responsibility, if any, of the KKK
was raised. Yeoman Third Class plans to attend
Incidentally, have
in a letter to Dr. John A. Ilan- Southern states to bar the NAA- for the hemb-throwings and other church on Sunday, Feb. 16, and which forbids legislators from reClyde Louis Corley is on leave best spellers.
jockey
all
present
the
persons
between
ceiving
disc
state contracts.
county
nah, Commission chairman, which CP from their territory to punish acts of violence that have so
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. you heard our
ages of 25 and 90 will be asked
tune in James H.
Ackerman added that the trial
its members and to hamstring its shocked the nation."
was
made
public
last
week
Dewey Corley. Freddie Belmont, lately? If not,
a
at
to give a penny for each year of would be a bench trial before
hour over station WIRJ,
meeting of A.I Congress' AdminJr., is enjoying a leave with his Johnson's
of their life. Mrs. Mary Catching Circuit Judge Dewitt S. Crow in
twice weekly. Wiat
mother, Mrs. Bessie Belmont and in Humboldt,
istrative
r•
Committee,
held
the
at
norwaseroworstwo-•
•••••••
is sponsoring the program, and Springfield.
to call by our news. So until next
family.
Stephen Wise Congress House 15
same time, same place,
Edward Booker of Detroit is vis- week,
84
East
New
St.,
York
City.
TrenCall Mr. Johnsen in
iting his parents, Mr. a nd airs. days'
URGES CONGRESS ACT
678R, 3585 Dyer is the numbe
Andrew Book(,r. Mr. and Mrs. ton,
Also made public was a report
ADIOS AMIGOS!
spent
Louis
St.
of
Warren
Odell
urging action by the U. S. Cona few days here with his mother
JACKSON, Miss. — Memorial gress in five crititical legislative
and brother, Mrs. Queen Glenn,
services for the late Rev. A. L. areas: civil rights, federal aid
and Mr. and Mrs. Mcnthus Glenn.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES I be solemnized at the Moore'S
Rice, former pastor of Mt. Helm , to education, the federal internal
From Trenton we !earn an uncle
Over 700 students received grad- Chapel CMEchurch at Colt, Ark.
Baptist church and chaplain at security program, immigration,
of Mr. and Mrs. Harris Hunt,
uate degrees from the University
Jackson State college, who died and international agreements on i
Jim Christmas, is a patient in
of Arkansas, Fayetteville', Ark.,
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Choco- in Dayton. .lan. 10, will be held human rights.
Madison-County General hospital.
p.m., in
A highlight of the meeting was
With LEODA GAMMON
Jan, 25.
We hope he is improving. Miss late-loving Americans saluted the Sunday, Feb. 2, at 4
auditorium.
the dedication of the Israel GoldFreddie. Ward and brother and world's major source of their fa- Dansby Hall
Among these graduates were
The Rev. Rice came to Jack- stein Library at the Congress DESSERT•SALAD
wife. Rev. and MraT J. C. Ward, vorite flavor, the new nation of
I into 6 1.2 cup heart mold Chill our own
ac•
to
Victor Starlard. Mr.
twenties
son in the early
House, established in honor of COMBINATION
almost firm. Add chilled
?until
all of Indianapolis, visiting their Ghana.
Theologi- AJCongress' president. Judge JusStarlard got his Masters degree
The ambassador of Ghana. Dar,. cept the deanship of the
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Will Mclayer.
custard
We hear so much these days
at the college tine Wise Polier presided at the
in Counselor Education. He receivGee. Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Woods lel A. Chapman, accepted for his cal Department
about calories,'that it's a delight CUSTARD LAYER
ed his high school training in the
and the church agreed to bring ceremonies.
of Chicago were recent visitors country a citation from the Ameni
to find a dessert which is pretty 3 egg yolks
him to Jackson jointly.
public schools at Hot Springs, Ark.
In its letter to Dr. Hannah, the
of Mr. and Mrs. Algie Robinson. can Dairy Association and the
to look at, delicious to eat, and Few grains salt
He was graduated from A M&N FEll.
also "examine generally the probMr. B. M. Anderson of Chicago Chocolate Milk Foundation. condesthis
fact,
SAM
yet not too rich. In
scalded milk
college, Pine Bluff, Ark., where
convinced that only by a massive sert will make a refreshing salad, 2 cups
spent a few days with his mother, gratulating the country on the apgelatin
unflavored
as
envelope
anniversary
he
1
first
held
in
membership
its
the
of
followproach
Anderson.
Mrs. Lou Ella
attack upon the illegal movements if you wish. A layer of custard,
pilts
'
Auditor turn NiPrn
cold water
ing organizations: Alpha Phi AlThe members of Acie Moore an independent nation.
of resistance of law and order filled with sliced bananas, sliv- 1-4 cup
pha fraternity, Alpha Kappa Mu * t NEW *
sliced bananas
cup
1
can we hope to redeem the pledges ered almonds and marshmallow
quartered marshmallows National Honor society, Sigma OA. niffERENT
of freedom, equality and suffrage pieces gives body to the mold. 1 cup
pA.t. • *
Beat egg yolks; add sugar and Rho Sigma National Historical
GREENSBORO, N. C — Two of- made in the 13th, 14th, and 15th Over this sparkles a layer of tart
Honor society.
salt. Slowly add scalded milk. At present, Mr. Starlard Is a
ficials of the North Carolina Vo- Amendments:,
red cherries in gelatin.
As part of this "evolve atcational Agriculture program in
Mold the two lafers in a heart, Cook over hot water, stirring con- teacher of Science at the LinAt,
Negro schools were recently ele• tack," the AJCongress proposed shape, to make the centerpiecel stantly, until mixture coats spoon. coln High school, Colored News
TOP MARS OF THI CIRCUS WORI I
vated to the new posts of district the following activities to the for a bridal luncheon buffet or Soften gelatin in cold water; add writer for the Forrest City Times '
Commission.
supervisors.
for a Valentine's Day lea. The to custard; stir until dissolved. Herald, scoutmaster and song
CLOWNS-ELEPHANTS
1. Hearings that will not onlyedge may be piped with whipped thickened. Add bananas, almonds leader in his church. Our hats are
Those promoted included W. T
WILD
Phone EX 7-9511
ANIMALSad DOZEIN4
Johnson, and James W. Warren, consider complaints by individu- cream, or softened cream cheese. and marshmallows. Pour over off to Mn. Starlard for his proEUROPEAN THRILL TEAMS'S
jr., both, former assistant super. als deprived of their vote but will CHERRY
cherry mixture. Chill until firm gress.
Open 8 A.M. 'Til 10 P.M.
•
The Semper Fideilis club held
visors of Vocational Agricultural also "examine generally the pro
ADVANCE"SALENW
•
Education with headquarters here lem of Negro disenfrancheisment."
its regular meeting at the home GOLDSMITH S CENRAL TICKET OFFIL.
of Mrs. Louvenia Clark. Mrs. CarSuch hearings, the letter declar.
at A. and T. college.
reather Banks, vice president,
The promotions, announced by ed. "should concern themselve,
the
at
and Reservon
Plans
presided
meeting.
state
Raleigh,
Bullard,
supG.
A.
with the misuse of character and
were made for the annual Negro
ervisor of Vocational Agriculture, literacy requirements by voting
„t
OFFICE
N1GHTSV
POST
piVr
U. S.
History Week program which will
were made to fill the vacancy registrars, the
intimidation of
•
week
second
the
held
Febrube
in
AdDltriChildrtnt
by
left
B.
S.
assistant
Simmons,
would-be-Negro
registrants and
For Your Convenience
ary. Guests of the hostess and
supervisor of Vo•Ag who died last voters, particularly common in
MB? 5 11111196315N16h
•
HA1,110.
- H1141,11
club members were Mrs. Eames•
July.
non-urban areas and other disentine B. Whitlow, Guidance direct- 3 SHOWS FOr NEGROES FE% IC
or at the I,incoln High school and
Mrs. Alice B. Barabin of Os
OR
ceola, Ark.
REY
•• •
VELD
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Hare an
nounced the engagement of their
daugter, Florstyne, to Alfred
Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs.
AUDITORIUM • MEMPHIS
Fast — Free Delivery Service
John Crawford. The wedding will
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Junior Council Hears Judge

Set Apri117
or Clabaugh
'Interest' Trial

r
rgesMassive
Rights Attack

•

Hold Memorial
Rites For Rev.
Rice Of Jackson

THE

Forrest City & Madison Briefs

Salute Ghana As
Chocolate Maker

•

Y.

Promote 2 N. C.
Ag Officials

NYAL PHARMACY

World's Most Spectacular
Indoor Show

3109 So. Third-At Brooks Rd.

4rtis

Barton Heights Substation

AUDITORIUM

`,;:‘,',,F;;;.:
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Save Cash Register Receipts Until
Totals $10.00 — Then Redeem Them
For A Valuable Gift.

B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES

SHRINE(IRfUS Rot Office

By Markhum Stansbury

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

••

This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
inag time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay In her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage' Rave
Two lost faith la your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Yea
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
problems, rem, let MADAM BELL advise you at mice. She
will read life to you lust as site would read as epee book
Tell you why your lob or business is not a success. If you have
failed la the rest come see M4DAM BELL at once.
Leraled se Highway 51 South. lust over Mississippi Matt
Line, en the way te Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks belay
where she us• to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
• leek for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
bad an office to Hest Memphis
ti all dues (She
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State Line end get
elf at State Line and walk 2 blocks aid se• MADAM SELL'S
BAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW 1.4AY RE TOO LAYS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m. te II p.m.
Reading' Daily, Open en Sundays

••

I fleet make any home rails or answer any letters. Be sere
te leek for the right sign and the right name.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
We have selected Ulysses G.
Harvey as student of the week.
Mr. Harvey is a member of the
10-14A class at Washington.
He is the 16-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Harvey, sr., who
reside at 402 Lucy Avenue.
At school he is a member of
the Saint Cecelia Glee club, Washingtonian staff, and library staff.
He attends St. Andrew AME

LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO.FURNITURE
Them is e reason why people like
te do business with us You, tee,
like our courteous turermset
•nd desire to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 800 P.M.
Closed All Day Saturday

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Warn• Operated - Han,. Owned
Phone JA 5-7611

church where he is a member of
the junior choir.
This is Mr. Harvey's reply on
going steady: '.'I don't think teenagers should go steady because
they have too much of a future
ahead of them."
LARGEST LIBRARY
The Booker T. Washington High
school library is the largest in the
Memphis City School system, white
or Negro. It has a seating capacity
of approximately 350. In the run
of a day approximately 1,850 students use the library, which is
three-fourths of the entire student
body. There are 34 library assistants on the staff, working under
the direction of Miss D. Williams
and Mrs.V. S. Nabrit.
The library officers are as follows: president, Wiloner Ann
Holmes, vice president; Emma
J. Neal; secretary, Robbie Mangum; assistant secretary, Sammy
Lyon; treasurer, Donald Franklin,
Chaplain, Marion Evans; parliamentarian. Booker T. Wade and
reporter, Verlene Perry.

NMA Women Meet Feb. 8
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — ANP 1 —
The Mid-year Executive Board
meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary
to the National Medical Assorts.
lion will convene in Milwaukee,
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 8-9

STARTS SUNDAY!
FEBRUARY 2
3 BIG DAYS 3

oirdilliP"
DESSERT SALAD
CHERRY LAYER
1.4 cup sugar
Few grains salt
1-2 teaspoon almonds extract
Soften gelatin in rold water; add
cherries and syrup, sugar, salt;
heat.-Stir until gelatin is dissolved.
Cool: add almond extract, Pour

Unmold on lettuce. Serve with
Creamy Dressing. Makes 6 servings.
CREAMY DRESSING
1-2 cup heavy cream
1-2 cup mayonaise or salad
Whip cream, untiil slightly stiff;
fold in maynnaise or salad dressing

STOP HUNTING!
AT HARRY'S
STOP
For Your Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
Ursion

Station

Is Across the Street From

1110111111.10 11011111:01010
INS MEM az

COMING WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. FEB. 5-6

A Girl's Most Shocking Experience in Love'
"THE THREE FACES OF EVE"

194 East Calhoun
The

WAYNE AT HIS MIGHTIEST!
ADVENTURE AT ITS BEST!
John Wayne
Sophia Loren
R0111111110Brazzi
Legend of
the Lost

Us

Starring Joanne Woodward - David Wayne - Lee J. Cobb

THESE CHARMING talented "lovelies" of Memphis High Schools are seeking the coveted title "Princess
of the Ice" to reign at the Sunday, March

Sot., Feb. 1, 1958

9, S:30 P.M. performance of "Holiday On Ice" sponsored by
right:

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, at Ellis Auditorium. They are left to

NASHVILLE — The Delegate Eppse. Nashville, for Middle TenAssembly of the Tenni .ee Edu- nessee; S. W. Seals, Chattanooga,
cation Congress convened on Ten- for East Tennessee; and A. L.
nessee State university's campus Robinson, Lexington, for West
in Nashville last week for their Tennessee. M. D. Senter, Knoxville, presided over the executive
business session meeting.
Reports from officers and spec- committee session.
Delegates elected to attend the
election of offic•
lal
ers, presentation of the proposed REA Convention in Cleveland,
amendment,
apOhio, included Mrs. Carrie Vaughn
Constitutional
pointment of committees and the of Nashville; Robert Jacox, Henpresentation and adoption of the ning; Miss Darlene Hutson, Jack.
budget were included in the busi- son; and Alternate Ernest Shelton, Clarksville. ATA delegates
ness agenda.
A panel discussion on "Survey chosen were Miss C. la Russell,
of Public Education in Tennessee" Ripley; E. P. Caruthers, Johnson .
at the Saturday morning session, City; Mrs. Mary Bentley, Nash''
Presided over by Mrs. Arnetta ville; and Alternate Mrs. Alic e'
G. Wallace, president of TEC fea- Thomas, Nashville.
tured Dr. S. J. Wright, president C. N. Berry, principal of JackFisk university; Dr. J. A. Col- son, Tennessee's new Merry High:
ston. president, Knoxville college; school, was elected to the coveted
Dr. Ernest Hooper, acting presi- post of Third Vice President.
dent, LeMoyne college; and Dr. The Tennessee Education CongW. S. Davis, president, Tennessee ress Convention meeting at TenState university.
nessee State university, Thursday
Elected to executive committee and Friday, April 10, 11 will foPosts were: R. A. Stewart, Gal- cus on "Education — An Endless
latin, delegate-at-large; Merl R. Frontier."

RUFUS BLAIR

Lillian Valeria Fisher, junior at Hamilton High school where her
interests include the Senior Band, library staff, vice•preaident of
the Library Science club, president of the Debutants society, F.
B. L. A. and school editor for the Memphis World. She is president
of the Les Jeunes titles Social club. Her hobbies are dancing and
typing. Linen is a member of Centenary Methodist church where
she sings in the choir. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Gilbert Fisher, Jr., of 1887 Freemont Me. Magnolia Betts, junior at
R. r. Washington High school. She is being sponsored by The
Gersoppa Duke's Inc. well-known social group of men. At Wash"
ington her major interests are cosmetology, the Y-teens and the
Motor club. Magnolia attends Central Baptist church. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Birteal Dixon who resides at 666 Williams Ave.

Beverly Truitt. sophomore at Melrose High school. She is being
sponsored by the Jacqults social club. At Melrose she is a member of the Melrobettes, secretary of the Y-Teens and president of
the Jacqulets. Beverly is • member of the New Era Baptist church.
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Elyeses Truitt, Sr., of 821 Laurel
St. Beatrice Cooper. Junior at B. T. Washington High school where
she is president and program chairman of the Junior class and
vice-president of the Student council. She is being sponsored by
Lucille's Beauty shop. Beatrice is a member of the Person Avenue
Baptist church serving as president of the No. 2 choir. She is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. S. E. Cooper who reside at 2136 Rile
st.

High school contestants are vying for the title "Princess of SEATS AVAILABLE
Tickets are now on sale. There are still choice seats available
the Ice" to reign as guest of honor during the Sunday, March 9,
8:30 p. m. performance of "Holiday On Ice" sponsored by Zeta for $5loo, $2.00 and $1.50. Orders for these tickets are being accepted by the sorority members and the high school contestants.
Phi Beta Sorority at Ellis Auditorum.
Proceeds of this performance will benefit the Sorority EyeThis contest is an additional feature for the second anaual glass and Scholarship Projects.
Mrs. Mildred P. Horne, Basileus and Mrs. Carlotta M. Stewart,
presentation of this world famous glorious new spectacle.
general chairman express the Sorority's appreciation for the sucThe show this year will be even more glamorous, featuring the cess of last year's presentation and solicit the cooperation of the
magnificience and splendor of "Alladin P Wondrous Lamps.' general public again this year. Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway,
"Waterama" (beautiful miracle fountains,) "Alice in Toyland" publicity chairman, states that this attraction is a must on your
and many other exciting features.
social calendar. Don't mist it!

Complete freedom and equality
can be obtained by American Negroes, but future strides in that
direction will come by way of the
ballot box, Dr. James N. Nabrit,
a Washington, D. C. attorney told
an audience at Metropolitan Baptat church last Monday evening.
Dr. Nabrit was the guest speaker at a Crusade for Citizenship
rally sponsored by the Ministers
and Citizens League, and the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, whose goal is to have at
least 100,000 Neegroes in Memphis
and Shelby County on voting registration rolls by the next election.
Speaking without notes, Dr. Nabrit, the brother of Rev. H. C.
Nabrit, pastor of First Baptist
church, Lauderdale, told his audience that if Negroes were to
vote in sufficient strength, a Civil
Rights Commission would be unnecessary because those in of.
lice would make their peace with
them.
TAKE ADVANTAGE
The legal barriers to freedom
are being removed in the courts,
but unless Negroes take advantages of such gains, all of the work
will have been in vain. Freedom,
Dr. Nabrit said, means more than
walking the streets, having a good
job, and a comfortable home, It
means that one has a right to

enjoy those things which other
citizens receive on an equal basis,
and without restrittions.
To illustrate how powerful the
ballot can be, Dr. Nabrit, who wa
one of three lawyers who argued
the desegregation case before the
Supreme Court, recalled how a
county in Alabama was eradicated to deny voting power to Negroes.
He said that Atlanta, Georgia,
had changed its racial attitude
since Negroes began voting in
large numbers, and predicted that
Memphis would improve also, it
Negroes assumed the same responsibility here.
Dr. Nabrit was introduced by
Atty. H. T. Lockard, the local N.
A. A. C p president, who recently appeared before a three-judge
Federal Court here to attack segregation on the Memphis Street
Railway busses The suit is ewaiting action of Tennessee officials.
Dr. J. E. Walker, chairman of
the board of Universal Life In.
surance company, waai the mas.
ter of ceremonies during the pro
gram which began with inspiris
tional singing. Others who appear.
eci on the program were Dr. J.
W. Golden, Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of the church; Rev. E. W.
Williamson, Lt George W Lee,
and Dr. W. L. Varnado.

Cole said, however, that by the
time he returned to Hollywood to
! HOLLYWOOD — Nat King Cole start some action on a Handy film
Who portrays W. C. liandy in Par. it already had been conceived by
amounts "St. Lows Blues," has Producer Robert 9enith, who
known the famed composer for 16, then asked him to portray the
years, and oddly enough, it was composer as a young man between
WASHINGTON — Editors and under discussion were placed cal
at their first meeting that the two the ages of 20 and 40.
publishers of some of the na• the agenda for further study durjazz exponents discussed the possition's leading weekly newspapers ing the June convention.
As for evoking many of Ilanbility of a film based on Handy's
The Players Incorporated of
met in a two-day trade confer
dy's youthful characteristics and
Washington, D. C., will be preence here recently to discuss pubmannerisms, Cole said "I never tented
at
Lane
college,
Jackson,
lishing problems and to make
Cole recently recalled the first knew him as a young man, of
A West Memphis school teach- plans for
their annual June con'meeting as he dressed for the course, so I don't know how he Tenn.. in Shakespeare's "Romeo
er, Autress L. Plaxico, 28, was
and
Monday,
Juliet,"
on
Feb.
Orange
3
Civic
The
Mound
and
organization.
The
vention
group
to be held in Philadelphia.
also
Handy role on the sound stage. moved or acted. I've only known
convicted by a jury last week at
to.
at
8:00
p.
agreed
provide
to
"Nothing whatever came of the him since he became blind. But
some needy
William 0. Walker, publisher of
Welfare Club held its regualr
a second 'trial for driving while
proposal way back then in 1942, the elements of his life are in the The company now on tour has meeting recently at the Union children with school carfare, to intoxicated, and his punishment the Cleveland Call and Post and
All alieils in the state of Tenill
much
received
recognition
and
from
school
each
for
its
day.
have
certainly
wouldn't
and
I
Protective Assurance company's
was fixed at $250. His attorney, President of the Nationai News- nessee must file an address re.
script and we followed them close- performances.
and has appeared building on Park Ave., and enbeen so presumptuous as to sug- ly.
The most important item dis- Irving Stench, has already made paper Publishers Association was port by Friday, Jan, 31, It. E.
ed before Presidents Eisenhower rolled two new members into the cussed by the club was the need
gest myself for the Handy role, "I think people may be
chairman of the meeting.
Bunker, officer in charge of the
a motion for a new trial.
surprisbut here I am, finally doing it." ed. at how little of Nat Cole there and Truman in the White House.
for Negro citizens of voting age
A number of the editors and Immigration and Naturalization
Mr. Plaxico was found guilty
It has also made appearances
to register and to vote, and ways last March on
be said with satisfaction border- will be in the movie. We are
publishers
were among the 500 or service in Memphis said recently.
the charge of havstick- abroad.
of stimulating interests in this di- ing been intoxicated when his car more civic, fraternal, business and
ing on elation.
To avoid possible penalties, Mr,
ing to a strong story, with many
Tickets for the Jackson performrection
were
suggested.
social
leaders
from over the coun• Bunker said, that all aliens in Bee
! "The first time I met Mr. Han- of Mr. Handy's songs coming in ance may he obtained from
Georgia
vehicle
another
at
struck
the
Five members were appointed
dy was when we played a benefit as an integral part of the dramatic Lane college business office. ,
ave., and Riverside dr , on Nov. try who attended the one-day area should file the address reto the Bluff City and Shelby Countogether. I remember bringing up action, like the time he got conned
11, 1956. On that occasion he was meeting called by Vice President port forms required under tic pro.
ty Council of Clubs. They were sentenced
to serve 15 days in jail Nixon to plan a National Equal visions of the 1952 Immigrntion
a movie about his life, but he out of his first blues song for $50
Mrs. Josephine Winbush, Mrs.
and Nationality Act. Failure to
East Germany is about the same
Job Opportunity Program.
and his fine set at $200.
thought. a story shout a Negro by a man who went on to make a
Laura Thomas, Mrs. Patricia TayA committee was also named comply could mean a fine, jail
wouldn't be accepted by every- fortune from it."
Mr. Plaxico denied that he had
area as Tennessee.
lor,
Mrs.
C.
D.
Gondlow,
and
Mrs.
Ghana's Prime Minister Kwa.
body.
been drinking prior to the col- front the newspaper owners to sentence, or deportation for wit'
There are 17 Handy composition
R Francis Gordon.
lision, but persons testified that call on Senators Lyndon Johnson, 1W violation.
: "Then a little over a year ago in the picture and some of them Texas has 2.54 counties while me Nknimah moved into famed
The
installalion
of
the
Junior
Christianshorg Castle, his picture
The law stipulates that the rethey had seen his car weaving Democrat of Taxes, Senator major
I went East for the testimonial are repeated as they are sung var- Rhode island has none.
appeared on stamps and "(1 o d Bluff City and Shelby County before he hit the other vehicle. ity
leader; and William Knovvland, port must be filed in January: of
dinner of his 84th birthday and iously by Cole. Eartha Kitt, Pearl
Save The Queen" was replaced by Council of Clubs was held later
filch year at the nearest post ofminority leader.
we discussed it again. Ile surpris. Bailey, Ella Fitzgerald and Ma- ! Handy's best
known song, "St. the Ghana national anthem to in the week at the Melroee Inch
ed me by saying he had been a halm Jackson. Other leading per.
During their stay, the publish- fice or Immigration and NaturalizLouis Blues," from which the prove that Ghana is free, accord- school gymnasium, with Judge
ation Service office.
fan of mine for years and would formers are Cab Calloway, Ruby film
ers were guests of the Capital
gets its name, is played four ing to an article in the February Elizabeth McCain as the guest,
Persons who have diplomatie
be delighted to have me play in Dee and Juano Hernandez, and inPress
speaker,
and
James
Club
T.
at
a
dinner
Walker in-1
meeting Status, or are representatives
times and gets full symphonic pre- issue of Ebony,
the movie. You can't imagine strumentalists Barney Bigard, Red
stalling
the
young
people.
Committee.
It
was
In order to get the true state
sentation in a climactic scene,
certain international organization.
how proud I felt w hen he said Callender, Teddy Buckner, Lee
According to Mr. Walker, the and those admitted temporarily
with Cole and Miss Kitt singing of affairs in Africa's newest na- a grand affair for both the young
as
that."
people
and
the
elders
who
attendworkshop
Young and George Washington.
was
fruitful
tion,
for
Ebony
most of farm laborers are excluded front
sent Era Bell Thompin solo and duet.
the publishers. Several subjects this requirement, Mr. Bunker said.
son, coananagine editor and auth- ed.
The Orange Mound Civic and
or of "Africa Land of My FaNegro patrons will find attendWelfare Club will hold its next ance at the Mateo Theatre in
thers," to Accra.
The recent furor in Ghana that meeting at the insurance com- downtown Memphis more enjoy.
resulted in dictator char ges pany's building on Park ave., able following some recent changagainst Nkrumah was caused by which is considered its regular es that have been made at the
his move into Christiansborg Cas- meeting place, and all citizens in building, the management antle. a symbol of white political the area are invited to attend. nounced recently.
Among the officers of the chub
power for nearly 300 years.
The second balcony of the the.
The reason given for this. Nkru- are II. L. Westhrooks, president; atre is now open to Negroes, it
mah's face on stamns, and the Mrs. Patricia Taylor, secretary; was announced, and concession
playing of Ghana's nationV an and Mrs. R. Francis Gordon, re- stands staffed by courteous perthem only, was done to show the porter.
sonnel are in the nearby lobbies.
masses that something has hapIn addition there are more acpened, and Ghana is free
cesible rest rooms in that secAccording to author Thompson,
tion of the theatre, and there is
Nkrumah is aware of his responsi.
a powder room for the ladies.
bility to Africa. Ile
that the
Presently showing at the theaknowsCotton
remaining colonial countries a r e
tre is Walt Disney's production of
depending upon him, and that GilaTaylor C. D. Hayes has been "Old Yellow," in technieolor, cona's experiences are those of any elected president of the Memphis starring Dorothy McGuire and
Cotton Makers' Jubilee for 195E, Fess Parker.
new nation.
Also seen in the pie.
Nkrumah, Ebony says, went to, the Board of incorporators anjail for Ghana's freedom, a n d flounced recently. The nihilist ccle•
e,
erTdoaym
ofnf pYioonrk
m s yinKiihrek,WKeen-t
alruereJe
would not mind being called a die- bration e ill be held from May 12
yin and Chuck Connors,
tator if he can keep her free. to May 17,
knowing that 3 country governed
A pre-Jubilee program. the Juby F071(1; men can succeed
bilect, will be given on March
21 at the Ellis Auditorium.
Sir, Hayes is vice president of
By

No Penal Time,
Votinu Is Bi Item On But
$250 Fine
Civic Club's Agenda For A. Plaxico
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Reveals State
Of Affairs
In Ghana

Ha yes To Head
Jubilee

So good In taste—in such good taste,
Bigger value, too! Now, why settle for le88
than Coca-Cola ... the best-loved
sparkling drink in all the world!

REGULAR

KING

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

illfissl under authority of The Coca•Cola Company by Coca•Colo Softiies
Company gsf Memphis, Tann.

Announce New
$1,000 Grants
Al Atlanta U.

Funeral services were held
here recently for C. G. Moore at
the West Antioch M. B. church,
with Rev. Morris giving the euMgy.
Rev. Henry Runty gave an im•
pressive sermon at the A. M. E.
cnurch on last Sunday night. Rev.
T. J. Jile is pastor of the church.
Mrs. Lillie Mound Vann and children returned to Chicago, Illinois,
after having spent a recent vacation period here with her mother, Mrs. Agnes Price,
J. B. Sandgc, Albert Carr, and
other friends motored here from
Chicago to attend the funeral of
C. C,. Moore.
—

Bees Topic Of
Nature Program
"A Bee's World" was the sub
ject of the children's nature pro.
gram presented in the lecture hall
of Leatos•ne college on last Satur.
day, Jan. 25, W. 13. Stroup, a member of the Shelby County Bee
Keepers a sociation was the
speeker.
Films shown during the program designed to lave children
between 8 and 14 a better appreciation for nature included ' Her
Majesty The Queen Bee," and
"Homy Bee."
The programs are being sponsored by the Memphis Park Commission, and will be given on the
fourth Saturday of each month,
up until April.
"Kingaroo Country" will he the
subject of February's discussion.

PICKED BY COTTON MAKERS—
Taylor C. Hayes, vice president
and manager of the T. H. Hayes
and sons Funeral Home was nam•
ed 1958 president recently by the
Board of incorporators of t h e
Memphis Cotten Makers' Jubilee.
Tg jubilee
•ll be
held from May 12 to 17.

ATLANTA, Ga. — A new program of fellowships has been announced by Atlanta university.
Each fellow will be given a grant
of S1,000 for the nine-months academic year.
Students may take graduate or
professional study in biology,
chemistry, economics, English,
French. history, mathematics, politica! science, sociology, anthropology, the social sciences, social
work, library service, education,
or business administration as they
choose.
The fellowships
be awarded
en the basis of intellect, character, motivation, academic achieve•
ment, and personality and are designed for those students who. al.
ready holding a bachelor's degree
from an accredited college or tini•
versity, have not yet begun formal graduate or professional
work.
College graduates now
being
separated from the armed forces
are also eligible.
Applications must he filed with
the registrar on or before May I
and selected candidates will be
notified on June 1.

the T. H. Hayes and Sons Funeral
home here, established by one of
the first Negro morticians in
America, and today one of the
oldest businesses ewned and operated by Negroes in Memphis. Powell To Tour South
A leader in civic projects, Mr.
WASHINGTON —(ANP) — Rep.
Hay( s is a member of the board -Adam Clayton Powell
(D.. N. Y.)
of the Tri-State Bank, the local is planning a series of speaking
Camp Site Committee for Girl engagements in the south
aimed
Scouts, the Urban League, and, at ,,getting out the Negro
vote,"
is heading the present Boy Scout It wee learned here last
week.
drive. He is also the Grand State
No definite dates, places or
director of the Prince Hall Ma- number of engagements have
sons of Tennessee.
been named.

Proud as a two-year-old honey child
should be, isn't she? Answering the phone
for the very first time while Mommie
takes a shower....
Whether you're going on two or half
past forty, your telephone brings a heap
of pleasure and satisfaction. (There's
even something exciting about its ring!)
For fun,for friendship, and for more good
livin' than you can shake a stick at—just
reach for your phone.

Sorvic• with a Smart Southern Slyhs
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